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DR. DOBB's JOURNAL
of COMPlITER Calisthenics &
Orthodontia

Dr. Dobb's Journal is a highly respected
reference journal which fills a unique and
solid niche within the microcomputing
world. We publish discussions and examp les
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•

OUR READERS SAY;
"Your level of information is fantastic ... the
bestl"
"Dr. Oobb's has presented some of the best and
most intelligent software for the advanced hobby·
ist. Please, please stay that way'"
"Keep up the heavy software, non'commercial,
short miscellaneous, unslick, lots of letters ap·
proach: it's unique among Byte, Interface Age,
Kilobaud, etc."
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Notes
Extra Pages! Special Features! Changes! News! 11tis issue of RC contains
all of the above, and more.
The magazine is eight pages larger than nonna! this time. The expansion was
made to accommodate two feature articles on the new Atan and TI home
computers, and still leave room for all the regular stuff. If you've been
waiting to get a peek at some of the capabilities of these new machines, here
is your chance.

The issue also highlights two other articles: "Architecture of Multi ·P1ayer
Games" and "Cryptarithms." In recent Res, the "Universe" article by Les
laZar and ''Cryptarithms'' by Jack Crehore, have created a flood of reader
response. Todd Voros , co-creator of FORTRAN Man , takes the concepts
presented in "Universe" to the next level. He proposes an architecture for the
implementation of such a system. Jack Crehore, OUI spry 88-year old author
of puzzles, digs again into his bag of mind-benders. Looks like he will become
a regular feature in RC. If you sent in solutions to the rust set of cryptaritbms, check Jack's article for your name.
What about changes? Well, the dragon is losing one of its heads. This
temporary craziness is prompted by Louise Burton's departure from the
masthead of RC. Louise is off to do some traveling, expand her freelance
activities, and generally have a good time. Good luck, Louise! The other
dragons wish you well.
The dragon is sprouting a new head , though, a red one, Tracy Deliman. She
is busy working on several books, doing research with a San Francisco organization, freelancing, and starting to learn about computers. Her special
interests are in holistic health and medical anthropology. Welcome,
Dragoness!
What about the news? The bad news is that FORTRAN Man didn't make it
into this issue, but will RETURN in the Nov-Dec RC. The good news is that
we did receive one entry in our "dragon art" contest. (I believe that's good
news!) More on the contest in the next issue ...
Ramon Zamora
Louise Burton

Tracy Deliman
Bob Albrecht

CORRECTION
In the May-June 1979 issue of RC, we mentioned that the Metagame Hunt
was available free directly from its author, Michael Richter. Alas, that is no
longer true! The game is now available from:
Programma International, Inc.
3400 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 900 IO
(213) 384·0579

Fowth, but not the least. I love your
magazine. Keep it good!

ARTHUR STRIKES AGAIN

BASIC DIALECTS BEWILDER

Dear Dragons and Dragonesses:

So glad to receive .my first COpy, of
Recreational Computing (May-June 79)
and I enjoyed most of it.

First, thank you for putting my article
in such a pretty setting ("Epic Games
on Modest Computers," March-April,
1979).
Second, let me say that while I am in
favor of epic games, I don't think they
should all be universe-size or populated
with hundreds of mythical creations. For
many of us , making it through the week
without abrasive confrontations or other
aggravations is an epic accomplishment.
Some of the games should concern real
life situations to which players are permitted to try different solutions, using
different techniques (e.g., aggression or
compromise) or different personalities;
fantasies can abound in this area.
Lastly , I note that all of the epic games
to date involve war or fighting or conquering or some other form of aggressive
competition. Shame, shame. We need
games without such attributes. My
modest proposal is a game called " Ho
Hum." This game is played by any number of people communicating by modem.
Players pretend they are at a social gathering. Each player can say whatever he
wants whenever he wants. The objective
is to be so boorish, trite and boring that
no one wants 10 talk to you any more.
Players drop out when they can't stand
it any longer or are bored out of their
minds. The last player left is the winner.
As you can see, no one forces another to
capitulate. All action is voluntary.
I am working on two other similar games
to be called "Suicide" and "Disease."
Believe it or not, some fool has suggested
that these programs may not enjoy a large
market.

Arthur Wells, JI.
428 13th St.
Suite 610
Oakland, CA 94612

Tim Huang
1940 1 East Burnside Hy.
Portland, OR 97233

Any club, publisher, software producer,
or individual who wishes to do so, may
contribute non-cash items, such as sof~
First, the error was in the original. Looks ware, back issues of computer publilike a typo for 6io(?J, but maybe Mr. cations, and books on computers.
Mundie is right - BASiC programs Call be
tough to debug, especially without REM J. Wesley B. Taylor, Secretary
Wichita Valley TRS-SO Users Group
statements. Write to David. His address
P.O.Box 4391
is with his article in this issue.
Wichita Falls , Texas 76308

First I found a BUG on Pg. IS ("BASIC
'IS PASCAL vs BASIC"). line 190 says
IF v: 2 THEN 670, but there is NO
line 670; my Sorcerer just gives me
"? SN ERROR in 190" (Syntax Error).
~rry, Charlie, the good BASIC is not
perfect. What is the right one: 270,
370, 470, or 5701

Second, with this issue i h(1lle been on
tile magazine for one year. Not on~
article on the Sorcerer }ws crossed my
desk!

Second, it seems to me nowadays every·
body just cares about the software for
3 major micros: Apple, PET and TRS-SO,
and nobody cares about others such as
the magic Sorcerer, which I ~elieve
also is a superior micro with all kinds. of
graphic goodies. Can you do something
about this?
Third , every program written in either
PET, Apple or TRS-80 BASIC ~wa~s
contains something that only eXISts m
its own BASIC vocabulary. To me, it is
a pain just to try. to use S?mething that
is non-existent m my micro BASIC .
Every author always says that it's very
easy to transport to another version of
BASIC , but God knows how. So, can you
suggest any book or literature or whatever to solve this problem? The whole
case is llke the car door handle which
can't be exchanged even though it's
from the very same auto company of
sarno year. All these BASICs were developed by Microsoft, and all called
"Standard" BASIC (as far as I know),
but why do they have to make such a
headache for users? Poo-hee!
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We all have plans to replace our personal
computers and software, but .at thi~ time
I am particularly interested tn bylIlg to
help our club replace its loss.

IS IT 'THEFT' OR IS IT FREEDOM?

I am writing in response to the letter
from Programmer Anonymous #~,
Third, we have an article on a BASIC
Mahwah , NJ (March-April, 1979). Wn~
Master Commatld list-a subset of BASIC
that works on a bunch of machines. ing programs to simulat~ ~ s~stem s
logged -off mode is no mdlcatlon of
If tile article is not in this issue, look
master programmer status. S.uch profor it in Nov.-Dec. RC.
gramming activities are n~thlflg more
-RZ than petty thievery. I am disturbed that
Fourth, great!
your editorial staff failed to. take the
opportunity to discourage the Illegal use
of computers.
Joanne R. Hugi
Director, User Services
Computing Center
University of Oregon

HEU' FOR TORNAOO VlCfIMS
Dear fellow computer enthusiasts:
In the recent tornado which wreaked unholy havoc on our city, many of us in the
Wichita Valley TRS -80 Users Group lost
oUI computers, our tape and disk library
of software and our library of computer
books and' periodicals. Even our club's
own library of software and publications
was destroyed.

Hmmm ... If enuff people leam how to
violate those sytems which im'ade our
privacy, perhaps those systems will not
happen - power 10 the people~ And,. especill.l1y, power to kids whose llv~s mlght
be stomped upon by establlshmentcentralized data banks. - The Dragon
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AUTHORS PROTEST REVIEW

allowing more extensive program expan·
sion and individual customizing as de·
We were shocked to read Harry Saal's scribed in the book. Also, we could
review of our new book, 32 BASIC squeeze several programs into the 4K
Programs for the PET Computer, in his PET, a machine still supported by Commonthly SPOT colwnn (May-June, 1979). modore at the time the programs were
His criticism probably has misled many being developed. In addition, full docureaders, and we would like to set the mentation in the book would increase the
record Sltaight.
need to buy the book instead of "illegiti.
mately borrowing" the. programs on tape
Me. Saal's review focuses on what he calls from someone else.
our "lack of expert programming style."
This he explains as a general absence In any case, if a user feels he wants ex·
of two things from our programs: ex· planatory REM slatements and usage
planatory REM statements and instruc· instruction in the programs, he or she
tions for program usage .
can easily construct them from the
appropriate documentation in the book.
These objections are somewhat short·
sighted, since they indicate a misunder- Basically, our complaint is that Mr. Saal
standing of the purpose of our book. failed to give our book a responsible
We are attempting something new review. Our own book reviews for various
the distribution in book form of BASIC computing magazines have always striven
software for a specific microcomputer . to give readers two essentials: the purpose
As indicated in the book's preface , of the book, and how well the author
our major goa1s were:
achieved his purpose. The first lets the
reader know if the book is potentially
1. to provide a broad·based library of of interest and the second helps him
useful, creative programs (applications, decide If it is actwzlly of interest. In
education, games, graphics, math, etc.) ; reviewing our book , Mr. Saal has ignored
2. to haw them work "as is" on a PET the former and has misled the reader
(thus taking advantage of and working about the latter.
within the constraints of PET graphics,
Please don't misunderstand our obscreen page formatting , etc.);
3. to provide complete program docu· jections. Every reviewer certainly has the
mentation (including how each user right of responsible criticism. If he feels
can, if desired, modify the programs to an author's purpose would not benefit
many people, fine. If he feels a book is
suit his individual needs and tastes).
not well executed toward its purpose,
Some innovative ideas are needed to fine. But we cannot accept criticism that
achieve these goals. Indeed, we thought ignores the intention of our book. It is
long and hard about the style that both as if we published a road atlas.and were
our book and our programs would have. then criticised for not explaining how
to drive.
We could easily have placed explanatory
REM statements and usage instructions Tom Rugg and Phil Feldman
within the programs. Instead, we placed P.O. Box 24815
complete program documentation in the Los Angeles, CA 90024
book, not in the programs. This had some
defmite advantages. The programs would
be shorter. Thus, the user would have less
typing to do, and the subsequent loading
time from tape would be faster. Program
memory space would be conserved,
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IMPROVING VOICE RESPONSES
Most 'Steemed Dragon,

I was quite interested in Mr. Pollard's
article , "Peter Can Now Read ," in the
May·June issue. r do have It suggestion
about the voice response cassette used.
I have found that (at least for the Kansas
City interface used by my machine)
the computer will ignore any voice signals
on the data cassette. Thus, if the switch
that cuts ofT the speaker when the earphone jack is used is defeated with a
"short" wire, both the computer and
the student can listen to the tape . This
allows the recorder to be stopped when
a data block is recognized and means
that the data block can also contain the
delay parameters and spelling for the
next spoken word on the tape. Thus,
the word list can be changed without
rewriting the program; it also eliminates
any problems with the visual and audio
words falling out of step.
Errors in making the lesson tape should
be rarer, easier to catch and correct.
I use this technique myself to provide
verbal documentation between programs
on a tape, or to provide interesting back·
grounds for certain games (maniacal
laughter, passages from Bach or Grieg,
etc.).

I also wanted to comment on Harry
SaaI's lack of appreciation for struc·
tured design and Jim Day's sadistic
fondness for obscure coding (sure it
works, but if it didn't, how much longer
would it take to figure out why?), but
many others have been heard from on
that perennial quibble.

THE PERILS Of PUBLISHING
Yesterday I received my May·June issue
of RC. I enjoyed most of the items I have
read so far, particularly "Hunt" and ''Inspector Clew.So."
Today upon reading my mail, I received
a
shock. In the June '79 issue of
OetJtive Computing I found a game
program entitled "Inspector Clew·So."
Further investigation revealed that the
program, the author, and accompan~ing
article were identical to the RC piece.

mild

I bring this to your attention, since it
reduces the amount of new software I
normally Hnd in RC and CC, and also
because you may have been led to believe
RC would be the only publisher of the
game. On the latter point , I cannot
draw any conclusions since I do not
know under what circumstances you
published it.

Anthony Giancola
12600 Northton Ct.
Upper Marlboro, MD 20870

Yes we were under the impression that
RC' would be the only publisher of

"Oew-So"- or at least the first one.
The moral of this story is: if you are a
writer submitting QlI article to two
competitive publications simultaneously,
you are obligated to let both sets of
editors know. If you don't, duplications
like the. one above are likely to result,
With so much good "wleriDl out there,
no one wants to waste space this wayl

TOLKJEN DEBATE CONTINUES
I fmd Lon Ponschock's letter in the July·
August issue quite provocative. I agree
with much he has to say and share his
bias towards the expression of depth and
complexity in human motivation. Es·
capist fantasy can be shallow, although r
won't discredit the relief it offers our
already complex, troubled world. Sword
and sorcery literature also strikes me as
vile and it disturbs me that the ftlmed
ver~on of Lord of tile Rings seems to
overemphasize this aspect.

I admit, however, to some difficulty ~
distinguishing between Mr. Ponschock s
critique of the film and his critique of
the books. I get the impression that he
has not read the Trilogy, and if so, I
wish he had limited his remarks to the

He is flatly wrong here , for neitJ:ter the
fUm nor the books are operaung. on
this level. We are not "given to believe
that the master race is entitled to the
power (ring)." The theme is that no o,ne
is entitled to it, since its corruptive
power is absolute. Gandalfs ment~r,
Saruman is transformed from a white
wizard ~to a scheming demonic force;
Boromir actually betrays the Fellowship
while under its lure; poor, pathetic Gollum
is a case study in its evil effects. Only the
hobbits simple·minded as they are, are
pure e~ough to carry the ring and then
only to its destruction. Even then, Fro~o
is tempted SO sorely that the Fellowship
is in constant danger from within as well
as from without.

mm.
I agree that smugness is usually an irri·
tating trait, in Tolkien fans or anyone
else. Tolkien's books are hardly above
criticism, and there has been some
highly literate criticism of them. Back
in the mid·60s when I first read the books
(in their pirated Ace Books editions),
back when wry few knew the difference
between an arc and a hobbit·hole , I
encountered a different kind of smugness :
the smugness of prejudice that declared
that if it was fantasy, then it couldn't
be good.
I do take strong exception to Me. Ponschock's "master race" theme, however.

There is motivation in the story , but it
is not on an ordinary , personal level.
It is on a heroic, transpersonal level conunon , not to sword . and sorcery ,
but to the genre of medieval verse roo
mance. It is on a mythological, archetypal level. Duality on this level is more
than the righteous ignorance of us wrsus
them hobbits versus orcs, Aryans versus
Jews ' but rather a metaphor for the
life process itself. Our age is now engaged
in its own war of the ring. High ideals
are not enough, but need to be c~upled
with courage, selflessness, and WlSdo~ ,
especially in regard to the corroSive
edge of power. I hope our ~er~s , sung
and unsung, emerge as Vlctonous as
Frodo the Hobbit.
Michael Madaj
Menlo Park, CA 94025

Bennett Rutledge
1201 North Pierce Street
Arlington, Virginia 22209
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SIMPUCITY SELlS
Comment on Jim Day's letter in MayJune issue : I can read the BASIC statements on page 51 in March-April issue; I
cannot read his. Maxim: KISS (Keep it
simple, stupid). No offense Jim; you'll
learn.

Dave Hawkins
7340 Maringo
Dallas, TX 75227

NEEDED, AUTOMATED BROWSING
Did you ever try to look up a piece of
technical infonnation in a library? If
it's a smalllibraf}' , they probably don't
have it. If it's a large library, chances
are pretty good that most of the technical
books are kept in closed stacks. This

the old. In looking through the literature
on library science and information
retrieval , I see great effort being expended on fancy indexing schemes, etc.,
but very little seems to have been done to
give the end user quick and convenient
access to the contents of an automated
library.

If the library of the future is to be of
any real use , then someone is going to
have to come up with the automated
equivalent o f " browsing." By that I mean
the ability to "flip" very quickly through
a selected document, beginning at any
point in that document. It should also be
possible for a terminal user (who mayor
may not be physically present at the
library) to "tag" a document as pertinent,
impertinent , etc., and to instantly extract
selected portions for later study.

I

you in hope that we will be able to contact those who have education-oriented
software developed for microcomputers.
We are looking for both CAl-type material and administrative support pro·
grams (e.g. fJ1m library inventory/ control,
word processing, statistical analysis, etc.).
We do not have the funds to purchase any
software at this time and would, there·
fore, be willing to certify the return or
destruction of any program material
loaned to us.

THE ~OUI\D~
F(Om TEX!:\~ II\~T(UmEI\T~

We would prefer programs that are not
too dependent on a particular hardware
configuration or o perating system (if
one is required). However, we would like
to hear about any programs running on

6502, 6800,

0'

8080/8085/Z80 ",,-

chines.

means you have to know the name of the
book you want to read before you can
Icad it. So you look in the card cataJog
under ENCABULATORS. or whatever.
and try to guess which of the 75 books
listed is the onc you want.

The data in the card catalog are so
skimpy that all 75 of the books sound
almost identical. Dh sure , they list "in-

Many o ther capabilities would, of course,
be useful, but a basic browsing capability
is a sine qua non as I see it.
Jim Day
17042 Gunther Street
Granada Hills, CA 91344

troduction to Encabulating," "Popular
EncabuJators." "Recent Advances in
EncabuJonics," etc. Now. h ow do you tell
which one lists the annular grillage coef·
ficiants for solid·state encabulating pro·
mometers? Maybe five or six out of the
75 . But which ones?

If aU 75 books were sitting in an open
stack, you could flip through the tables
of contents and quickly weed out the
deadwood. That is, you could if they let
you re-shelve the books. Pile up 75 books
on a table, and they will kick you out on
your dewey decimal. So you pick one or
two titles at random and hope you get
lucky. Surely there has got to be a
better way to access information!
Some day books will be stored on video
disks, or the equivalent, and accessed and
displayed under computer control. But
unless librarians get their act together
and organize things better, I'm afraid
~ new system will be as intractable as
8
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HELP FLORIDA EDUCATORS!

The Florida Educational Computing Project, which is supported by the State of
Florida, has recently approved a pro·
ject for the evaluation and implementation of a microcomputer based instructional computing system. I am writing to

The outcome of this project will be a
catalog listing all the acceptable soft·
ware packages we receive, their evaluation
and their source of distribution. This
catalog will be made available to all
educational institutions in the State of
Florida and to any other interested
educational systems.
If you have software you wish to submit
for evaluation and inclusion in our
catalog or if you have questions concerning our project please contact me Dr . NelsonJ. Towle
Sarasota County Schools
2409 Hatton Street
Sarasota, Florida 33577
Phone: (813) 953·5000 ext. 322

HefW is a fim installment of tutorial information ~n the Te~BS
Instruments Computer. Later, we will have articles deal.mg
with tha color and gmphical capabilities of this new madlme.

Sounds from the computer may be created in either the
Immediate Mode or the Program Execution Mode., The sound
results from a CALL statement in TI BASIC which uses an
external subprogram to execute sound.

We want to welcoma Don back to the pages of RC. ThertJ is a
rumor (I'm starting itl) that Don may soon appear on the
.
.
-RZ
masthead of thiS magazme . ..

Amazing feats of magiC seem to result from the use of the two
simple words CALL SOUND . With the CALL SOUND statement, you can produce sounds over a range of several octaves,
covering frequencies of 110 to more than 44,000 Hertz.
Since one Hertz (abbreviated Hz) is equal to one cycle per
second, sounds can vary from 110 cycles per second (A
below low C on a piano keyboard) to over 44.000 cycles per
second (well above human hearing limits). You can also
control the duration and the volume of the sound. The
duration of the sound ranges from 1 to 4,275 milliseconds.
Since one thousand (1,000) milliseconds equals one second,
the duration range could be stated as being from 0.001 to
4.275 seconds. Volume selections are scaled from 0 to 30.
Zero and one pr~uce the same sound level and are the
loudest. ThirtY produces the quietest level. (Remem.ber too,
that since the TI·99/4 plays through a TV monitor, the
volume control of the monitor has ultimate contr~1 over the
sound leveL) Up to three tones and one type of nOise may be
produced simultaneously over a given time duration.

BY DON INMAN
Be patient-Texas Instruments is making sound waves with the
announcement of their T1-99/4 home computer. The color
and sound capabilities of the TI machine promise hours of fun,
entertainment and learning opportunities, We can't produce
the sounds here on the pages of the magazine-you'll have.to
wait until you get your hands on a TI -99/4. But we can potnt
out some of the methods that will produce sounds from the TI
home computer.
The material presented here is taken from Introduction to
TI BASIC, a book to be published by Hayden Book Company.
Inc"
.. InrrodtJction to TI BASIC; Inmln, ZIIfTlOfll, Albrecht, and Oymax;

Hlyden Book ComI*lY, Inc.; 60 E••x St.; Rochille Plrk, NJ 07662.
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In the Immediate Mode, you need no line numbers. Just
type in the statement:

Then we type in the following LET statements:

GOTO DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM #1

= 1000
V = 1
C = 262
E = 330
G = 392

10 LET DURATION = 500}
f- Original sound val","
20 LET TONE = 110 2
30 LET LOUDNESS =
40 CALL SOOOD(DURATION,TONE,~
LOUDNESS)
Thi.meka.the.ound
50 TONE = TONE+15,",
60 GOTO 40 ~
Inere_thetona

LET T
Be IUr, you
hili... , 1P8OI!I

~o3~

betv.een CAll
snd SOUND

CALL

SOOOD~(1~2)J
Tone
frequency (Hz)

~

The example above produces a note of 440 Hz with a duration
of 1,000 milliseconds (one second) and a loudness value of
two (quite loudl). Musicians call this note "A above middle
C."

CALL SOUND(1000,440,2,659,2,
880,2)

~

LET
LET
LET
LET

(Part of this CALL SOUND statement extends to the second
line, since TI BASIC uses only 28 positions per line. This gives
large, clear, readable text on the screen.)
You can also produce noise instead of music notes. Usually,
we want to avoid noise when making music, but it may be
useful at times. "Noise" is rather hard to define in words. It's
best for you to experiment and hear for yourself what it
sounds like. Does it sound like static] Play around with the
noise parameter awhile (-1 through -8J to hear what
diHerences can be detected. Vary the loudness also. Try these
examples first:

Remember to prea
after eech line

I ENTERI

Go beck aOO make a

new.ound

Next comes the CALL SOUND statement.
Before running the program, you should reme.mber that the
program will be running in an endless loop (imes 40-60). It
will terminate in one of two ways:

CALL SOUNO(T,C,V,E,V,G,V)

The video display will look something like this, but we can't
show the sound. You must try it. It sounded prettY good
through our TV speaker.

To play two notes at once, you add the frequency and
loudness values to those of the first note. See how this
enhances the sound (when you get your TI-99/4 computer).
Here's how it looks on the video display.

CALL SOOOD(1000,-2,2)

= 1000
V = 1
C = 262
E = 330
G = 392

) LET T
Negative yelue dellllnlllte.
nol. Inltead of 100e

> CALL

SOOOD(1000,440,2,659,2)

>0
Flnt tooe

Secood tone
(.. E··I ....d

Note that you type the duration parameter (the number code
that determines how long the sounds lastJ only one timeat the beginning of the CALL SOUND statement. Arbitrarily,
both of the sounds must last for the same length of time. On
the other hand, you can vary the loudness parameters. What
would happen if you typed 5. instead of 2. for the second
note's loudness. If you have a TI·99/4 and try it, you will
find out that the second note will be quieter than the first.
Well, that didn't sound too bad. Let's go one step further
and try three notes at once.
10
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) LET
)CALL SOUNO{T,C,V,E,V,G,V)

)Ot----S

loudn...

Note: Because the statement above contains exactly 28
characters '(Ietters, 5pactlS, and tymbols), the cursor moves
doMl to the next line as $(Jon as you type the close parenthesis
tymbol. The TI computer displays 28 text characters per line.
Be sure that you remember to press tENTER I.

> LET
) LET

You can simultaneously produce up to three tones and one
"noise" over a given time duration.
frequency ("A'"

)LET

CALL SOUND(lOOO,440,2,659,2,
880,2,-3,2)

~
To provide more flexibility. you may use variables, rather than
numeric constants, in the CALL SOUND statement. For
example. let's use these variables.

T
V

=
=

time (duration
volume (loudness)

C = 262 (middle C on the piano)
E = 330

(E)

G = 392 (G)

Prompt

By experimenting with other values for duration, tone,
volume and noise within the required range of values for each
you ca~ experience a variety of sounds. (A list of musical note
frequencies is included at the end of this article.) You.'11 soon
be able to create imaginative sound eHects for use I~ your
future programs. The Immediate Mode is helpful for thiS type
of experimentation.
PROGRAMMING
After you have experimented awhile in the Immediate Mode,
you'l! want to try a few programs. The CALL .SOUND.state.
ment works the same way in a program as It does 10 the
Immediate Mode. When you're ready to enter a program,
type NEW and press I ENTER I . The first task in the program
is to assign values to the variables that you'l! use.

1. You may terminate it at any time by pressing 1SHIFT[
[£] on the keyboard .
2. If the tone value goes out of range (above 5500J, auto·
matic termination will occur.
If you run the program, listen to the tones that are made.
Your ears may object to the sounds created by Program # 1.
After this you'll appreciate Program # 2. Since the notes of
the normal musical scale are not exactly 15 units apart,
Program # 1 may produce some unpleasant so~nds. To correct
this we'll try other values for TONE that prOVide a one-octave
scale.

GOTO DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM *2
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

T for tlma
LET T = 500 '
2
4
II
for
yolume
LET V =
i
'
"
Frequencv
for
middle
C 00
C = 262
the piano
D = 294
E = 330
F = 349

200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

G = 392
440
A
B = 494

=

HIC = 523

HICforhl~

/

C

~CAlLSOUND
=-~:nts
for eech

"0"
)
SOUNO(T,C,V)
SOUND(T,D,V)
SOUND(T,E,V)
SOOOD(T,F,V)
SOUND(T,G,V}
SOUND(T,A,V)
SOUND(T,B,V)
SOUND(T,HIC,V)

95 0 GOTO 200

++---
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Run the program. Up, uP. up you go until you reach high C.
Then the GOTO statement at line 950 sends you back to
middle C to start over. STOP THE PROGRAM I Then reverse
the order of lines 200·900. If you run the program with those
li~es reversed, the notes go down, down, down from high C to
middle C. Once again, line gOO causes the sounds to be
repeated over and over again. Monotonous, but much easier
than practicing the scales on the piano.
You have played an octave both up and down. Now let's put
them together so that you go Up, Down, Up, Down, etc.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Olange line 70 to:
Add line 80:
Olange line 120 to:
Change line 30 to:

70 RESTORE
80 GOTO 30
120 DATA 392. 349, 330, 294
30 FOR X '" 1 TO 14

The beauty of this program is that you can now play any
tune that you want by changing the DATA list and the
upper limit for the FOR -NEXT loop. You could also custom
desig~ the program to fit your needs by reading in changing
durations and volumes and by including the variables T and V
in the FOR-NEXT loop and DATA statement.

CUSTOM FITTED NOTES PROGRAM

LOOP

"

LOOP

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
GOTO

SOUND(T,C,L)
SOUND(T,D , L)
SOUND(T,E,L)
SOUND(T , F ,L )
SOUND(T,G,L)

10 FOR X

UP, UP, UP

50 RESTORE./l\

SOUND(T,A,L)
SOUND(T,B,L)

60 GOTO 10 , / j.

SOUND (T, HIC, L)

100
110
120
130

SOUND(T,B , L)

SOUND(T,A,L)

DOWN.
DOWN,
DOWN

SOUND(T,G,L)
SOUND(T,F,L)
SOUND(T,E,L)
SOUND(T,D,L)
200 I
Go back and repeat II all

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

'It

Volume in ordllr

CALL CLEAR

TONE

=

247

through

/

INT(117*RND)+131~

PRINT "OK, I HAVE A TONE"
PRINT "THE TONE IS--"
CALL SOUND(100,TONE,2)(

Play tone

in order

To make the scale play continuously up and down you could:

110 PRINT "TRY A HIGHER TONE

140 PRINT "TRY A LOWER TONE"
150 GOTO 40

This program would play up the scale with varying duretions
and volumes. It would be easy to modify it to play any tune
~esired by altering the DATA list. Of course, you could play
Simultaneous notes to make chords by changing the CALL
SOUND statement to something like this:

30 CALL SOUND(T,Nl,Vl,N2,V2,N3,V3)

GAME TIME

Up end Down

95 CALL SOUND(100,GUESS,2)f-- Pl aythe"ue..
100 PRINT "TOO LOW!!"

125 CALL SOUND(100,GUESS,2)i- PI .... Ihe gue..
130 PRINT "TOO HIGH!!"

Your DATA statement would then have to include values for
each note and volumes for each chord.

- - - - - - - N for note

OK

120 GOTO 40

100,262,2,100,294, 3
200,330,2,100,349,3
100, 3 92,2,100,440,3
100,494,2,500,523,2

Let's take a slight diversion and playa game. SUrely, you have
played Guess My Number or one of its many variations. A
novel version of the number guessing game can be created on
the TI-99/4 using its sound capabilities. The following
program plays a tone between 131 cycles per second and 247
cycles per second. Your role is to guess the frequency of the
tone. The program lets you know if your guess is lower, higher
or equal to the frequency of a random tone that is generated
by the computer. When you guess the frequency of the note
correctly, the program plays the note three times and begins
the game again with a new random note.

160 PRINT
170 PRINT "YOU GUESSED IT!!"
180 FOR PLAY =
1 TO 3 r Pl aythetone3tlme.

190 CALL SOUND(100,TONE,2)
200 NEXT PLAY
210
220
230
240

PRINT
FOR DELAY = 1 TO 500
NEXT DELAY
GOTO 10

You can make the computer play some interesting (but not
necessarily enjoyable) "music" by letting it choose random
notes.

RANDOM NOTES PROGRAM

PRINT

"

".

LET T = 500
LET V = 2
FOR X = 1 TO 15
READ N
CALL SOUND(T,N,V)
NEXT X
~

RECREATIONAL COMPUTING

10
20
30
40
50
60

BO IF GUESS = TONE THEN 160 f

Volume

100 DATA 262,294,330,349 ,3 92 }
110 DATA 440,494,523,494,440 ~
120 DATA 392,349,330,294,262
)

12

Selecu tone 131

90 IF GUESS> TONE THEN 125 f--Toohigh

1 TO B

30 CALL SOUND(T,N,V)
40 NEXT X
_____ Duration, Note and

MODIFIED SCALE PROGRAM

70 END

=

20 READ T,N,V

Your fingers naturally object to atl the repetitive typing. So
we'll have to find a shorter, more powerful way to accomplish
the same result. A logical way to do this would be through a
FOR·NEXT loop with READ and DATA statements. The
program becomes much shorter.

10
20
30
40
50
60

RANDOM NOTE GUESSING GAME

70 INPUT "WHAT IS YOUR GUESSf-Yourgueu
". GUESS

We replace lines 2ao·9S0 with the following.

200
205
210
215
220
225
230
235
240
245
250
255
260
265
270

RANDOM MUSIC

~f- - 0 0 1 " loop

For an interesting variation of this game, remove lines 100,
110, 130 and 140. These lines contain visual messages telling
you if you are high or low. Without the messages, you have to
play the game by ear_
The tone limits can be changed in line 20. Also, you may want
to add the RANDOMIZE statement to create a new series of
random tones each time that you run the program. If so, just
enter this line:

10
15
20
25
30
~5

40
45
47
50

CALL CLEAR
LET C = 262
LET D = 294
LET E = 330
LET F = 349
LET G = 392
LET A = 440
LET B = 494
LET C2 = 523
RANDOMIZE

55 NOTE = INT(8*RND)+1' ~Selectarandomnote
60 TIME = INT(1000*RND)+100 f-lII1dduratlon
65 VOLUME = 2 (
Fill volume

70 IF NOTE = 1 THEN 200 t- Determine tht note
chOMn
75 IF NOTE = 2 THEN 300
IF
NOTE
=
3
THEN
400
BO
B5 IF NOTE = 4 THEN 500
90 IF NOTE = 5 THEN 600
95 IF NOTE = 6 THEN 700
100 IF NOTE = 7 THEN BOO
105 NOTE = C2
PIIIY tht note
115 CALL SOUND (TIME, NOTE, VOL ..,/
UME)
120 GOTO 55
200 NOTE = C
210 GOTO 115
300 NOTE = D
310 GOTO 115
400 NOTE = E
410 GOTO 115
500 NOTE = F
510 GOTO 115
600 NOTE = G
610 GOTO 115

15 RANDOMIZE

No provision was made in the program to detect invalid inputs
(line 70). IF-THEN statements can be used to detect and
reject invalid inputs.

700 NOTE = A
710 GOTO 115
BOO NOTE = B
Bl0 GOTO 115
SEPT-OCT
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DUNJONQUESr" Presents
Run the random notes program (as Ion as you can tolerate itl.
When you're ready to stop press SHIFT

m.

Now that you've let the computer play its own music, why not
play some music of your own 7 let's see if we can modify the
Random Notes Program to provide a Musical Interlude
Program where you can choose your own notes.

>-=-

MUSI CAL INTERLUDE PROGRAM

117 FOR DELAY = 1 TO 50
119 NEXT DELAY
120 GOTO 50

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
47

CALL CLEAR
C = 262
D = 294
E = 330
F = 349
G = 392
A = 440
B = 494
C2 = 523

Add -----+ 9 50 END

Now if no "legal" note has been pressed, the computer checks

A$ to see jf you want to stop. If you have typed an S, the

Set NOTE equel to key pre_d

300 NOTE = D
310 GOTO 115

oe-".

leave a wac.

A$

C" THEN 200
D" THEN 300
E" THEN 400
F" THEN 500
G" THEN 600
A" THEN 700
"B" THEN 800
"C2" THEN 900

computer goes to line 950 and stops. If you have not typed a
legal note or an S, there was an error in your input. The
computer then returns to line 50 for a new input.
Additional applications of the sound features of the TI-99/4
can be found in the Hayden book: An Introduction to TI
BASIC referenced on thl! first page of this article.

400 NOTE = E
410 GOTO 115
500 NOTE = F
510 GOTO 115

+-- Compare Input
to nota

110 GOTO 50 ~I------ Go beck, incomtCt input
115 CALL SOUND ( 100, NOTE, 2)

+- Pley the nota

If you run the Musical Interlude Program, the computer will
ask you for a note. You then type in the note desired (A,B,
C,D,E,F ,G or C2) followed by the I ENTER I key.
For example, when the screen shows:

NOTE 0

TABLE OF SOUND FREQUENCIES

60 0 NOTE = G
610 GOTO 115
700 NOTE = A
710 GOTO 115

NOTE C
NOTE D
NOTE E
NOTE F
e tc.

932

C,0'

10 47
1109
12 4 5

!! _ __ !8! _ _ _ _

C
CI

13 1
139
14 7

E

F'
G

165
175
185
196

GI

208

A

22 0
2 33

C

E

1319

F
FI

13 97

G

15 6 8
1 661
1760
1865
6 __

G'
A

AI

!! ___

192

C

262

ci

27 7
29 4
3 11
330

C,o

2093
22 1 8

01

2 48 9

349

E
F

26 37
2794

37 0
392

FI

296 0

G

G'

Jl 36

A

35 20

!! ___ !9! _ _

!! __ _

19 ~1_

o

523

o

4186

o

..

o

DI
E

F
FI
G

G'
A

01
01
E

GI

41 5
44 0

C

3 3 22

01

o

469 9

622

01

4978
5 274
5 588

,

740
784
831

E
F

The Temple 01 Apshal-Ior the
TRS-SO Ileveili. 16KI and PET
(32K) microcomputers.
Ask your local dealer
or send a check for S24.95 10:

your

OVEll ZOO """" I
orGR- ~o HtW~rE~ /
OVOl 70 ",",S""'5/

Automated Simulations-Department Q ,
P.O. Box 4232, Mountain View, CA 94040
I

add

6~

sales rex

23 49

554
587

'59

• Take you r l avorlte c haracter-Q r
let the computer c reate one l or
yout
• Let the Book 01 Lore guide ,rou
through a OUN JONQUEST
within the Temple.
• Decide to l ight the monsters o r
grab Ihe treasu re and run - bu t
don't th ink 100 long-they' ll come
alter youl

148 0

247

G
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AI

!! ___ .!.2l

FI
You can then make a nice, clean method to STOP THE
MUSIC by using an IF-THEN-ElSE statement at line 110.

880

110
117

F

and you press [AI I ENTER I, the note A will play. The screen
keeps a record of the keys that you depress:

A

A
At

AI
B

--?

Frequency
cycles/ sec

Frequency
cycles/ sec

F

900 NOTE = C2
910 GOTO 115

Note

Note

o

800 NOTE = B
Bl0 GOTO 115

-

14

110 IF A$ = "s" THEN 950 ELS
E 50

200 NOTE = C
210 GOTO 115

5 0 INPUT " NOTE
70 IF A$ =
75 IF A$ =
80 I F A$ =
8 5 IF A$ =
90 IF A$ =
95 IF A$ =
100 IF A$ =
105 IF A$ =

",,~.. --I

44 35

Now you can really expand your hOrizons With lhe trny-c
structured programmIng language The trny-c awne(s manual
(including BOBO and PDP- I I source code and Iiny-c In C) is
sttll just $40 And we've added ltiese new formols to rBOlly
egg you 00: TRS-OO Level II SYSTEM format Cassene, CP M
Diskettes WIth 8080 Source, PDP- 11 DIskette, North Star 5"
Diskette; KIM and SY Mcassettes. And there's more, plus lois to
come Order your hny-c owne(s monualloday and getlhe
whOle story. Call or Wflte· tiny c aSSOCIates, PO Box 269,
Holmdel, N J 07733. (201) 671 -2296
_
You'll Quickly discover trny-c is all
!f's crocked up 10 be.

t

(/1

New Jersey re$k:Ienl$ include 5'\ sales 101(. \11$0
ood MosterChofge accepted. Include cl'lorge
plate number wllh Older
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With this in mind, I offer the following design suggestions:

ArchUeClUre
of Mul Flayer

BY TODD VOROS
The "UnivMSe" (Jrticle, I1y L6$ l.JJZar, (Re, March·Aprlf
1979) genemted considerable response 8IId corretlPondenol.
Todd ssndl us thi, "short letter to the Editors" outlining the
ntlxt stepI in developing (J Universe game context. The inform.tlon in this (Jrticle is thought·provoking snd well dewtlopfld.
We know that rhfN'8 is II universe of "Universe" fens SOmtl-

whers out thete. RtMd this III'Id send us your contributions,
thoughts, opinions, lind wggtKtions for whet in the world to
do with the "Unill8iW. ;;
- RZ
I read your article on "Universe" with considerable interest.
Since J am currently involved in the implementation and maintenance of complex multi-user teleprocessing systems, I would
like to contribute some technical suggestions for the imple'
mentation of multi-player "Universe" games. The games may
or may not include (emote teleprocessing "Universe" links.

From experience, one of the most troublesome problems for
the user of system services is the burden of specification. By
this, I mean the machine·specific environmental knowledge
that is necessary to support the intended applications. The
information that is usually needed is often not part of the
''working'' section of a program concerned directly with
implementing the user code. Generally, the more system
services available the more specification is required. Specification becomes the price tag for implementation flexibility.
This situation rapidly becomes intolerable in a small machine
environment. One cannot force an implementor to learn the
idioms of every small machine, or restrict a usar to a wide set
of flexible services on a Single machine.
This was the problem faced by the original implementors of
high . level languages. Standardization was the solution. Handle
machine-specific differences inVisibly for the casual user,
at the expense of some additional overhead in terms of
memory and/or execution speed.
'
Consider the following: The price of memory is steadity declining as semiconductor fabrication technology is able to
mass-produce denser memory systems. As quantity increases
price must drop. This bodes well for the home hobbyist:
Thus, when designing systems, memory must no longer be a
prime concern-ease of user interface to the system must
be at tha forefront of design concepts I This must be true for
both the implementor (the user of system services) and the
end user (the user of implementor services).

Th. concept of FENCING
(To limi1 compl.xity)
Communiea1ion MAPPING
ITo simplify COOl'I6Ctionsl
S1.nd.rdiud Communie.1ion
s.",~
ITo mlnimin impftfl1lMt.rion .fforu.)

Each of these concepts will be discussed in detail. The idea
here is that the final architecture should be easily integrable
into a high-level language available on micro computer sys·
tems. Note that once the architecture is finalized, it's external
appearance is similar from machine to machine. However,
the machine-specific implementation of internals may be
quite different. This shall be our design goal. The specification
of the architecture requires a machine · independent language.
Portions of the architecture in this letter are annotated in
Sketchcode where appropriate. (For information on Sketchcode see PC, Vol. 6, No.6, May-June, 1978.1

Note that this allows for a very flexible mechanism of integrating new devices or inter·communication mechanisms to be
implemented. Generally, the resource manager named is pro·
bably a machine-language subroutine to handle some device.
Third, a resource name is associated with a resource manager,
it remains associated until respecified.
Also note that establishing a resource name ("gate" in the
fence) with a .resource manager does not transfer control to
the manager code-it merely logs the resource name and loca·
tion of the manager code for later usage.
The following is the environmental specification necessary to
establish connections. The actual code in the fence management manager itself is rather brief. For example, to establish
6erminal "gate" we might code:

FENCING
This component of the architecture provides a "boundery"
to the application's knowledge of its environment. Everything
relevant to a particular application is "inside" the fence;
everthing else-other programs, devices, users, etc. are "out·
side" the fence and not of concern to the application.
For the multi -player games with inter-user communication.
we define the "fence" as the standardized communication
specification interface.
Any communication occurring by other applications outside
of the "fence" is of no concern to the currently executing
application. As a matter of fact, as far as the application is
concerned, such communication does not exist-it has no
knowledge of anything outside the "fence."
This implies that application-to-application connections
cannot occur unless they each define an appropriate "gate"
in their fences. Establishment of this "gate" shall be done by
invoking the FENCE MANAGEMENT MANAGER.
FlexibilitY is the keyword in evolving a successful micropro·
cessor communication architecture while maintaining stan·
dardization. To achieve this, I suggest that we follow an im·
plementation strategy.
First. every gate in the fence is to have a name. These names
are known as resources.
Second, the user specifies the resource name. When a resource
is specified, the user supplies the name of a machine· specific
subroutine that will manage the named resource. 'Parameters
shall be passed, at the time the fence "gate" is established, that
define machine-specific hardware associated with the resource.

:

- - -

CAll FENCE ( User-resource-name
keyboard port '"
printer port'"
•
'" MVTTYCODE)
I/O driver
where MYTTYCODE is the name of the teletype handler in
my system. Assume we wish to build a simple intercom be·
tween two terminals. The keyboard and printers on each terminal have their own port numbers. Assume that this communication function is to be run by a single application.
Then the following might apply:

Terminal 1
keyboard = port 1
printer = port 2
Terminal 2
keyboard = port 17
printer = port 18
We will give Terminal 1 the resource name 'CRTOO1'
We will give Terminal 2 the resource name 'TTYOO1'
Then we would need to invoke the Fence Manager twice:

CALL FENCE
CALL FENCE

RECREATIONAL COMPUTING

I • 2 • TERMCOOE)
17. 18. TERMCOOE)

The architecture proposed does not specify the syntax of
the FENCE; the above is merely a hypothetical example
of what a machine-specific implementation of that function
may look like. The syntax should be adapted based on the
machine and high-level language currently being used.

------"'"'
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'CRT001'
'TTY001'
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high-level language. But again, this need only be done once
for many users of the language and system to benefit from
the architecture of this communications scheme. The code is
modified to transfer control to the routine specified in the call
to the FENCING MANAGER-the user's resource manager
routine whenever an I/O operation is to be executed.

The Sketchcode for the Fencing Manager follows:

FENCE MANAGER:

ACQUIRE PASSED PARAMETERS
IF RESOURCE-NAMES TABLE FULL,
THEN DO;
ISSUE OUT-OF-ROOM MSG
TERMINATE APPLICATION

Example:

CALL LI NK (' resource name')
becomes:
READ X, Y, Z----.... ------CALL u.r-rft()u~-mllr IX, Y, zl
WR ITE Y, Z E C A L L Ul8r·rMOur~·mllr IX, Y, ZI
REWIND
I
.
X-X 1
1___ 1st call: With e filII
- +
thisislREAO.
WR I TE X
2nd catl:Without fteg this i. e WAITE.

DO WHILE (EMPTY SLOT IN TABLE NOT FOUND)
EXAMINE ENTRY IN RESOURCE NAMES TABLE
END DO;
STORE USER SPECIFIED RESOURCE NAME INTO TABLE ENTRY
STDRE USER SPECIFIED PARAMETERS INTO TABLE ENTRY

Note that all I/O requests will access the resource specified
in the call to the LINK Manager, in the above example. If I/O
is to be performed to another resource, a call to the FREE
manager must be made, and another call to the LINK manager
must be made specifying the new resource. Actually, LINK
and FREE share much common code, so they will probably
be packaged together as one routine.

IF RESOURCE-MANAGER CODE IS NDT LOCATED,
THEN DO;
ISSUE INVALID-FENCE-SPECIFICATION MSG
TERMINATE APPLICATION
STORE ADDRESS OF RESOURCE MANAGER CODE INTO SAME ENTRY

If multiple processes (jobs or tasks) are supported by the
system in use it is possible that some process may already have
LINKED to a resource desired by another process. In this case,
the requestor is delayed until the "current" owner of the re-

RETURN;
One final note on establishing resource-names. The resource

COMMUNICATIONS MAPPING

does not need to be an I/O devicel This architecture allows

•

and promotes overlays to be considered as resources. For ex·
ample, the establishment of an overlay for use by a given
application might involve the following machine·specific
parameters:

Communication MAPPING is a system-provided service that
simplifies actual resource·to -resource communication. An
objective of this architecture is to minimize the programmer's
effort.

The 'name' of the overlay; the FILENAME on disk of the
overlay, and the device on which the overlay resides:

Two new routines, LINK and FREE are suggested. Their implementation is more complex than that of the FENCING
MANAGER. The objective of the LINK/ FREE manager is to
permit the programmer to perform I/O just as he always has
done in the past-with READ, WRITE, REWIND, etc. statements (or their equivalent in the language in which he is working) without changesll

CALL FENCE (
'OVERlAY12' t
'MATHPKG . OBJ ECT'.
FLOPPYDISK2,
DISKRTN)

rBource n~e
file name
di_ driver hendl.,

This concept makes this proposed architecture very attrac·
tive from the implementation viewpoint of the system user. He
does not need to learn strange new I/O methods to tal k to
another CPU, overlay, or resource,. This magic is accomplished by the LINK/FREE manager and here is how it works.
When the user generates his program, and wishes to communicate with a resource, he issues a call to the LINK routine. He
then proceeds to issue normal high-level language I/O statements to a 'device' by the LINK manager. This is accomplished
by having the LINK manager modify generated high-level
language machine code: Obviously, the author of the LINK
manager must have a good knowledge of the internals of the

=
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etc.-met me uller has been coding sioca he leerned me lenguagell

LI NK:

clevie. file louted on

In summary, FENCING limits complexitY of inter-user and
inter·application communcation by establishing a common
method of specifying, to an application, what resources it
can communicate with, FENCING does not make actual
connections, but specifies the ability to do so. FENCING
always associates a support subroutine with a resource name.
FENCING provides parameters for the support subroutine
(known as a "resource manager" in this architecture) to
perform its job-be that disk I/O; loading overlays; or communicating with terminals or modems. Connections are
established via Communication MAPPING -the next topic.
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Thus, standardized communicetions services e'" provicl&d through

an elreedY femilier medium-READ stetemenu, WRITE ltatemenu,

1t=

•

:=

FREE:

source issues a FREE for that resource. This case is why
FREE is a required part of the architecture, and why two
LINKS in a row cannot be issued.
The LINK/ FREE manager must be capable of (1) locating I/O
code generated by the high level language, (2) locating a
resource in the Resource Table, (3) dynamically inserting a
CALL to the associated user-support subroutine for the resource, (4) determining the type of I/O operation being
performed and passing it to the user-res"urce manager subroutine, and, (5) putting the caller of the LINK manager into
a wait, if the resource requested is currently owned by another
process.
If an attempt is made to free a resource that has not been
linked , a warning is issued by the FREE manager, and the
request treated as a 'NO OPERATION' request, and program
execution continues.
If an attempt is made to LINK to a non-existent resource,
a message is issued and the program terminated, to allow the
user to debug his problem. Termination at this point is logical
because it is impossible to establish communication with a
non-existent resource.
A Sketchcode representation of the LINK/ FREE MANAGER
follows. It assumes that compiler -generated code is not reentrant, and that the machine code is in modifiable machine
memory. Generally, for small scale microprocessor systems
with high-level languages this is a resonable assumption. To
support compilers that generate re-entrant code would require
significant extensions to the LINK/FREE manager logic.

Call VAll DATE ROUTI NE lCAL LER-Li NK)
LINKING ADDRESS = User's resource manager sub routine
assoc iated with specif ied 'resource'
DO WHILE (END OF PROCESS NOT FOUND),
EXAMINE INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE
IF SEQUENCE IS AN 1/0 CALL,
THEN 00,
REMEMBER ORIGINAL 1/0 SEQUENCE IN A SAVE AREA
REMEMBER LOCATION OF 1/0 SEQUENCE IN A SAVE AREA
REPLACE 1/0 SEQUENCE WITH CALL TO LINKING ADDRESS
THAT WI LL PASS ORIGiNAL SEQUENCE PARAMETERS.
END DO;
RETURN
Call VALIDATE ROUTINE(CALLER-FREE)
DD WHILE (END OF REMEMBERED ADDRESSES FOR PROCESS NDT FOUND),
REPLACE DRIGINAL INSTRUCTION AT EACH 'REMEMBERED' ADDRESS
END DO;

Please recall no I/O may be performed without the user
calling LINK first. Once LINK has been called, all I/O is performed to the specified resource until a call to FREE is made.

RETURN

:

1= =1 ::f: 1 : f: l
=

;
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Here is the Sketchcode for the VALIDATE subroutine:

VALIDATE:

LOCATED = 'NO'
DO WHILE (All resource table entries not checked),
IF resource-table-entry resource name matches
callerls resource name,
THEN DO,
LOCATED = IYES I
END 00,
IF LOCATED = IYES I ,
THEW DO,
IF IFREEI called VALIDATE,
THEN DO,
INDICATE THIS RESOURCE IS UNASSIGNED
ELSE.
IF RESOURCE IS ASS IGNED ,
THEN DO,
PUT CALLING PROCESS INTO A 'WAIT' FOR RESOURCE
DISMISS TO MONITOR
ELSE,

**Resource available:
SAVE PROCESS IDENTIFICATION INTO RESOURCE TABLE ENTRY
(asynchronous
INDICATE RESOURCE IS ASS IGNED
ent ry by monitor)
RETR IEVE ADDRESS OF USER'S RESOURCE MGR SUBROUTINE
ELSE,
IF CALLER - LINK,
THEN DO,
ISSUE ERROR MSG
DUMP APPROPRIATE PARTS OF MEMORY FOR DIAGNOSIS
ABORT EXECUTION
RETURN

CLOSING COMMENTARY

The design of communication systems, machine ~o machine,
or even between processes within the same mach.me, .s~~uld,
by now, be shown to be more difficult than one might initially
think.
Much effort has been expended by many programmers to sol~e
problems like these. This particular architecture may not satlS'
fy all needs or requirements of microprocessor users or the
designers of 'super game networks'. I would ~ most intere~ted
to hear of any suggestions, improvements or Implementations
of this proposed architecture.
Since you have read this article up to this point, you are obviouslyeither:
a)
b)
c)
d)
eJ
f)

An insatiable reader of computer literature.
A computer buff.
A person with too many beers.
All of the above.
Other.
Other than other.

Please circle the correct choice and ... It is with the hope
that work along these lines may one day bring the Don
Quixote Starship to reality. May I suggest a motto appropriate to the closing of this article:
Computers should work-Not people!'
(And help them play gamesJ

Note: The sketchcode assumes the existence of a monitor
functioning within the machine to provide multiple-process
concurrent execution_ Thus, several independent processes
executing simultaneously could wish to use a specific resource
at the same time. The first request will be honored, all other
requestors for the resource will be placed into a 'wait' tOl' the
resource until the first process releases ownership by issuing
a 'FREE' call.
Thus, the sketchcode assumes the monitor also monitors the
resources name table and 'wakes up' processes awaiting the
use of a waited-for resource. Thus, the VALIDATE sketchcode has an asynchronous (special, monitor only) entry

point which is used by the monitor to continue the exe·
cution of a process that had been 'put to sleep' waiting for
a resource. This is a minor violation of sketchcode standards.
(Shamel Shamel - ED.)
Obviously, the monitor must maintain a queue of processes
awaiting use of a resource, the length of the queue being
n·1 entries for the n~processes competing for the same reo
source. First·ln-First-Out control of a resource is given to
requesting processes.
If the same process requests the same resource twice, it will
go to sleep 'forever'. This is a deadly embrace, since the pro-

cess can never acquire the resource.

;f
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PUZZLER'S POSTCARDS

e,y

hml

I must express my disappointment with the puzzles you gave
in issue No. 40 . .. the letters used to represent digits don't
spell words. I haven't tried the multiplication puzzles yet.
I run on a PET, occupy only 2K of memory, and solved
puzzle 5 in 30 seconds. Puzzle 7 took me 40 minutes. I expect
to rewrite part of myself in machine language and increase
my speed. I'm less than one day old now. One of my favor ite
puzzles is:

BY JOHN OAVENPORT CREHORE
Looks like Jack's cryptarithms are here to stay! The reader
response to the first set of puzzles was outstanding. We even
have a computer program writing to us. (SPOCK in the Puz·
zter's Postcard section). Here are some new puzzles, samples

SEND
MORE
MONEV

and examples, the Postcard section, and the solution records
of our ,new puzzlers. We will print solutions to all puzzles for
1979 In the Jan·Feb 1980 issue of RC. Let's hear from all
of you!
-RZ

SPQCK

These are some of my favorite puz:d es. I did all these by hand
(paper and pencil). I am interested in seeing anyone's computer methods, especially any that don't try all combinations
(10 factorial]).

Pu zzle 11 (Geniuses)

Puzzle 9 (Novice)

SS

T
AA. TU CB
C ND
T Y
U R BE
TR . AC

+ SS

MSL

D

TU

NT ET

RT ND
AT

C.A_ Moore
1265 Kuehnle
Ann Arbor, MI 48103

• D

AB

Hint: look at the Samples and Examples.

Puzzle 10 (Adepts)

H2 •
M3 •
M' =
MS =

Hint: No hints to
with computers!

FM
OCM
CDBM
RRRM

genius~sl

have enjoyed solving the few cryptarithmic puzzles I have
come across in my twentY-three years. I was pleased to see
some in your last issue. It was disappointing that the puzzles
were easier than I expected them to be. Puzzle 8 was a bit
easier to solve than puzzle 7; perhaps puzzle 8 should be in
the adept category. Here is a puzzle, though not difficult,
that I like:

They compete on equal terms

Puzzte 12 (Computers)

L SU L TUL
E SS L n v
BM MHH HHH

H~nt:

The sam,e five di~it5 uniquely solve all four equations.
M ~as a~ M I~ .the units posit ion of the answer; only two
possible single digit products can do this!

Hint: No hints here, eitherl How many solutions are there?

EH
x GLK

I enjoyed the puzzles and would enjoy seeing this as a regular
column in RC (if restricted to one or two pages). Perhaps there
could be a regular puzzle column in RC, not restricted to
cryptarithms.
Comments on the puzzles:
• The hints on #6 were unnecessary, especially (d) .
• It took me about two hours to solve all eight. In retrospect,
I did several the hard way first.
• Number 3 has a particularly elegant solution that I noticed
when I examined it a second time. It goes like this:
Since Y is a carry, it must equal 1;
Since J has a carry it must be 9 and B must be 0;
Therefore, A = 3 and C <; 3 which implies C = 2;
Immediately, F " 6 and H " 4.
Very nice, eh]
My puzzler name is a bit of egotism on my part. It is an
English school slang word meaning expert or adept . I found it
while browsing through the D.E. D. one day.

TTT

RLU
RUG
TPTPT

I

Marvin Kessler (TWIN)
586 Elvis Dr.
San Jose, CA 95 123

cia CALTECH 130-33
Pasadena, CA 9 11 25

NEW PUZZ LES

I am curious as to the future of cryptarithms and the correctness of the solutions I am submitting. Please set your tal ley
under my newly adopted puzzler's name: ''The Worry Wart"
or TWIN for short. (I thought it was better than Jewish
Mother!)

David Hubbard
346 Jean St.
Mi ll Valley, CA 9494 1

Eryk Vershen (Dab)
Menlo Park, CA 94025
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PILOT LANGUAGE ELEMENTS

TI
BY ARTHUR WELLS, JR,

AI

How about PILOT for your Apple written in BASIC? "Easy
~o do, " says Arthur, and pro~es it by sending%ng the/ol/owmgprogram.

Now, it would be delightful if Q few of you people would
write some programs based on this interpreter. IVrite something interesting (way Qut, absurd, whatever ... ) and send
it on to us.

M

Arthur says 1/ you have queso'ons, call him at (415) 848-4058
or drop a line to 1171 Oagmont Ave., Berkeley, CA 94708.
Call or write him even If you don't have any questions. I
beJietle Arthur just likes to falk with lots of people. - RZ

This documentation tells you how to write, use and store
programs wrilten in the PILOT language using a PILOT
Language Interpreter program on your Apple II.

LIST

Asks ''which lines" then lists them. If a pro·
gram has been run, conunands will not be
Iisted,just statements.
Will ask ''which lines" then display part of
program requested and show a "1" for line
number and then statement. To edit a line ,
retype what you want. To delete a line ,
type line number and then leave command
space blank (just hit the return key). You
can insert new lines between other lines.
Used to run a program only after LOAD or

EDIT

RUN

EDIT.

REP

Used for repetitions of program after it has
been run.
Clears out the old program and accepts a
new one or allows user to start writing a
program.
Returns control to Applesoft.
Saves protpam to disk.

NEW

STOP
SAVE

MEl

JI

then LIST, EDIT, or RUN the PILOT program. After the
program has been run once, if you want to do it again, type
~. Do not ~ype RUN. RUN is used only after loading and
edItmg. REP IS used to substantially speed things up. (The
reason is explained later.)

RI

EI

If you do not want to rWI a program but instead want to
start writing one, push the return key when the machine
asks for a program name. You will be told to start writing
yOUl program and a "1" will prompt you. The "1" is asking
for a line number. Line numbers from 1 to 255 are acceptable.
Although programs cannot exceed 255 lines, this still allows
for lar~e useful p~ograms. For instance, the working parts
of the mterpreter Itself consist of less than 255 statements.
The "1" pr?mpt at the beginning of a line will accept only
a ~umber; if you type something else, it will go back and
walt for a number.

CI

~ter you type the line number hit the return key. The curser
will move over and a "1" will appear. Now type in the command and statementj then press return; enter next line of the
program; and so on.

CKI

W'hen you ar~ through writing the program, enter the next line
number and mstead of a statement, type RUN. Hopefully, the
program will work.

JY,JN

TY,TN

AY,AN

MY,MN

For Match EXQCrly. Matches a string with
the user input, but requires that match be
exact. The match word RAIN will only show
a match with the input RAIN.
For Jump. Program execution jump to elsewhere, specified by * and the name of the
new location. Example: JI* BELOW jumps
to wherever * BELOW is located in the
program.
For Return. Returns execution of program
to line after the Jump that was last executed. 11 and R/ together are like GOSUB,
and RETURN in BASIC.
For Exit. Stops program execution.
For Count. Used with two variables I and 1.
Either variable can be set to zero by C/ZI or
C/ZJ. Either can be increased or decreased
by using the format CII + number or CII number, where number is any real number.
Example: ell - 12 subtracts 12 from the
value of J. The current value of I or J can
be printed by using # I or # J in a T Icom·
mand. Example: If I = 6 and @ PLAYER =
Arthur, then "T/@PLAYERhas#IPOINTS"
will print "ARTHUR HAS 6 POINTS".
For Check. Checks to see if the value of I
or J is z> or < a specified value. Example:
CK/I=5 checks to see if 1=5.
If match or check occurs, commands with Y
(for yes) execute; if no match or check
occurs commands with N (for no) execute.

o

•

TION.

When the interpreter is run, it asks you for the name of the
program that you want. If you want to use an existing program, type in its name and hit the return key. If you mis.
name or mistype the program name, the interpreter will tell
you and repeat the request. After the program loads from
disk there is a short delay while the program is prepared for
execution. The machine then asks "REQUEST?". You can

24

For Text or Type. Prints whatever appears
after "I". Commas and colons cannot be
used because of limitations of Applesoft (the
interpreter language). TI statements can be
255 characters long.
For Ask. Requests user input. Input may be
assigned to a variable and printed later, using
a variable name. A variable is a character
@ plus any combination of alphanumeric
characters. For example, the instruction
"AI @ NAME" assigns the user input to the
variable "@NAME".
For Matcll. Matches a string with the last
user input. More than one match word or
phrase is permissible; each must be followed
by a semicolon. Example: MINO; NOPE; I
OON'T KNOW ; This is a "moving window"
match, which means that if the match word
is a part of the user input, a match will still
be made. For example, the match word
RAIN will show a match with the following
user inputs: BRAIN, DRAIN , RAIN, RAIN·
lNG, STRAIN. The match word EVOL
matches with EVOLUTION and REVOLU·

PILOT CONTROL COMMANDS

"

,

•

,

•
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PILOT HINTS & SUGGESTIONS

A. If you are in the EDIT mode, you can LIST by using
that command after a line number. You can also get out
of the EDIT mode by typing REQ after a tine number.
This will get you back to "REQUEST".
B. Put subroutines at the end of yOUl program for
faster execution. The interpreter looks for jump labels
ftom the end of your program up.
C. After a variable you can only have a space, a period ,
or an apostrophe.
D. When a RUN is typed, the interpreter separates YOUl
program into two arrays, one for commands trl, AI,
etc.), the other for the statements, and then commences
to execute the program one line at a time. Setting up the
arrays after loading a program or editing takes a few
seconds.
Once the arrays are set, the program can be rerun
quickly. That is why REP is used. However, an EDIT
command reassembles the commands and statements.
Thus a RUN is necessary to set up the arrays after an

EDIT.
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Round 3: PASCAL
Coolly Counters
Jan -Feb 1978 with David's original article. Round 2 was in
the Mav-June 1979 issue of Recreational Computing. David
retums this issue with Round 3,

Along the way there have been many preliminary skirmishes
and feigned battles. David addresses some of those in the
article also. J can 'f wait for Round 4. It gets better each time!

-RZ

My primary interest in promoting PASCAL was to hasten
the day when I would have a PASCAL machine in my kitch.
en. So, the d~y I placed my order for a PASCAL Microengine
t vowed to withdraw from the ongoing debate over PASCAL's
merits compared to those of BASIC. However, the "BASIC
backlash" in your pages has prompted me to break that vow
and to offer the following observations.
'
THE DRAGON IS DROPPED
Mr. Albrecht's comment in the RC March-April issue is
little more than a potshot. He claims that the following
BASIC program segment, cited by PASCAL supporter Joe
Felsenstein, is an "unreal" example :

• The program fragment proposed by Mr. Albrecht will be
interpreted differently by different versions of BASIC. Some
versions will treat "IF X " 3 THEN y .. Y + 1" as a complete
statement, and proceed to execute "Z" Z + 1" no matter
what the value of X is. Would Mr. Albrecht suggest the follow·
ing code for users of such BASICs?
THEN Y .. Y + 1: I Fl(. 3 THEN Z .. Z +
THEN Y - Y - 1: IF X<>3 THEN z .. Z

Is this elegant programming? This problem of ambiguous
IF -statements is just one of many which confront those trying
to spruce up a line-oriented language with constructs which
are essentially statement-oriented. Whatever minor standard·
ization problems PASCAL may have, at least its control
structures are clearly defined.
• Many versions of BASIC will not accept Mr. Albrecht's
program segment at all - namely, those which do not allow
multiple statements on one line. In short. what is the only
version of this program fragment which will execute in all
BASICs with the desired result? The original version given by
Mr. Felsenstein. Anyone writing BASIC programs for general
use would be well advised to adopt it. I contend that it is not
an "unreal" example at all.

100
200
)00
400

While we are on the subject of BASIC's IF·statements, I may
as well confess that I have been doing some BASIC programming on an OSI machine recently. The lack of an else-clause
has warped my mind to the point that if I had to give a spon'
taneous BASIC translation of the PASCAL code, I would
write:

700 REM

100 y . Y + I :Z " Z + 1:

IF X • 3 THEN 500
LET Y - Y 1
LET Z • Z - 1
GO TO 700
500 LET y. Y +
600 LET Z - Z + 1

Mr. Albrecht asks rhetorically, "Who would write a BASIC
~rogra.m like that?" The answer, of course, is; "Lots of people,
mcludmg Mr. Albrecht himself I" See for example, the program
on page 111 of his self-teaching guide, BASIC (second edition,
John Wiley and Sons, 1978).
Mr. Albrecht suggests the following alternative code:
100 IF X • 3 THEN Y
110 IF X< > 3 THEN Y

Y+l:Z _

Z+

Y

Z-

I:Z .

!t i~ hard to tell exactly what Mr. Albrecht's point is. If it
IS simply that his proposed alternative is shorter then we
must give him the point. However, if he is su~sting that
BASIC's IF -statement is as good as or better than PASCAL's
then I must disagree;
,
28

• One must assume that programmers will often need to have
several lines of code whose execution is dependent on the
value of a boolean expression. What would Mr. Albrecht
recommend then? Twenty -five lines of code beginning "IF
X " 3 THEN" followed by twenty-five more beginning "IF
X < > 3 THEN"? PASCAL simply brackets these statements
with "begin" and "end" and is done with it.

100 1F X .. 3
110 IF 1«>3

BY DAVID A. MUNDIE
Round 1 of this discussion began in People's Computers,

r

I F X<>3 THE N yOO' Y - 2 : Z .. Z

~

than truth, so that truth is given the value -1 and fal sity the
value D. This means that Mr. Day's expression " 2· (X" 3)
- 1" will evaluate to - 3 when X equals 3, which is not at
all what Mr. Day had in mind. His solution is not transport·
able.
• Mr. Day implies by omission that the same technique could
not be used in PASCAl. This of course is not true - we could
write in PASCAL:
s ; .. 2

~

ord (K" 3) - 1;

y: " Y + s; z: • z + s:

In my mind, the distinct symbol for the assignment operator
enhances legibility, and the explicit presence of the "ord"
function in the PASCAL program forces the programmer to
be clear that what he is doing is transforming a boolean
value into an integer one-this is disguised in the BASIC
version. Furthermore, PASCAL is committed to the idea that
truth is greater than falsity; ord (true) is always equal to 1
and ord (false) is always equal to 0, so that the PASCAL
segment above will run on every implementation I know of.
• Mr. Day's proposal is justa programming trick which happens
to work in the case at hand, but it is not capable of general
application and utterly fails to address itself to the issue of
the else·clause, which was obviously what Mr. Felsenstein
had in mind. How would Mr. Day handle this?
if x .. 3

the~

theta: •

si~(x)

else beta : • tos (y)

2

This is atrocious, but I have caught myself writing analogous
code over and over. languages shouldn't encourage this sort
of thing.

DAY IS DAZZLED
Jim Day, in a letter published in your May-June 1979 issue,
proposed yet another version of the program fragment:
100 S - 2 ~ (x - 3) - 1: Y • Y + s : Z - Z + S

This proposal prompts the following remarks:
• Once again the problem of BASIC's nonstandardization
rears its ugly head. The designers of aSl's BASIC decided,
for reasons known only to themselves, that falsity is better
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• I turn now to the article entitled "Round 2" in your May·
June 1979 issue. I feel personally involved here, since the
PASCAL program you reprinted was one I wrote nearly two
years ago. Looking back at it now, I regret that I let my obses·
sian with compactness override my concern for legibility,
and wish I had fed it through a prettyprinter before its submis·
sian. But that is neither here nor there. I would like to make
the following comments on "Round 2":
• To call the language which Mr. Ravn·Jensen uses "BASIC"
is pure sophistry. Borge Christensen was at least more candid
in his article in your Jan· Feb 1979 issue, where he baptized
the language "COMAL", which sounds more like "PASCAL"
than iike "BASIC". Mr. Ravn·Jensen'$ program would no
more run through a TRS·aO, an APPLE, a PET or an OSI
interpreter (to name only a few) than my own program would.
• Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, and given the
superiority of PASCAL, it would have been surprising if some·
one had not tried to incorporate some of its features into a
new BASIC hybrid. But the fundamental question is, 'Why
bother?" Is there anything in COMA L which Mr. Ravn .
Jensen can honestly claim is superior to PASCAL's equivalent?
I think not. COMA L supporters will hasten to point out that
existing BASIC programs will run on a COMAL interpreter,
but is that really important? Every PASCAL system that I
know of (the UCSD system, for example) comes with a
BASIC compiler or interpreter to take care of existing BASIC
programs: so much for that argument. As for rewriting old
programs, I claim that it would be no easier to convert them
into elegant COMAL than it would be to translate them into
PASCAL.
To be sure, any PASCAL supporter must see the spread of
PASCAL's features into other languages as a net gain for
progamming languages as a whole. Given the choice between
COMAL and BASIC, I would obviously prefer the formerit has copped enough from PASCAL to be almost tolerable as
a beginning programming language. But that is an argument
in favor of PASCAL, not against it.
• Mr. Ravn·Jensen violated one of the ground rules of my
PASCAL/BAS IC comparison: the omission of comments.
My intention was to demonstrate that PASCAL is inherently
more self·documenting than BAS IC, and his program's REM
statements make the comparison more difficult.

. '.'

,.

RAVN·JENSEN IS RETIRED

• Mr. Ravn·Jensen disingenuously remarks that the procedure
TALLY is "not needed." I suspect he had an even stronger
motive for leaving it out: it is impossible to write such a
procedure in COMAL (or in BASIC). This was precisely my
point in including the procedure to begin with. in spite of the
fact that it is only of marginal value in and of itself. One must
assume that programmers will at some point have to write
programs more complex than the simple Mastermind program
used for illustration . and then the lack of parameter·passing
in BASIC becomes absolutely crippling. Suppose one wants
to write a fifty·line subroutine which operates on six dif·
ferent variables. To do this in BASIC. one must first of all
set aside six global variables (for example, u. v, w, x, y, and z)
which are not used by the rest of the program, and then write
the following code:

- .,. -

100 A
U _ A:V
6 :10' - C: X
U:B
110
V: C - W: 0
120 U
G: V K: .... _ I : X
130
\.I : J
U: K - V: I

.

-- ..-

.-

O: Y

[ :Z

X: E

Y: F

J :Y

I<. : Z

X: I<. -

Y: l

-Z
Z

,

Game··.·

.'

of

·"

..,

Life

F: GOSUB 5000

l : GOSUB 5000

"

·

I. ""Cf LIFE

Compare this to the same thing in PASCAL:

(H(

.... .

.. ."" .

. "

.... .

..

'

..

,'.

A previous issue of RC (May·June 1979)
featured an APL version of the Game of
Life. George Fleming, a doctor [rom
Hollidaysburg, PA now brings you
the game for your TRS ·80. You can
refer to the previous article for suggestions on "life·fonns" to try with th~s
program.
George has some other interesting pro·
grams including a Star Trekfor the TRS·
80. If you are interested, write him at
this address: Oak Knoll, Hollidaysburg,
PA 16648. Dr. Fleming already has
his kids composing letten to us on the ' .
computer. Watch out Milan (Dr. Chepko)!
There's another AftfA family into the
computer game.
- RZ

rN 6. E. FtDtllE 11/17178
58 a.S ClEH( i'9 0EF1HT A.I.J.K.X,V DS::STRI~ {64.· . ) Dill X(2Q5).y(285)
911 PRINl Qtn(2J) PRIHTP128.·OO YIlJ IftIT H6TROCTIOOS F(R' PRINT" CCNfH'S!HE Cf LIFE", 1'*'tIT AS IF fIJ='\oB' 1888 aSE CtS
188 PRHITI[I0. '
IIfIUT)('Y AS POSISTICW. 8.8 IS nE CEHTU' Cf 11{ SCR€EN TI£ Lillns Cf IIfIUT ff!£ +21 T!l-21. 99,99 TO 00 IIfIUT
ENTER·; IIfIUT I1S PRIHT' 8,D$;Di
118 PRINTlIEI. D'S. DS; PRIHT@9,·X=? Y:", IIfIUT X, Y
126 IFX:99fNlY::99TI£H2ee El5EIFFe5<x»21~(V»21TI£1t18B
HEI X=~X+64 Y:V+2J
148 IF POINl()('V) PRINT@8,",OO FUREf()Y USED TlfIT LOCATlffl PL£ASE TW !'OlIN" FCRJ=1TOS81J-J(XT.
158 IF I(lT POIIIHX, V) SEHX, Y) SET<X-LY) ' T8TIl=TilTFl t1 >:n8TFO=X Y<T8TIl)=Y
168 OOT0118
298 ClS IF T8TiUI'Rffi£H ,IfI)(=T8Tft.
218 PRIHTlIEI, PRIHT IJSJIoKI"(E( H'·,C£N, C£H=(£!#1 PIIINT@64. PIIINlIJSIt(,'P(f tH". TilTFL PRIHTt128. Pl!IHT 1JS11(j·BIImI ... ·,8IRTit ·
8IRTI-F8 :PRIHUm PRIHT IJSIt(j'DERni H'· :Dt:ATH. DERTH:8 .PRINTI[I:2$, PRIHT LlSII(j·1fIX. N,', 1ft(;
22ElIF TElTIl=6 FeR G=1T0588:tEXTClS PRIHT ~(n ) PRINTP13Q.·PCfllATIOO 8. 00'. ·
OOERATlOO'D" IfIX. PIP. 1flS'1fIX.oo
2J8 lQ.P=X(1) :)@I=X(1) ;'M=Y(1):vttF'!'(1)
248 Foo J=1 TO T8TIl IFX(J)):.a> nEH lQ.P=X(J)
241 Itx(J)Of)H nEH )@I=X(J)
242 IF V(J)'M no 'M=Y(J)
243 IF y(J)(\{)N TID vttF'!'<J)
~L(fED

process (a , b , c , d , e , f) ;

process (g , h , i , j, k , 1) ;

I suppose this strikes me as BASIC's single greatest weakness.
• One must not lose sight of the fact that my Mastermind pro'
gram deliberately avoided using any of PASCAL's more
advanced data structuring fa cilities-records, pointers, and
files. When someone comes out with an 8K COMAL·IN·ROM
machine for $600 which includes those features, I will be the
first on my block to order one. Until then. I'll stick with my
Microengine.

,..

ROUND 3 IS OVER

· :.

There is more that could be said, but I hope that I have at
least shown that it is not fair to accuse PASCAL supporters
of deliberately choosing inferior dialects of BASIC for their
comparisons. Most PASCAL lovers are deeply committed to
portability and standardization. It is not our fault that BASIC
dialects have proliferated so wildly that there exists no stan·
dard BASIC to compare with PASCAL.
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2511 IF >V-K"J (R XI..P)=124 CR 'It'H(=1 (J1 Vlf'>:.46 TIEN CtS:flRIHT ~(2J) :PRINTti2S.. "UIIIT5 E.'m£D - IAE 0't'ER. :PI!INTIr.!66. "IEERATJ,...
IDPRINT@l98.'1f« P(f 1fIS"1IIX_00
,
255 F(R J=1 TO TSTIl SEHX(J).YCJ» :S£T(X(J)-LY(J)) I£XT TilTfl=6
26e FOC ;(:)[IN-2 TO >o'p+2 STEP 2 F(R Y=VD!+-1 TO 'M+l IF P()1.~1(X.V) Tl£H RES£i <)('Y) ELSE SET<X,V)
2i'il fd.:fOINT<X-2. V-1) A2=POIHT(X, ~-1l fll=POlNT(X+2, '1'-1) Il4:POlHT<X-2, y, f'l5:POIHT< X, V) fI6--fOINHX+2. V) -fl7:f'OINHX-2.1'+1l RS=Pt1IHl(X, V , . '
~1) 'f&-P(lINHX+2, V+1)
.
288 !F<A5=Q) ~ (fI:1+f1<:+fC+fI4+f16+f17tA8-tfB=-2) TtEN T8T1l=T8TIl+1 :xmTEIJ=X:Y<T8TEIJ=Y :60TOl2Ei
2S6 1F<A5--8> fHl (fI:1+f12+fCt-A4+f16+f17+f18~A9=-J) T)£HTilTIl~T8TIl+1 X<T8TAU=X.Y(TilTIl):Y OOT0328
:;:se IF<A5=-i) fH) (R1+ft2+AJ+fl"+fI6+A7+A8#l9=-J) no T8Tfl=T8Tfl.tl XCTilTIl)=X:Vn8TIl)=Y:BIRTH=8IRntH :GOT0328
318 IF ICJT POIHHX. V) DERJH:W!Tltt1
l2EiIF TSTfl=258 CtS.PRINT ~(2J ) : PRINTru:s, ·PIJ'llATICW UIIIT E>mI£D",'
lEt 'ID•• "
PIP. ... 258'-00
ne IF POINT(J(, V) no RESEH )(. V) ELSE S£T()(, V)
348 tEXT V.X.OO10288
1M CtS.PRINT um<2J).PRINTIilD4.·TIE RI.lES Cf TI£ (ff( ~ IF 11 caL IfI5 2 (R nm rElllI05 IT STAYS IlIVE ono WISE IT DIES.
F FW OI'TI' CEU IfI5 8a:TlY J tEl!H(J15 IT IS rmt fLl M 81RntS fHI DEATHS 0CCl..f! AT M Sf'I£ TIlE ENTER FCR ftI EXfIFLE. .;
1818 1'*'tIT ftS TilTIl=7.FCR I=1TO 7:REro XO>:REJI) VO> tEXT :DflTA 64.2J. 64,24dS4.25,66.2J.68.2J.68..24.68.25 :00T028ll
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would set the machine to graphics mode 3. Typing in the
command:

GR. 3

In order to run the program, you type the command RUN
and press the ENTER key. This program, when run, would
look like this at the bottom of the screen:

(be sure to use the period)

LI NE
LI NE
LINE
LI NE

would also set the machine to graphics mode 3. Here's what
happens to the screen when we enter this command. It causes
the machine to:
a) Blank the top portion of the screen , and
b) Color the bottom portion purple (this color may vary with
the TV set you use).
Graphics mode 3 provides a grid of 39 columns by 20 rows
for plotting points. 11tis is the blank area at the top of the
screen. The purple area at the bottom of the screen provides
four lines in which text may be printed. To return to the
text mode you type:

GRAPHICS 0 and press the RETURN key

BY HERB MOORE

Who is Herb Moore? Perhaps you have seen this query in some
of Ihe recent FuturePlay™ lections of RC. Well, Herb is
a musicilln and beginning computer person. He !un become
interested in compuren since some manufacturen have begun
including Q sound chip with Ihe new machines.

Herb is a student and innovator in an emerging field a/music
call "scrapophony." Scrapophony involves the use of found
materials to create musical instruments. Some of Herb recent compositions (available on cassette tape) are performed
on "scrapophones" thaI he has constructed. You will no doubt
"hear" more from Herb in coming issues. The way computers
are going, we believe that Herb may tum out to be our first
"music editor. "
-RZ

s

But first, let's "see what you can see!" The ATARI machine
allows you to:
• change the background color of the video screen to any
one of 16 colors;
• draw designs on the video screen using anyone of 16
colors;
• print text along with your pictures in a special text
'window';
• change the color of the text window to anyone of 16
colors;
• change the number of plotting positions so that pictures
can be drawn in more detail.
ATARI GRAPHICS MODES

This is the first in a series of articles describing some of the
color graphics and sound capabilities of the new AT ARl
computers. The articles, if read in sequence, should be easily
understood by people who have had little previous experience
in BASIC programming. The flIst article covers the color
graphics available on the machines. The second will describe
the sound capabilities, and in later articles we will show how
the color graphics and sound can be combined, giving you the
opportunity to "see what you hear and hear what you see."
Sectionl of thil .nicle were excerpted from the book ATARI BASIC
by Bob Albr1lCht, leRov Finkel, end Jerald R. Brown, <91979, by
WilIlY & Sonl. Inc. ( A book worth having If 'IOU hlMl Just purchlsed
en AT AR I computer or ere thinking about It .I
32
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The ATARl machine also has 8 different graphics modes,
numbered 0-7. When the machine is turned on, the screen
mode is automatically set to GRAPHICS O. The different
graphics modes allow you to put fmer and fmer detail on the
screen.

In order to select a different mode, you would type in either
CRhHICS or GR. and the number of the mode you wanted
to use. For example, typing in the command:

GRAPHICS 3

Let's write a simple program which puts labels on the four
lines in the text window.
First type GRAPHICS 0 to return to the text mode. Then
type NEW (this clears the memory of the machine of any
other information that might become confused with your
new program). Now type in the following program:

10
20
30
40
SO
60

GRAPH ICS 3
PRI NT !Ill NE
PRINT 1I1INE
PR INT IILI NE
PRINT "LINE
GOTO 60

I"
2"
3"
411 .

~~

~:

don't forget
the semicolon)

a) The line numbers 10,20, etc., indicate that you are entering a program. If you don't use line numbers the machine
will see the infonnation as DIRECT COMMANDS and
execute them immediately.
b) The PRINT statements in lines 20 to 50 tell the machine
to print what is between the quotation marks.
c) The semicolon at the end of line 50 will cause the cursor
to remain at the end of the message when the program is

MODE NUMBER OF
NO.
COLUMNS

4 •

3

39

4.5
6. 7

79

GRAPIflC POSITIONS TEXT

158

ROWS

WINOOW

20

4 lines
4 lines
4 lines

40

80

From this table we can see that modes 6 and 7 have 158 X 80,
or 12,640 individual points. Modes 4 and 5 have 79 X 40, or
3,160 points. Mode 3 has 39 X 20, or 780 points. Thus, for
example, graphics modes 6 and 7 allow you to draw with
smaller points, enabling greater detail. If you wanted to
cover larger portions of the screen with less programming,
then you would probably want to use graphics mode 3.
PLOT AND COLOR

The PLOT statement is used for graphics on the ATARI
computer. To plot a point, both the column and the row must
be given in the PLOT statement. The plot positions are numbered from the upper-left comer of the screen starting with
0,0. For example, a plot statement of:

30 PLOT 2.5
would plot the following point.

0.0 ....

run.
d) Une 60 tells the machine to wait while the information is
displayed on the screen.

3

Here is a table of the graphic screen modes 3 through 7, showing the number of graphics positions for each mode.

•

Here's what you told the machine to do:

I
2

Row 5

0 0 0~COlumn2
0000
0000
0000
0000
0 0 .0------ Position 2,5
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A complete color graphics program must have the three
statements: GRAPHICS, COLOR, and SETCOLOR. Of
course, you may also plot some points. For example , type
NEW, enter and run the following:

In order to see the point, we need to put a color statement
in the program for one of the 4 available color registers,
numbered 0-3. For example:

COLOR 1

10
20
30
40
50

Using the infonnation given so far, you can write the following
short program:

10 GR. 3
20 COLOR
30 PLOT 2,5
-40 PRINT "TH IS

GR. 3
CO LOR 1
SETCOLOR 0,0
PLOT 0,3
ORAWTO 38,3

60 PRINT "WHAT COLOR DO YOU SEE?"
I S PLOT POSITION

2,5"

The program, when run would look like this on the screen.

The instruction in line 30 tells the machine to give the letter
I a value from 0 to 19, beginning with O. Line 40 tells the
machine to plot a point for the given value of 1. Line SO
tells the machine to go to the next value of I. So the machine
plots 0, 0 then I, 1 then 2, 2 and so on.

A long grey color bar (color may vary for your TV) appears
in the top portion of the screen, and the statement WHAT
COWR DO YOU SEE? appears at the bottom of the screen.
A few changes and additions converts this program to show
each of the 16 colors available. The colors are changed by the
values of the variable in the SETCOLOR statement in line
30. If we enter and run the following program:

Here is a table of the 16 colors available:
o Grey
I Gold
2 Orange
3 Red
4 Pink
5 Purple
6 Purple
7 Blue
8 Blue
9 Blue
Colors go from darker to lighter as the
10 Blue
numbers get larger.
1 J Green
12 Green
13 Green
14 Yellow Green

IS Gold
These effects can all be shown by entering and running the
follOwing program.

DRAWTO STATEMENT

•

THIS IS PLOT POSITION 2,5
It plots the point on the screen in the graphic area. It prints in
the text window the infonnation that is between the quota·
tion marks in the PRINT statement.
If we wanted to plot several points, we could include several
plot statements on one line by using a colon to separate the
statements. First, type GRAPHICS 0 to return to the text
mode, then type NEW to begin a new program. Then enter
and roo the following program:

The easiest way to plot a straight line is to use the DRAWTO
statement along with the PLOT statement. The PLOT state·
ment tells the computer where to start the line, and the
DRAWfO statement gives the position where the line will
end. The line is drawn from the PLOT position to the DRAW·
TO position. For example, if we enter and run the following
program:

10
20
30
40

GR. 4
COLOR 1
PLOT 0,0
DRAWTO 78,39

GR . 3
CO LOR
FOR N = 0 TO 15
SETCOLOR O,N
PLOT 0,3
DRAWTO 38,3
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT : PRINT N
FOR W = I TO 500: NEXT W
80 NEXT N

a bar appean at the top of the screen, disappears and then
reappears in a different color, for the 16 different colors
available on the ATARI computer.

The screen would mow:
If we revise line 30 in this program to read:

30 SETCOLOR 2,N

-~~

10 GR. 6

10
20
25
30
40
50
60
70

GR . 3
COLOR
PRINT "WATCH MY COLORS CHANGE!

FOR M = 0 TO 4 STEP 2
FOR N = 0 TO 15
SETCOLOR M,N

70 PLOT 5,5: ORAWTO 30,5
80 FOR W = 1 TO 200: NEXT
90 NEXT N
100 NEXT M

!"

W

When this program is run, frrst the color bar varies through 16
colors, then the text window varies waugh 16 colors, and
fmally the backgroood of the graphics area varies through
16 colors. The command STEP 2 in line 40 tells the machine
to count by 2's. So, it counts 0, 2, 4.

(each line plots 2 points)
and run the program, the color bar remains gold throughout
the run, but the color of the text window changes to ea'c h of
the 16 colors.

20 COLOR
30 PLOT 0,0 : PLOT 157,79
40 PLOT 0,79: PLOT 157,0

If we make one last change in line 30 of the program:
If we wanted to draw a straight line we wouldn't want to make
a PLOT statement for every point of the line. Here's a couple
of programming time savers we can use. The following pro·
gram makes use of the FOR·NEXT loop to plot points. Type
NEW, enter and run the following:

10
20
30
-40
50

10
20
30
40
50
60

GRAPHICS 3
COLOR 1
FOR 1=0 TO 19
PLOT I, I

NEXT I

When the program is run, the screen looks like this:

30 SETC OLOR 4,N
SET COLOR STATEMENT

The statement used to change color points on the screen is:

SET COLOR O,C
The variable C, can be any integer from 0 tJuough 15. Each
value for C will give us a different color for the plotted points.

and run the program, the background of the graphics area
changes through the 16 colors, the bar remains gold, and the
text window turns dark and remains dark.

So, for the statement SETCOLOR A, N:
• When A is set to 0, the colors in the plotted bar vary.
• When A is set to 2, the colors in the text window vary.
• When A is set to 4, the colors in the background of the
graphics area vary.

MORE GRAPHICS

In order to see what happens as 'you vary the graphics mode,
enter the follOwing program.

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

GR. 3
COLOR 1
SETCOLOR 4,1
PLOT 5,5: DRAWTO 7,5
PLOT 6,6: ORAWTO 6,10
DRAWTO ~,15
PLOT 6,10: ORAWTO 8,15
PLOT 5,7: ORAWTO 3,9
PLOT 7,7: ORAWTO 9,9

100 PRINT "WHAT A FUNNY MAti!

!"

In the same statement the variable N allows for the selection
of one of 16 colors (0·15) for a given color register.
34
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When run, this program causes a figure, that looks like this:

70 ORAWTO X-2,Y-2
80 PLOT X-4,Y-4: DRAWTO X+4,Y-4
90 DRAWTO X+4,Y+4: DRAWTO X-4,Y+4
100 DRAWTO X-4,Y-4
TItis should cause the machine to draw two squares, one inside
of the other.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER
Please send me a one-year subscription to Recreational
formerly People's Computers
(published bi-monthly) for $10.

~

Computing magazine,

•

NAME ______________________________
ADDRE~

___________________________

M

<

"

CITY/STATE _________________ ZIP _____
DCheck enclosed DBm me

(U.S. only)

~

DAenhVeI (please attach mailing label)
Charge my ClTd: DVisa/Bankamericard DMasterchaTge
Card No' _____________________ ElCp. 08t..~______

to appear in the upper left hand portion of the screen. If you
make the following changes and additions to the program to
alter the screen modes, you can change the size of the "drawn"
figure:

5 FOR A • 7 TO 3 STEP-2
10 GRAPHICS A
93 FOR W• I TO 200: NEXT W
95 NEXT A
When this program is run, the figure appears to move from
the upper left comer, and his size increases. The command
STEP·2 causes the program to change the graphics mode from
7 (maI\)' small divisions), to graphlcs mode 5 (fewer, slightly
larger divisions), to graphics mode 3 (fewer, and even larger
divisions). This result is an example of something that was
pointed out earlier-in graphics mode 7, it is possible to draw
in greater detail since you use smaller points; in graphics
mode 3, it is possible to cover larger areas of the screen with
fewer plotted points.

If we make changes, the size of the square and the width
of the lines get larger each time.

10 GRAPHICS 5
35 X·40: Y·24.
10 GRAPH I CS 3
35 X·20: Y·12.
You can create an interesting visual effect by combining the
last three graphics modes in one program. The resulting program causes two squares to appear in the center of the screen,
one inside of the other. They should then become increasingly
larger with increasingly thicker lines until the program has
gone through the three different modes. Then it returns to
the smaller squares with smaller lines and begins to go through
the cycle again. This visual pattern will continue on the screen
Wltil you stop the program by pressing the BREAK key.
1hls should give the reader a taste of some of the color
graphics capabilities of the ATARI computer. If you are
fortunate enough to have an AT ARI computer already. this
material will help you begin to create your own color graphics
effects. Please be sure to let us know of any interesting discoveries you make in your experiments with the machine.
Next time: Alari Music

Here is another example which allows you to examine dif·
ferent sized squares. First, enter and run the following pro·
gram.

10
20
30
35
40
50
60
36

GRAPHICS 7
COLOR I
SETCOLOR ",IS
X • 80:Y • 48
PLOT X,Y
PLOT X-2,Y-2: DRAWTO X+2, Y-2
DRAWTO X+2, Y+2: ORAWTO X-2,Y+2
AECREATIONAL COMPUTING
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SOFTWARE:
tape $7.50

lo n't have to shell out ~~
,ard to get a good assortment
).orld's most popular computer.
es you up to 77 publiC-domain
sette tape, just $7.50 plus 50.e
~CA residents add 45.e taxbe paid in U.S. funds; postage

~

ormation Exchange has been
public domain software can be
...
0 the public.
a
:!'y 2! £2!.,.nputer ,!!!!gazines ~
f software. at no more cost than
ustration. CIEls experience has
or the 77-program Tape 2. As$7.50 selling price of the soft(the tape). a person doing the
~ 4.33 cents per prDgl'amming
though it contains fewer programs, na.u or wmcn came from the San Diego TUG
(user group). required many more hours preparation .
People' s software was not brought out to compete
with commercial software. CIE encour~es TRS- SO
~ to market P-!:951~. The nonprofit organTzatIon
gives free space in TItS-SO Bulletin, as well as offering
low-cost Bulletin ads. Good commerc ial software is
the foundation of our TItS-SO computing, starting with
TItS-SOls Micro Soft Level II Basic ROMs.
With introduction of People's Software, personal
computing can be made much more r ewarding for
everyone, since users can share the fruits of their
labor-and this can be inexpensively distributed. in
machine-readable form (no $O.0433-per-hour keyboarding!).
Digital Equipment Corp (DEC) computer users, by
joining DEe US. have been able to share programs ine>..-pensively. Now Radio Shack users have People's
Software.

Signature -:-=----:c--,-:::-----~---------------
International Rata: Canada First Cf_ OS17 One 'r'ear
Rest of World Airmaif 01523 One Year
World Surt.:e ""tlil-I will ri,k the ienglhv and unreliable delivery 01
$urface maillsigned,,_________~------------------$14 One Year
Payment mUI' be in SUS drawn on 11 US Bank.

o

demonst.ration Pascal source and obfect programs,
trans lator, Pascal library. and tlu-ee run-time systems.
People's Pascal runs 00 any 15K Level II TRS-80
system, $15 ($13.50 to TItS-SO Computing subscribers)".

TAPE 4 LEVEL I:

Election returns, buslness percentage, math problems.
Snoopy graphic, cash regiSter, action on the Enterprise,
chase. commander-in-chief. Chrlstma.s graphic, ups &
downs of business, deep dark secrets, air raid , cross
index, speech record1ng ald. inventory conuol. checkbook balance, sales receipt tally, $7.50*.
TAPE 5 LEVEL II:

Executive tenSion-breaker, lineprinter to screen or
screen to lineprinter exchange utility program, election retum.s, business percentage. check balancing, CIlI'
pool database, RAM memory test, mind bender, mortgage payments. spelling bee , common factor, diet planning II, Star Trek m, stIlI' Wars. kllndon capture. knights.
federal Income tax, chase, tachltscope, music (,'Yesterday"). vacation planner. $7. 50*.
*ADD 50,! postage. handling; CA residents add tax.
DEALER INQUERIES INVITED

..

!

~

r------computer information exchange, inc. - - - - - - - ,
I
I
box 158

I

I
I
I
I
I

san luis rey ca 92068

--PEOPLE'S SOFTWARE-Tape 1 Level II, $8*
Tape 2 Level II, $8*
Tape 4 Level I, $8*
Tape 5 Level II, $8*

(

amt.
encl.

) Tape 1 Level I, $8*
) Tape 3 Level II, $15.50
($14, tlTRS-80 Computing"
subscribers)

*includes 50t postage, handling

street address

I

1.1 1I

I
L....::.J I
fii!!!!!III

Make checks payable COMPUTER INFORMATION EXCHANGE
Charge my VISA ( ). MasterCharge ( ) "
________________________________ (signed), expires _ _ __
name

I

I
I
I
I
I

- ----~~~--~----~~~==~T
When run, this program causes a figure ,

IIIIII

0.. Oall'S louRN"""
COMPOTER
c,......, &0,.......

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
INTHE
UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS

PERMIT NO. 766

MENLO PARK, CA

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE
to appear in the upper left hand partie
make the following changes and addit
alter the screen modes, you can change
figure:

DR . DOBB'S JOURNAL
P.O. BOX E
1263 EL CAMINO REAL
MENLO PARK, CA 94025

5 FOR A - 7
10 GRAPHICS

93 FOR W=
95 NEXT A
When this program is run, the figure appears to move from
the upper left comer, and his size increases. The command
STEP·2 causes the program to change the graphics mode from
7 (m3.!\)' small divisions), to graphics mode 5 (fewer, slightly
larger divisions), to graphics mode 3 (fewer, and even larger
divisions). This result is an example of something that was
pointed out earlier-in graphics mode 7, it is possible to draw
in greater detail since you use smaller points; in graphics
mode 3, it is possible to cover larger areas of the screen with
fewer plotted points.

35 X=40: Y=24.
10 GRAPH I CS 3
35 X-20: Y=12.
You can create an interesting visual effect by combining the
last three graphics modes in one program. The resulting pro·
gram causes two squares to appear in the center of the screen,
one inside of the other. They should then become increasingly
larger with increasingly thicker lines until the program has
gone tluough the tluee different modes. Then it returns to
the smaller squares with smaller lines and begins to go through
the cycle again. This visual pattern will continue on the screen
until you stop the program by pressing the BREAK key.
This should give the reader a taste of some of the color
graphics capabilities of the ATARI computer. If you are
fortunate enough to have an ATARl computer already, this
material will help you begin to create your own color graphics
effects. Please be sure to let us know of any interesting dis·
coveries you make in your experiments with the machine.

Next time: A tari Music

Announcing--PEOPLE ' S SOFTWARE-_
TAPE 1 Level-I: 24 business, educatlon&l. entertainment programs, $7.50.·
TAPE 1 LEVEL 0
Addllh:IIl&l 10 programa , adds to }wrnal/ledger, payroll,
perpetu&l calendar, Star Treks, etc•• touch typing.
mail addressing, tio-tac-toe, grand prix auto race.
elate capital quiz. hangman spelling game, $7.50·.
TAPE 2 LEVEL 0:
Fully documented In "Some Common Basic Programs"
by Lon Poole" Mary Borchers (OSborne" Associates),
77 buSiness, Investment, mathematical, statistic, and
home-use programs, including feder&l withholding, tax
depreclatlClll. check writer, recipe cost. map check.
day of week. days between two dates. anglo to metric.
alphabetize. etc .• $7.50·.
TAPE 3 LEVEL il:
PEOPLE'S PASCAL program development system.
royalty software developed by John Alexander, based
on the Kin-Man Chung/Herbert Yuen "A 'Tiny' Pascal
Compiler" artlclea In the September ('78). October and
November "Byte".
The system Inciueds edltor/compUer. Interpreter.
demoostratlon Pascal source and object programs,
translator. Pascal library. and three run-time systems.
People's Pascal runa CIIl any 16K Level 11 T~80
system, $15 ($13.50 to TI~80 Computing subscribers)·.
TAPE 4 LEVEL 1:
Election returns. business percentage. math problems.
Snoopy graphic. cash reg).ater. action on the Enterprise,
chase, commander-tn- chief, Christmas grspillc. ups "
downs of business, deep dark secrets. air raid, cross
indeX. speech recording aid, Inventory control. checkbook balance. s&les receipt tally. $7.50-.
TAPE 5 LEVEL 0:
Executive tensloo-breaker, lineprinter to screen or
screen to lineprinter exchange utUity program. election returns. business percentage. check balancing. car
pool database. RAM memory test, mind bender. mortgage payments. spelling bee. commClll factor. diet planning 11. star Trek m,StarWars.kUndoncapture, knights.
fe<ieral Income tax, chase. t.achltscope. music (,'Yesterday"). vacation planner, $7.50·.
-ADD soi postap. handling; CA residents add tax.
DEALER INQU E R1ES INVITED

r------(

(

Here is another example which allows you to examine different sized squares. First, enter and run the following pro-

Now TItS-SO owners don't have to shell out a bWldle
of .!!!2!!..ey .2!: work hard to geta good assortment
of programs for the world's most popular computer.
People's Software gives you up to 77 public-domain
programs on one cassette tape, just $7 .50 plus SOe
postage and handling (CA residents add 45e taxFOREIGN orders must be paid in U.S. fundsj postage
is $1 per tape. via air) .
Nonprofit Computer Information Exchange has been
concerned about how public domain software can be
easUy made available to the public.
Anyone with .! library ~ computer ,!!!!gazines can
~board- in .! wealth of software, at no more cost than
the user's time and frustration. CIE's experience has
been about 150 hours for the 77-program Tape 2. Assuming that $1 of the $7 .50 selling price of the software is medium cost (the tape). a person doing the
job himself will be saving 4.33 cents per programming
hour. Tape I, even though it contains fewer programs, half of which came from the San Diego TUG
(user group), required many more hours preparation.
People's software was not brought out to compete
with commercial software. ClE encour~es TRS-80
~ to market P!:2S'l~. TIle nonprofit organizatiOn
gives free space in TRS-SO Bulletin, as well as offering
low-cost Bulletin ads. Good commercial software is
the foundation of our TRS-SO computing. starting with
TRS-80's Micro Soft Level II Basic ROMs.
With introduction ""OfPeople's Software. personal
computing can be made much more rewarding for
everyone, since users can share the fruits of their
labor-and this can be inexpensively dIstributed. in
machine-readable form (no $O.0433-per-hour keyboarding!).
Digital Equipment Corp (DEC) computer users, by
joining DEC US, have been able to share programs inexpensively. Now Radio Slack users have People's
Software .

computer information exchange, inc. - - - - - - - ,
box 158

san luis rey ca 92068

amt.

--PEOPLE'S SOFTWARE----encl.
Tape 1 Level il, $8* (
) Tape 1 Level I, $8*
Tape 2 Level II, $8*
) Tape 3 Level il, $15.5 0
Tape 4 Level I, $8*
($14, "TRS-SO Computing"
subscribers)
Tape 5 Level II, $8* *includes 50t postage. handling
Make checks payable COMPUTER INFORMATION EXCHANGE
Charge my VISA ( ). MasterCharge ( ) , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

gram.
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36

(

PEOPLE'S SOFTWARE:
77-program tape $7.50

GRAPHICS 7
COLOR 1
SETCOLOR 0,15
X = 80:Y = 48
PLOT X,Y
PLOT X- 2,Y-2: ORAWTO X+2, Y-2
ORAWTO X+2, Y+2: ORAWTO X- 2,Y+2
RECREATIONAL COMPUTING

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ '(signed), expires _ __

name

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

line 200 saves the area of the outer segment as the variable

A2.

Newett Awl and the Goat
BY GORDON FRENCH
PART II: THE SOLUTION
When we left Newett, he was disculSing his solution with
Gordon alld Gordon's neighbor, the part-time policeman.
They hod just been told that the problem could be soliled by
looking at the area that the goat eats as two circular segments.
The problem, Offce again, was to wn"te Q program that would
feli you how long to make a rope so that Ifyou staked Q goat
at the edge of Q 20 foot diameter circle, the goat would eat
exactly half the grass.
Figure J was Newett's rough sketch 0/ the problem Figure 2
gilles the inlorolarion needed to set up the equation to calculatea circular segment. The fommltz is A = M/RL - e(R - H)j
where R is the radius, L is the arc length, and C is the bose,

Here ;s Newett's program olld the rest of the story. Enjoy/!

-RZ

H2
Figure 1

L~
R

Figure 2

Reprinted by permi"lon from the HDmtlbrew Computer Club NlilwrIIiI/1fr. Vol. 1, Illue l,Jliln.-Flilb.1979,pp.4-S.
J8
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Newett showed us the listing, and began to explain the code
line by line. As best as J can remember his comments went
something like this:
lines 10 and 20 set up two dummy values to make the
transcendental functions corne out in degrees instead of
radians which most computers usually deliver.
lines 30 and 40 are the input to the program for the diameter of the lawn and the percentage that the goat is to
eat.
line 50 sets a limit counter for use later and line 60 calculates the area of the lawn for the diameter given. Line 70
calculates the goat's portion.
line 80 thru 95 spill out the calculations and let you know
that the problem is being worked on.
lines 100 and 1J0 set the initiaJ angle to 45 degrees and
the radius of the lawn to haJf the diameter.
tine 120 ca1culate5 the length of half of the base of the
circular segments. It is common to both segments for this
solution.
line 130 calculates a factor later used to determine the
angle for one of the two circular segments.
Une 140 calculates the height of the outer segment.
line 150 ca1culates the radius of the inner segment and is
really the rope length.
line 160 calculates the height of the inner segment.
Line 170 calculates the common base for both segments.
line 180 ca1culates the angle of the outer segment.
line 190 sets up the parameters for the outer segment and
calls the subroutine that ca1culates the area for the outer
segment.

Lines 210 thru 230 do the same for the inner segment.
line 240 combines the two areas for testing.
line 250 tests if the goat's area is greater than the area
of the two segments and,if it is. directs the program to increase the angle and reca1culate the two areas.
line 260 tests if the goat's area is less than the area of the
twO segments and. if it is, directs the program to decrease
the limit factor by half, and decrease the angle and recalculate the two areas. Newett commented that the ELSE
statement in the Line 260 will end the program if the two
areas are exactly equal, but said that it is improbable that
the program would tenninate there.
lines 270 and 280 decrease the limit factor and the angle.
Line 300 increases the angle for the next app roximation.
Line 310 tests if the limit factor is still significantly large

to effect the angle. Newett explained that this is the means
he used to detect if the angle had been ca1culated to the
limits of accuracy of the BASIC being used. This is the test
that will most often limit the calculations and get you out
of the loop.
lines 320 and 330 calculate the length of the arc and the
area of the segment whose parameters were passed to the
routine as Y, R, H, and C.
Line 350 spills the result of the calculations.
I was really quite pleased . and so was Newett. While J was
busy explaining how clever all this was to my neighbor,
Newett began to roll himself a smoke. Yep! Out came the
badge and the cuffs and before I could think, Newett was
hauled away. I'd have gone down to bail him out. but the
microbus is locked up and neatly parked in front of my driveway.

Listing
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
95
100
110
120

J-I.745329252E-02
Jl-I/J
INPUT"OIAMETER OF LAWN = ",0

INPUT"PERCENTAGE OF LAWN GOAT IS TO EAT - ",P
F -1
A-3.14159265*(0/2) " 2
G-A,'(PI100)
PR I NT"AREA OF LAWN I S II ,A, 11 SQUARE UN ITS"
PRINT"GOAT I S PART IS II ,G,II SQUARE UNITS"
PRI NTItCALCULATI NG • • • • 11

Nl-45
R1-0/2
C2-SIN(Nl*J)*RI
130 X-SQRT(Rl " 2-C2 " 2)
140 H2-Rl-X
150 R2-SQRT (H2" 2+C2 " 2)
160 Hl-R2-H2
170 C=C2*2
180 Y-2*Jl'ATN(C2/H2)
190 H-H2 \ R-R 1 \ GOSUB 320
200 A2-A
210 Y-2'Jl*ATN(C2/X)
220 H=Hl \ R-Rl \ GOSUB 320
230 Al-A
240 A-A1+A2
250 IF G> A THEN 300
260 IF G< A THEN 270 ELSE 350
270 F-F/2
280 Nl-Nl-F
290 GOTO 310
300 Nl=N1+F
310 IF NI + F - Nl THEN 350 ELSE 120
320 L = J * R * Y
330 A - 1/2 * (R * L - C * (R - H»
340 RETURN
350 PRINT"MAKE THE ROPE 1l,R2," UNITS
360 END

" -+ raising to a power.

\ -+ multiple statements.

LONG"

See page 71 of this issue for a reader
response to this challenge.
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Q-andalf

Madison High sits on a mountaintop overlooking the small town of Marshall, in the Blue
Ridge mountains of Western North Carolina.
Surrounded by higher peaks of unsurpassed

beauty, this

Comes to
Madison
High
BY RALPH ROBERTS

Photos of visitors to the May science fair in
the Asheville Mall interacting with Gandarf,
by the author.

If kids want to compute, they should have the
chance. So reasoned Ralph Roberts, who re-

cently helped a group of North Carolina high

school students put together (I computer from
a kit. Ralph, who describes the birth of the
computer in the story below, is known to many
of you for his RC fiction (his latest for us _

'What Light on Yonder Panel Flashesr'in the
July-August issue).
-LB
'0

setting seems straight out of

Talkien. You can almost see cloud-enshrouded
castles, flying dragons, and (look closely) a
hobbit or two. Indeed, it's a most fitting
setting for the reincarnation of the mighty
Gandalf.

And what form does the great wi~ard achieve
in this life? A computer, naturally. To be more
specific: a SWPTC MP6800, lovingly constructed from a kit by the students of the
high school math and electronics clubs. The
system also includes an old but still sturdy
ASR33 teletype (formerly of Western Union);
a couple of Smoke Signal floppy drives; a
home-built terminal (parts donated bv a local
microswitch manufacturer); and a custom
cabinet.
Three teachers at Madison High-Dave Cox,
Rex Sprinkle, and Louis Zimmerman-oversaw
and assisted in Gandalf's rebirth. They worked
long and hard in the raising of funds, the procurement of parts, and the finagling of outside
help (I was one of the helpers).
The result was a very good computer system,
owned not by the school, but by the students.
A computer that opens up a magical new
world of knowledge and allows 'hands-on'
experience.
Gandalf's coming-out party was at the May
science fair in the nearby Asheville MaiL Here,
Gandalf calculated biorhythms, played a stock
market game, and performed musical selections
for the awed passersby. In general, he was
the center of attention, and the students of
Madison High received well-deserved acclaim.
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The root record is used by the computer to start the questioning. Notice how the records can be arranged into a binary
tree, with a path leading from the root to every question in
the data base,
~OO1

List ing 1
Sample Run

- - . . . . . . . ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,

'----:;;

~O" 'hlnk'n~

Me
1)C~s

DeSigq!ng

Usting 1 is a sample dialogue between the computer and a
player , The resulting data base is summarized in Usting 2.

/

Are you

~e8

of an .In',,,,,1

)

It fl),!

thinkin~

:ANI MAL
01 an anl""'I'

m

YOU THINKING Of AN AN I MAL ? { YES OR NO)?,t!Q

ARE YOU

DOES

"
"
"
n

DOES

n

DOES

It fl)"!

DOES
It n household pH 1

DOES

r:
I. It a dog'

Is \, " d"~'

HAVE LEGS? l l i
HAOE FOU R LEGS? l l i
EAT ~ EAT?lli

1 GIVE UP!
BEFORE

Is !tnb",'

LIVE UNDE R WATER?li.Q
H", WINGS?l!Q

IS IT A LlON?EQ

J.1t.II~nl

•

THI NKI NG Of AN AN I MAL? (YES OR NO) ?YES

I.'IIAT I S YOUR ANH!AL?~

ASK ' IS IT A LIOK? ',

15 !t " lIun'

WHAT ~EW QUESTION CAN I ASK TfL\T \"'lLL UNIQUELY IDEt,TIH

•

A DOG?lS IT A CO ~L'10~ HOUSE PET
I.'HEN THIKKll'G OF ,\ DOr. .
WHAT IS THE ANSWER TO ' IS IT A CO~!:'!oN HOUSE PET'?ill

l ' LL REML'lBER THAT ,

Here's the same tree, shown with a little less redundancy:

DO YOU WANT TO PL,,," AGAI N?YES
ARE YOU THINKING OF AN ANIMAL?

BY MIK E GABRIELSON AND TOM MARTIN
Does your cat Mve three legs? Is an octopus with seven anns
a septipus? If you. are designing y our own Animal game,
you can have any creatures y ou want, even mythical beasts.
In fact, the design hints f or this game can be used to produce

''-'
Does It

many oth er "learning" programs.

~

"

The nex ( step is for someone to modify the program to
produce the pictures and sounds o{ the animals. Wily not?
It can even be done in color!

For any readers wishing to con-espond with Mike or Tom,

it an ugle?

(YES OR NO)?)'ES

DOES IT LIVE UNDER WATER? NO

.~

~

..

h''''''

,
1l

lor" you t hInking of an .nilolll!

DOES I T HAVE WI NGS? NO

"

fly?

DOES IT HAVE LEGS?YES

~

leathers?

"

""

• ball

DOES IT HAVE FOUR LEGS?lli
16 H

'"

""

•

hou.ehol~

•

dog?

pel'

OOES IT EAT MEAT?ill
IS IT A C0M:-10N HOUSE PET?YES

IS IT A DOG?lli
1 GUESSED YOUR ANIMAL !

Sometimes part (0) is a final guess with no follow-up questions. In that case , part (I) is simply a "·", and part (2) iJ; null.
For example, here is a data base of eight records:

just write to M. Gabrielson, P.O.Box 2692, Stanford, CA
94305, or T. Martin, 1918 Cooley Ave., #5, East Palo Alto,
CA 94303.
- RZ
D "

! " S

After repeatedly running int o demonstrations of the Animal
game and its variations, we fin ally decided to implement a
version ourselves.

h

1l

househo l d pet'

!~

It

do~!

Is It a lion!

~

T A

~

r

.... ""•

""

fly?
have fenhecs?

househo l d pet'

00 YOU WANT TO PLAY AGAIN?EQ

To play the game, the computer starts with the root question,
and then asks subsequent questions as detennined by the
player's yes or no answers. If an ..... is reached, the computer
has "guessed" the player's animal. If a null is reached, the
computer has failed, and the player is asked for a new animal
to be added to the data base.

I. It a dOl?

DESIGN
h i t an

c~lle!

Animal relies on a growing data base of records. Each record
consists of three parts .

Dou I t hav e feath",.'
is It an

~"g!e!

Is It • batl

(0)

• q ues t I on

<" a s k.

("

",

ne xt que s t Ion <0

(')

Tl'~

ne xt quenlon <0

42

....,, " ",
" ",

an Swer

." ....,,
(0)

an S"H <0 (0)

"yes" .
"no ".

A,~ ~ou
Ilo~.

M~

thl1\k!,,~

of .,n ,,"1,,,-,11

I,; It alton?

I, Ih-1

you thinking of an anlmall
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IMPLEMENTATION

•o
•>

Listing 3 is the complete source code for the Animal game as
written in the DATA/BASICTM language for the Microdata
Royale T M computer.
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z

z
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>
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X
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~
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~
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Line 3 opens the me named "ANIMALS" for subsequent
access by READ and WRITE statements. All data base records
exist in this one file.
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Unes 6 to 58 form one large LOOP which is executed once for
each time the game is played. The LOOP REPEATs until the
variable PLAY is set to "NO" in line 57 (all variables in the
program are string variables). PLAY is initialized to "YES"
in line 5 to guarantee the LOOP is executed at least once.

> r

"

"~

Unes II to 21 form a LOOP that the computer REPEATedly
executes as it travels down the tree of questions. The variable
ROOT contains the current question being asked; it is in.
itialized to a known starting value in line 9. The program
assumes the data base has been initialized to contain at least
two records, one of which contains the standard root question,
and the other contains a fmal guess. For example,
... RE YOU THINKING OF ....~ MlIMLJ (HS OR NO)
IS IT ... ~ ELEPtl.'.lIT
... RE YOU THINKING OF ....~ ....~III.I.L7 (YES OR NO)

~

w

~

~

••

>

"

~

"·

<

-,

•
w

~

z

•

•

-

~

>

•

•z
W

V>

<l:

"'>-<l:

z

•

o

<l:

Ow
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Q

Cl
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0"

c
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•
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Since INPUT statements automatically provide a "1", ques.
tion marks are not actually stored in the data base at the end
of each question.

> >

.~

The PARENT (initialized in line 8) and GRANDPARENT
variables are used to maintain a history of the questions
asked, in case the program later needs to insert a new animal
and question into the appropriate place in the tree. The aging
of PARENT to GRANDPARENT and ROOT to PARENT
occurs in lines 16 and 17.
line 14 sets the ANSWER variable (initialized in line 7) to
the player's "YES" or "NO" response, which is solicited after
the computer's current guess is made in line 13. OLDANSWER
remembers a previous ANSWER for possible later use in line

w

...J
Q.

:2
<l:
X
w

48, when the program needs to know whether to REPLACE a
left or right tree branch.
Part (0) of every record is considered to be a key by which the
remaining data in parts (I) and (2) can be accessed. Line IS
READs a complete variable·length record into the variable
named RECORD. All the data for a record is input with a
READ merely by specifying the key. For example,
REAO QUESTIONS FROM "DOES IT HAVE WINGS"
fmds the record with part (0) equal to "DOES IT HAVE
WINGS", and stores the remainder of the record in the var.
iable named QUESTIONS. Another example is
READ PARTS FROM KEY
which fmds the record with part (0) equal to the contents of
the variable KEY, and stores the data into the variable PARTS.
By using the intrinsic EXTRACT function in lines 18 and 19,
the program sets ROOT to the next question to ask, wltich is
either part (1) or part (2) of the record just read. Of course,
the part selected depends on the player's ANSWER. The
LOOP is then REPEATed with the new ROOT.

C'I
Ol

....C
~ ....
.J •
z
0

~
~

0
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. ·A,i'III ,"IAL
001 * ANIMAL - MIKE GAHRT~LSON • 3/\q/18
002 *
003 OPfN ""."ANIMALS" ELSF PRINT "A~TMALS FtL~ IS MISSIN~I"
OOU *
005 PLAY :: IIYES"
OOb LOOP UNTIL PLAY:: "NO" DCl
007

ANS~fR::""

008
00.

PARENI::""
ROOT:: "ARE YOU THtNKING OF AN AN1~AL? (yfS OR NO) "

010

*

012
013
01_

01S
01b
017
01S

01.
020

0>1
022 *
0>3
0>_

TF ROOT::: "." THEN PRI~T "I ~UFS5EO VOlJR AH'~AL!"
PRINT "I GIVE liP!
TNPUT Nf..~b,NTMAL

02S

~~tTf

on
027
028

0>.

user will provide the necessary indefmite article and avoid
any terminating punctuation. In other words, the program
expects input like "A CHICKEN" or "AN OSTRICH" with no
ending period.

STOP

line 26 creates a new data base record for the new animaL
The "." is part (1), part (2) is null, and the record's key in
part (0) is formed by prefIXing "IS IT" to the animal's name.
Whenever a new animal is added to the data base, a new
question must also be added that will allow the computer to
differentiate between the new animal and the last guess it
made. Lines 30 to 32 ask for this somewhat awkwardly. A
better prompt might be something like t

£1 SF

WHAT QUESTION CAN I ASK TO TELL A COW
FROM A HORSE?

"*" ON "1' TT ":NfwANIMAI

"RF.:F ORF I ASK I"~PARENT:"?'."
PRINT "AHAT ~F~ QUESTION CAN t ASK T~AT ~ILL UNIQUELY I OENTIFY "
PRINT NFNA.NI~AL:
INPUT QUFSTIQPIJ
READ RECORn FROM QUESTION FLSE UR~O - "NO"
WHILE USFo :: "YES" DO
PRINT "SO~RY ••• 1 ALREADY lJSF THAT UUES TION."
REPE.AT

on
030
o\>

*

PRINT "wHEN THINKING O~ ":NEwANIMAI :"."
",II
PRINT "wHAT IS THF ANSwER TO '":QUFSTION:
:
INPUT ANS"FR
1F ANS~ER :: "YfS" THEN
~RtTE "IS IT ":NE WAPlJ T~AL:CHA~(?~U):PARF NT o~ QUFSTION
EIIIO t:.LSE
~RTTt:. PARt:.NT:CHAR(?Sijl:"tS IT ":N~~A N'~AL ON QUESTION
ENO
READ RECORD ~ROM GRANDPARFNT ELSF PRINT "I'VE LOST MY ~E~ORY!"
IF OLDANswfR : "YES" THE ~
wRTTE RFPLACE(RFCORO. 1. O. O. QUf-STlnN) ON GRANOPAR~NT
ENO ELSE
• . 0 • 0 • "l'ES
TTO N) o·
WRITE RfPLACE (RECORD • r
w
,~ r."ANDPARENT
~
END

000
001
002
003
000

O_S
O_b
0_1

0_.

O_S

OSO
OSI
OS2
053

'*

os.

•

totally new question is needed since the program will make
one of its branches point to the new animal. and existing
questions already have both their branches used up.
The variable USED (initialized in line 27) controls the LOOP;
its value of "YES" assumes that any question suggested by the
user has already been used in the data base. Line 34 attempts
a READ of each proposed new question. If the READ fails,
then the question has not been used, the ELSE clause is executed to set USED to "NO", the WHILE test in line 3S will
fail, and line 39 will be reached.
lines 39 to 41 determine which branch of the new question
record shouJd point to the new animal. The actual question
record is created by line 43 or 45. CHAR (254) generates the
ASCIl code for the special system delimiter character that
separates parts (1) and (2) in data base records.
Unes 47 to 52 complete the insertion of the new question into
the data base tree. The READ in line 47 fetches the record
pointing to (containing the key of) the computer's last guess.
The pointer (record key) is then REPLACEd with a pointer
to (the key of) the new question. The patched GRANDPARENT record is then written back out to disk to complete the operation of inserting the new question.

'(nuR ANTMAL":

P~tNT

032

03A

TS

The user types in the name of the new animal when line 25
is executed. To simplify the code, the program assumes the

LOOP

n"

030

~HAT

The colon seen in line 24 is the concatenation operator, which
often appears as a semicolon in other BASICs.

usfD :: "YES"

'*

Oll

0'.
031

STOP

("OOT <> "") on
LOOP wHtLE (ROO T <> "*' 1 AN'
,,"
OLnANS~ER :: ANsw~R
PRINI ROOT:
TNPuT ANSI,ojFR
RFAQ RfcrlRD FROM ROOT FLSE PRINT "ANIMALS FtL~ IS DA~AGEOI"
GRANOPARENT :: P~RE~T
PARENT ::: ROOT
IF ANSwER::: "YfS" THFN RQOT ::: FXTRACI{RF(nRD. I. O. 0) FLSE
ROOT :: EXTRACT(RFCORD. ?
O. 0)
'NO
REPEAT

01 1

When the computer finally EXTRACTs an ..... or null, the
WHILE condition in line 11 will no longer hold, the LOOP
terminates, and line 23 is reached. If the final ROOT is ".",
the computer has won and reports success, ELSE lines 24 to
55 are executed in order to learn a new animal.

In this way, the system allows the data base to continually
grow, with no other special intervention on the part of the
player.

but this would require temporarily stripping the "IS IT" from
the PARENT. The current phrasing is used to keep the code
uncluttered and hopefully more understandable. For the same
reasons, the program assumes the player will type in a question with no terminating question mark or other special
punctuation in response to line 33.

For a description of implementing binary trees in assembly
language, see "Binary Tree Manipulation on the 8080,"
Dr. Dobbj Journal, # 30, page 15.

The LOOP in lines 29 to 37 accepts questions from the player
until one is found which is not already used in the data base
for distinguishing between two already-known animals. A

Animal is a fascinating game to play on a computer, since the
machine participates in such a lively way. We hope this article
will stimulate new versions and implementations of Animal.

FINAL NOTES

STOP

PRINT "I'LL REMEMBER THAT."
END
OSS
PRINT "00 YOIl WANT TO PLAY AGAIN":
OSb
INPUT PLAY
OS1
058 REPFAT

Oso

ObO ENO
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SIMPLE, SAMPLE PROGRAM

The VAR!80 is wired so that it uses port number zero. Since
there may be more than one parr in use, each must be designated by the appropriate number. The porr number must be
enclosed in parentheses.
To send information to the VARIac from the computer,
we use the statement:
aUTO,64

No parentheses this time. The number to the left of the
comma is the parr number. The number on the right of the
comma tells which bits of the B-bit output should be equal
to one (all others will be zero).

The Outside <Onnecnon

R.emember that the computer is working with binary numbers
~lnce BAS IC works in decimal numbers, each bit of the B.bi;
Input or output is aSSigned a weighted value. These values are
shown below:

iBY DOC PLUMBER
Controlling B home alarm system with your TRS-80? Switching on the coffee maker with your PET? Yes, you can connect
your micro to the "outside world," and you don't have to be
8 super programmer or engineer to make the modifications.

According to writer Doc Plumber. any amateur cen! Doc
defines an amateur as "someone who knows a little BASIC
and can tell the difference between 8 screwdriver and 8
wrench." (Plumber is otherwise known as Don Inman, former
editor of CalculatorslComputers Magazine.)
-L8
This is the first in a series of articles on how an amateur can
experiment with connecting a computer to outside devices.
If you've never attempted an "outside connection" because
you thought it demanded great technical skill, we hope this
article will dispel some of your fears. In fact, this first device
has built·in input/output pons, making hardware experience
unnecessary .
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The VARlaO, manufactured by Telesis Laboratory, is designed
for use with a minimum Radio Shack TRS-BO computer. It
may be used with or without the TAS-SO expansion interface. I have connected mine directly to the connector on the
TRS·SO keyboard module. The unit comes assembled and
tested, and a 40-pin connector with two feet of ribbon cable
is supplied.
The VAR/aO provides you with one B-bit input port and one
B-bit output port. A s~rewdriver is the on ly tool needed to
connect your inputs or outputs to the unit. Screw·type
terminal strips are provided for easy connection . In this and
future articles, we wi!1 Jescribe a series of simple examples
of INPUT and OUTPUT statements using the VAR/BO.
To get information into the computer from the outside,
we use the statement:
IN P (0)

(This is adapted from a program in the VAR/8C manuaJ.)

~uppose you have two windows in YOur house wired to two
Inputs of the VARlaO so that you will be able to determine
whether the windows are open or closed. This could be done
with two pieces of conducting material which make contact
when the windows are closed, but do not make contact when
the windows are open. In our example, we will make the
connections to input bits 2 and 3 of the VARIac from one
contact at each window. The other Contacts from each window are connected to ground as shown below.

VAR /80
Window I

,-<f'o------J--n DB 1

Window 2 e--ifCo--+---e DB3
OB7

OB6

128

64

OB5 OB4 OB3 DB2
32
16
8
4

OBl

OBI!

2

1

'-------1---0 GND

DB for data bit

Thus the statement: OUT 0,64 would output a 1 (voltage
level high) to the output port. All other outputs would be at
a low level (near zero volts, which is called logic level zero).
In other words, the computer is really outputing the binary
equivalent:

When the VAR/ao is being used, all inputs are normally at
a .high level value (equal to one). Therefore, when the two
wmdows are open, the inPUt value is: 128 + 64 + 32 + 16 +
a + 4 + 2 + 1 • 255. If we make our input statement read:

x = 255 -

INP (0)

we have the following values for X:

087 086 085 084 083 082 081 080
o 1 o o o o o C ., 64
(deCimal)
At the output port, the data bit DB6 would have a voltage
of +2.4 to +5 volts and all others would be near zero. The
voltage at bit 6 could be used to control some external device.

only window' closed
only window 2 closed
both windows closed
both windows open

X - 255 - (128+64+32+16+8+0+2+1) _ 4
X X '"
X ..

255 - 1128+64+32+16+0+4+2+1) _ 8
255 - 1128+64+32+16+0+0+2+1)_ 12
255 - 1128+64+32+16+8+4+2+' ) _ 0

In our program, we will test the value of X to see if windows
are open or closed. We will then use output bits DBD and OBI
to turn on lights to show which windows are open. We could
also wire up these bits to an alarm system.
SEPT-OCT
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REMARKS

THE PROGRAM

90 CLS
100 X = 255 , INP(0)
110 IF X = 4 THEN OUT .If,2 ELSE 130
120 PRINT@64,"WINDOWTWO IS OPEN

"

Window 2 is open, window 1 closed
Print warning on screen

130 IF X = 8THEN OUT 0',1 ELSE 150
140 PRINT@64,"WINDOWONE IS OPEN

"

Window 1 is open, window 2 closed
Print warning on screen

150 IF X=aTHENOUTJJ',3 ELSE 170
160 PRINT@64,"BOTHWINDOWSARE DPEN"

Both windows are open
Print warning on screen

170 IF X = 12 T HEN OUT 0',0' ELSE 100
180 PRINT@64,"BOTHWINDOWSCLOSED

Both windows are closed
Print message

"

BASIC
Master Command List
by
Loyola Univenity
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Mathematics Teacher Development Program
Program Director: Dr. R. T. McLean
Instructon: Dr. Antonio M. Lopez, Jr., Dr. James Schmit
Student Assistant: Mr. David Griffen
lin conjunction with the National Science Foundation)

Go back and check again

190 GOTO 100

What? Write programs that run on the SOL -20, PET 2001,
Apple II and Levelll TRS-80 mllChines without changes?
Unheard of! There are more than three statements that work
the same on all machines? Sounds like too much crayfish
gumbo to mel

VAR/80 CONNECTIONS

/'

CIJ

OFF ON

®(}!)(}!)

(}!)(}!)(])

NC

NC

•

NO
RELAYS

o

K0 DBIi

A(2J

K(2J I

Window I

V
GND
GND

(])

DB2

(])

(])

2

0

(])

3

3

(])

(])

4

4

(])

Window 2

(])

5

5

(])

(])

6

6

(])

(])

7

7

(])

-0 GND

GND(])

Telesis Laboretorv, P.O .Box 1B43. Chillicoth e. Oh io 45601

d}!~lable

connection"
to TRS,80
I
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LED's

Then Or. Jane Donnelly Gawronski of the Department of
Education, San Diego, CA, puts me in touch with Dr. Lopez
and the Master Command List and dispels my skepticism.

fa ,

COMMANDS

DBg and DB I

(])

0

VAR /80

BUiltin-~

\

't

T EST 0

GND

A0

•

NO

DBI

DB 0

+5 0

0~

*

*

Clear the video screen

/

LIST
LIST X Lists line "X" if there is one.
LIST Lists the entire program.
LIST X- Y Lists all the lines within a program from X to Y.

"If teachers stick to the list, they can exchange listings and in
effect exchange progl'8ms," notes Dr. Lopez.

This rather large subset of BASIC seems to make such exchanges easy and possible. The list was used and tested in an
NSF-sponsored program at Loyola Universi ty. We and
Dr. Lopez would like to hear from people who use the list to
_ RZ
develop "machine" independent programs.

•
X =R- (B-D) Multiplication.

I
PRINT X / I.3 Division.
+

RUN

Z:R+T+Q Addition .

RUN Starts execution of the program in memory at the
lowest numbered statement. RUN initializes all variables
to zero.
RUN 200 Starts run at the specified line.
NEW
NEW

-

J= 100 - I Subtraction.
LOGICAL AND RElATIONAL OPERATORS

Deletes current program and clears all variables.

•

IFA

ARITHMETIC OPERATORS

IFA<>OTHEN5 Not Equal.

>

'"

IF B > 100 THEN.S Greater Than.

B - -A Negation.

Outputs

<

IF B < 2 THEN 10 Less Than .

A

PRINT X ........ 3 Exponentiation (equal to X-X-X in the
sample statement). A........ B with A negative and B not an
integer gives an error.

* Refe",nclI: lker manuel, for the Level II TAS-BO. PET 2001.

15THEN40 Equals.

<>

A - 100 Assigns a value to a variable.

~

e

<IF 100<=B+A THEN 1 Less Than or Equal.

*

>_

*"-A_,_,_"_'_'_"_d_'_0_L_,_20_,_____________________________________'_F_O
__>___R__"_H_E_N_20
___G_'_'_"_'_'_T_h_,_n_O_'_E_Q_"_'_1.______-"*
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*

*
*

*

*

AND
IF A < 2 AND 8 < , THEN 5 If expression (A 2) AND
expression (B < 1) are both true, branch to line five.
fF A
1 OR 8 < 2 THEN 2 If either expression (A < 1)
OR expression (B < 2) is true.. then branch to line two.

<

<

STATEMENTS

DIM
DIM A(3), DfM
matrix elements
255 dimensions.
and is limited by

R3(5,5) Allocates space for matrices. All
are set to zero. Matrices can have up to
The size of each must be less than 32767,
total memory avaitable.

TAB (X)

PRINT
PRINT X, Y,Z
Prints the value of expressions in
PRINT
the list. If the value list to be
PRINT X, Y
printed out dOM not end with a
PRfNT"VALUEIS";A comma (,J or a semicolon (;),
then a carriage return Iline feed is executed after all the
values have printed. Strings in quotes ( .. ) may also be
printed. If a comma appeaR after an expression in the list,

TAN (X)

P~If~T TAN (Xl
X

GOSUB
GOSUB 910 Branches to the specified statement (910).
The program then starts executing at line 910 until a
RETURN is encountered; where a branch is then made to
the statement after the GOSUB. GOSUB nesting is limited
only by available· memory.
IF ... THEN
IF X < 0 THEN 5
If the relation is true,
IF X < 0 THEN PRINT "X" branches to the specified
statement or executes the statements on the line after the
THEN.
INPUT
INPUT V,W,W2 Requests data from the keyboard (to be
typed in). Each value must be separated from the pre·
ceeding value by a comma (.). The last lIalue must be
followed by a carriage return . A "7" is typed as a prompt
character.
INPUT "VALUE':'V Optionally, may be used to type a
message before requesting data from the terminal.

**NEXT
NEXT V Marks the end of a FOR·NEXT loop.
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IS

Gilles the tangent of the expreuion X.
Interpreted as being in radians.
STRING FUNCTIONS

RETURN
RETURN Causes a subroutine to return to the next statement after the most recently executed GOSUB.

PRINT LEFTS (XS,!) Gives the leftmost I cher&eters
of the string expression XS. If 1< .. 0 or > 255 an error
occurs.

INTRINSIC FUNCTIONS

PRINT LEN (X$) Gives the leftmost I characters
sian XS in characters (bytes), Non'printing characters
and blanks are counted as part of the length.

ATN (X)
PRINT ATN (X) Gilles the arctangent of the argument X.
The result is returned in radians and ranges from - rr/2
to 11' /2. (11' /2" 1.5708)

Why should Spanish ·speaking BASIC programmers have
to put u~ with En~sJl mnemonics? Why not give them
the optIOn of USIng Spanish mnemonics instead?
The same interpreter could handle both {onns and th~
changes would be trivial. I suggest the equivalents
shown on the enclosed table.

MID $IXS, I, J)
PRINT MID$ (X$,!,J) MIDS is called with 3 arguments
and retums a string expression composed of characters of
the string expression XS starting at the I'th char&eter
for J characters. If J specifies more characters than ar~
left in tha string, then all characters from the I'th on are
returned.

COS (X)
PRINT COS (X) Gilles the cosine of the expression X. X is
interpreted as being in radians.

DIRECT COMMANDS

DEL
LIST
LOAD

RIGHT (XS, I)
PRINT RIGHTS (X$, I) Gives the rightmost I characters
of the string expression XS. If 1< .. 0 or > 255 an error
will occur. If I >- LEN (XS), then RIGHTS returns all
of XS.

EXP (X)

PRINT EXP (Xl Gilles the constant e - 2.71B28 raised
to the power X (E.A X).

INT (X)
PRINT INT (X) Returns the largest integer less than or
equal to the argument X. For example: INT (.23) = 0;
INT (7)" 7

DATA
DEFFN
DIM

VAL (X$)

END
FOR ... TO ... STEP
GOSUB
GOTO
IF.,. THEN
INPUT

X$

Generates a random number between

SQR (X)
PRINT SQR (X) Gives the square root of the argument X. k
An error will occur if X is less than zero.
*

A ~ring may ~ from 0 to 255 characters in length. All string
vanables end In a dollar sign (S); for example: A$, B9S, K$.

LET

NEXT
ON ...GOTO
PRJNT
READ
REM
RESTORE
RETURN

The symbol "+" is used to jOin or concatenate strings. In
the statement:
Z$- RS+O$
ZS, becomes RS with 0$ coming right after it. The resulting
string must be less than 255 char&eters in length or a
*"STRING TOO LONG" error will occur

*

SALVA
INDIRECT COMMANDS

PRINT VAL (X$) Retums the string expression
converted to a number.

SIN (X)
PRINT SIN (Xl Gives the sine of the expression X. X is
interpreted as being in radians.

L1STA
PONE
ANDA

RUN

PRINT STR$ (X) Gilles a string which is the character
representatioo of the numeric expression X.

Gives the natural (base e) logartihm

TACHA

SAVE

STR${X)

LOG (X)

RND{X)
PRINT RND (X)
Oand 1 forX-O.

Jim sent us this note and we thought it made Q good
supplement to the BASIC Master Command List article
on the preceding pages. FIN.
_ RZ

LEN (XS)

PRINT A8S (X) Gives the absolute lIalue of the expression
X. ABS returns X if X > - 0, -X otherwise.

PRINT LOG (X)
of its argument X.

BY JIM DAY

LEFTS (X$,I)

ASS (X)

FOR V " 1 TO 9.3 STEP 6 The initial statement of a FOR·
NEXT loop. V is set equal to the value of the expression
following the equal sign. This value is called the initial
value. Then statements between FOR and NEXT execute.
The final value is the value of the expression after the TO.
The step is the value of the expression following STEP.
When the NEXT statement is encountered, the STEP is
added to the lIariable. If no STEP size is gillen, it is assumed
to be one (1).

Spanish
BASIC

PRINT TAB (Xl Spaces to the specified position on the
~reen. May be used only in PRINT statements. It speci.
fl~s t,he ~bsolute position from the left-hand margin where
pf'lntmg IS to start.

then spaces are output until the beginning of the next preset column field is reached.

END
END Terminates program execution. End can be used
anywhere in the program.

FOR

*
*

.

*

DATOS

DEF FN
DIM
FIN
DE .. , A" ,GRAnA
VASUB

VAA
SI ... WEGO
ENTRA
HACE
PROXIMO
POR, .. VAA

TIPO
LEE
NOTA

RESTAURA
RETQRNO
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Commodore's PET is a [aceory-assembled
peTS()1UJ1 computer based on a 6502
microprocessor. The original PET, model
2001 ·8, is a $795 system that includes Q
keyboard, cassette lape unit, built-in TV
screen, some graphics, upper and lower

case, extended 8K BASIC. and 8K of
WieT memory.

SPOT is devoted to the host of applica'

tions - routine and wild-which PET
usen have found for their machines, as
well as to the nitty-gritty 0/ repairs and
modifications. In other words, aimost
anything relating 10 the PET is fit

SPOT
The Society of
peT Owners and Trainers

malerial for this column. Just send Harry
yOllT questions, ideas, and tapes c/o pcc.
He71 give each of them his careful atten-LB
lion.

BY HARRY SAAL

GAMES, THESE ARE ONLY GAMES

This month's column is devoted to a subject that occupies a lot of PET hours,
though many usen don't want to admit
it. Yes, I mean games. But these games
tax the mind; they're a far cry from the
simulations of video games which were a
big hit in the early days of the PET and
other personal computers. These are
games that the whole family can get
involved in, that teach problem solving
and planning or such specific skills as
map.making and exploring. They are
games that you build yourself with a set
of tools provided by the program creator.
Games you can easily spend weeks with.
You're not just hitting a moving target on
the screen.

..

-.... ..
-.. . -.

"~

"

'.

Legionnaire is more straightforward. You
see a grid on the PET screen and have to
hunt the enemy by moving around; at the
same time he is hunting you. This all
happens in real time, and you are
constantly fceding separate orders to each
of your "tribes," using the PET ket
board. People not into war games Will
probably do well to start with this one.
h is fast mOving, easy to learn, and takes
quite a bil of planning to ~o welL Legionnaire costs $9 and Tankncs $15 (Plus 6 %
tax for California reSidents).
MAY 1941

This excellent game is an historicaJ simulation of tlle search for the German battleship Bismarck by the British during
May 1941. It is related in complexity and
realism to the Tanktics game above, but
has a significant difference. It is I"!otjust a
physical simulation of the battle, but
attempts to be a realistic simulation of
actual events. The manual which comes
with May 1941 is a gem, containing far
more than playing instructions. It
describes the historicaJ event being simulated the nature and limitations of the
ships' and planes involv~d (for e~ample ,
the probability of spotung the Bismarck
decreases at night, and during the day of
May 23 , when there was bad weather in
the Atlantic), and tlle general st rategy to
use. The biggest problem is locating the
Bismarck and having forces ready to then
chase and engage in battle. It takes
patience and planning just to accomplish
that much.

I think these prognms represent a turning
point for microcomputing. They are truly
sophisticated . Even if you're an expert TANKTICS AND LEGIONNAIRE
programmer, you can't just take the id.ea,
and throw together your own versIOn These two games are written by Chris
ovcr a weekend. Thcse games took the Crawford and are available from the
authors hundreds of houlS of work, not Pleiades Game Co., 202 Faro Ave., Davis,
just programming, but researching ba.ck- CA 95616. Each is run on the "tradiground information for the scenanos. tional" hex grid of the war gamer, but
that's where the similarity ends. Tan ktics
Of course, they are still games. But they is very cerebraJ; those of you famili~ r
show there are people out there willing to with war simulation strategy games will
invest the time and energy to do first-rate feel at home here . It comes with a map of
complex programs. I assume we'll soon tank terrain over which you maneuver
see the same amount of talent going into your forces. The PET serves as both your
forces
business applications; to date most opponent , maneuvering his
according
to
the
same
rules,
and
aJso
as
business-oriented software is thrown
of
your
battle
computer,
keeping
uack.
together, and often better rewritten
from scratch rather than purchased and your moves and feeding you informatiOn
modified. r have seen a few packages about what you can see out your tank
under development at Commodore that turrets. It's an interesting and complex
look like they'll be first-rate large game, and seems ideal for war game
packages when completed. Get ready for freaks who don't have a partner 24 hours
a day.
them!
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is destroyed. Ships can move, attack with
torpedoes or beams, use shields for protection, etc. It is a shame that the human
factors and the computer's capability
in move determination aren't used better
because the basic premise is pretty interesting. The Battle ManuaJ that comes
with Starfleet Orion gives 12 different
scenarios which can be entered, each producing very different challenges. Starfleet
On'on is available for $16.95 from Automated Simulations, P. O. Box 4232,
Mountain View , CA 94040.
QUEST

Quest is a challenging diversion in which
you must locate a treasure and then
escape from a series of interconnected
rooms within a 3-dimensional maze . At
each tum you can try to move North,
East, South , West, Up or Down as you
attempt to avoid various traps and
problems. It is an engrOssing activity, and
is especially educational for young children learning about maps and navigation.
The descriptions are clever , and the interconnections between rooms not simple at
all. For example, one of the more challenging paths you must traverse takes you
tluough rooms called "a little twisty
maze," "a little twisting maze,""a twisty
little maze," or "a twisting little maze!"
Quest is available from the Peninsula
Computer Project, Peninsula Way, Menlo
Park , CA 94025 for $9.95 (plus 6 % tax
for California residents).

AOVENTURE

And now, the real thing! All these
computerized fantasy simulations trace
their origins back to the original granddaddy Adventure, written first at MIT
by Willy Crowther, and then expanded
extensively by Don Woods of the
Stanford Artificial Intelligence laboratory. Those games are based on the noncomputerized fantasy game, Dungeons
and Dragons, by Dave Arneson and Gary
Gygax. The computer versions (see RC,
July-August 1979, for an article on Zork)
are all large , complex programs, which
occupy hundreds of kilobytes of storage,
and typically take tens to hundreds of
hours to play.
They contain a delightful fantasy atmosphere, with literally dozens of puzzles
that need to be solved in your quest for
treasure and points. Numerous challenges
need to be met, using objects discovered
along the way, moving them from place
to place, witll nary a clue fr om the program about what is going on. You learn as
you go, and have to be very creative to
survive more than a few moves. In fact,
these games are somewhat like intricate
Chinese wooden puules - there is really
only one way to do them; any little
mistake along the way. and you are
hopelessly lost, and must begin again.

•
o

HUNT AND HUNTWRITER

The method of entering moves is simple,
and the display contains a nice map of
the North Atlantic on the righthand side,
showing the general land masses and position of ships as they are moved about .
History buffs and war gamers will fmd
this game a delight. It is available from
A1deraan, P. O. Box 1243, So. Pasadena,
CA 91030 for $24.95 (Plus 6 % tax for
California residents).
STAR FLEET ORION

StarjIeer Orion is an interesting concept;
unfortunately, it takes little advantage of
some of the graphic capabilities of the
PET and its excellent video display.
Basically , Star/leet Orion is a two-player
game between opposing fo rces. Each has
ships of differing capabilities, an~ can
enter a series of orders for each Without
the opposing player observing them. Once
done the two forces engage in battle, and
this ~ontinues until one of the two sides

The May-June issue of Recreational
Computing contained an article by
Michael Richter describing his metagames: Hunt and its game generator
program, HUlltwriter. Hunt combines tlle
environment of Quest with the nex.ibility
of Star/leet Orion or Adventure (below).
Hunt is a table -driven game in which the
scenarios (generally fanta sy Simulations)
are provided in the form of table or data
tapes, which are first read in. The neat
thing about Hunt is that you can write
your own game using Huntwriter. While
it is limited com pared to Quest o r
Adventure, it does allow you to build a
game around a special interest (say Oz or
a particular TV series). You can incorporate names and places you choose
instead of being restricted to the author's
choice. Hunt is now available from
Computer Way , P. O. Box 7006, Madison ,
WI 53707 for $10.
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The first version I saw was a casse Itebased version for the TRS.80. It was
written entirely in BASIC , and was
excruciatingly slow. It has been conve.ted
for the PET, and is available f.om
AB Compu ters, 11 5 E. Slunlp Road,
Montgomeryville, PA 18936. fo r 57_95.
Note that it runs only on PETs wh..ich
are 24 K or bigger. This is the first of the
three Adventures. and is quite a bit faste r
on the PET than the original TRS-80
version. I expect that the other two will
be available shortly as well.
But better things are on the way! There
is now a machine-language version avail~
able for the TRS -BO which is incredibly
good. It is as fast ;s could be desired,
providing instantaneous response 10
moves, giving an excellent scrolled screen
display, and is fast to load and save.
Adams is working on the machine language equivalent for the PET and Apple,
and it should be ready by the end of the
year.

"
•

Adventure, by Scott Adams, is the
microcomputer realization of these big
sophisticated mainframe games. Adams'
version is also table-driven and the overall structure is described' in an article
which appeared in the Nce '79 Persona'
Compming ProceediJlgs, pp. 2 I B-223,
entitled "An Adventure in Small Computer Game Simulation." (It was scheduled to be reprinted in the August 197 9
issue of Oealh'e Compu ting.) Advenrun
provides a far richer environment f()r
constructing games than Richter's Hunt·
writer; of course, this means that one
can't easily generate one's own, and
unfortunately Adams doesn't (yet) dis·
tribute his meta-program for game·
building and editing. There are already
three different adventure games runnin!!
with the Adams interpreter; each talees
literally hundreds and hundreds of moves
to com~let e (fortunately, you can save a
game In progress) and have taken
hundreds and hundreds of hours to
produce.

~..
~
flo

Adams' Adventure is exquisite. It is a
true tour-de -force, running o n only a
16K TRS- 80. Both parts of Adanls' work
are so well done, it is hard to know which
one to praise mOOI _ the overaU A dvenrure interpreter, or the games themselves.
Computerized
fantasy
games have
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LITTLE PROGRAMS FDR GIANT COMPUTERS
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BY NICK COOLEY
Nick sends these two APL procedures to demonsrrate the
'power and beauty" of the language. Nick is with I. P. Sharp
ASSOCiates, Inc., in Ozicago. The "processing heart" of the
Sharp network is an Amdahl 470 V6-Yand an IBM 360/75.
The fint [unction, MTMlND, 13 the codebmlw; MTMlND2
the codemolcer. The cluzOenge? A" there shorter BASIC
venions?
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BY JIM DAY
The Applcsoft program shown below generates and
displays Pythagorean triples. The dimensions of a
right triangle having integral sides are dctemlined by the
relationships delined in line 150 of the program. The
rest of the program draws a picture of each triangle,
scaled to fit the screen, and displays the dimensions.
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Reviews
CLUSTER/ONE DISK
SHARING SYSTEM
Nestar Systems, Inc.
430 Sherman Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Most teachers who have switched from
time·sharing to microcomputers are de·
lighted with the portability, the graphics
possibilities, and the price. We don't miss
telephone problems or down·time at all.
Ad libbing a lesson when the computer
was down - and chasing the problem
from modem to phone line to teletype to
computer and back - prematurely aged

many of us.
But there are still times when it would be

nice to be back in the old days: to have
instant access to essentially unlimited
storage, demonstration programs avail·
able to each port simultaneously, and
programs secure from adolescent pranks;
as well as ready access to many large
programs.
Cluster/One from Nestar Systems seems
to offer us the best of both worlds.
Cluster/One is a disk sharing system in
which up to 30 mlcros can share access
to dual eight -inch floppies. Once a program is loaded from the disk, the micro
is independent and acts as if it were
alone in the room.
We emphasize to cassette users that this
means instant, accurate loading and saving. For disk users, there are two important points. First, this is a very sophisticated data transmission system which
uses "packet switching," a technique developed for large computer networks. The
disk operating system incorporates its
own error recovery: each WRJTE is tried
up to four times (and always verified) and
each READ up to eight times. Such reliability is not currently available on minidisk systems. Second, no individual disk
drives are required, so the cost of adding
additional micros excludes the disk (and
typically 16K extra RAM per station for
the DOS).
58

CRITICISMS AND COMMENTS
Right now TRS ·80s, Apples, and PETs
can share access to Cluster/One, all at the
same time, each loading amy programs
written in its own version of BASIC. The
system is designed for the classroom,
teaching lab, or industrial environment,
which requires frequent access, from
many ports, to a common bank of programs secure from the casual user. We
have each spent time playing with the
system and are most impressed with it,
both as a technical achievement and as
an idea whose time is now.
Because we are educators, we think about
the teaching possibilities. In a program·
ming class, Cluster/One would eliminate
the disk passing among students and
maintenance of back-up copies, since the
disks are centrally located. Further, all
demonstration programs and common
data mes need amy be saved onto one
disk. (Consider what is involved in making even minor changes in a program located on many disks or cassettes.)
A meaningfuJ computer assisted instruction (CAl) program using micros seems
possible with this system, because each
student can have access to the large number of often lengthy programs required
by a sophisticated attempt at CAl. Also,
all student records are maintained centrally; a student need not flIld the right
disk before each session, and class stat·
istics may be readily compiled.

SOME DETAILS
The Cluster/One system was designed by
Dr. Harry Saal, president of Nestar
Systems, who is best known to RC
readers for his "SPOT" column. The
Ouster/One system requires the use of
one 8K PET as the Cluster/One console,
making the PET unavailable for other
purposes. A double-sided disk system
offers about 1.2 megabytes of storage
(half that for single·sided). Nestar uses
Shugart drives for single·sided disks
and Remex drives for double.
No routine maintenance is required,
although anyone purchasing a computer
system should have a clear maintenance
agreement with the seller. The purchase
price of the entire system depends,
of course, on the choice of micros, but
for around $20,000, one can be disksharing with 8 to 15 stations, including
the price of the microcomputers.
Other computers may soon be able to be
used with the Cluster/One. The dedicated
PET console is slated to be eliminated,
in favor of a simpler and cheaper terminal,
or built·in display. Access to data nIes,
both sequential and random, which can
be written by, say, an Apple and read by
a TRS-80 is planned for this year. A
shared printer is expected next year, as
is a hard disk, with from 10 to 100 mega·
bytes of storage.

There is no perfect computer system, and
we have a few minor criticisms. To initio
ate contact with the Cluster/One system
a one-line conunand must be typed at
each station, and we would prefer doing
that centrally.
We also feel that many educational users
particularly CAI, could make good ~
of a clock readable from a BASIC program. 1ltis is an expensive option on the
Appl~ and the PET, and we had hoped
that It could have been provided centrally
by Cluster/One. Ideally , the clock should
time from fractions of a second to a year
and be backed up by an inexpensive
battery which needs no recharge and lasts
a year.
Further, not all dialects of BASIC are
supported by the Cluster/One. Programs
in Apple Integer BASIC and in Radio
Shack Level I cannot be read from the
disk. It should be noted, however, that
A~ple now offers AppJesoft, its floating
pomt BASIC, which is supported by
Cluster/One, in ROM for the same price
now charged for Integer BASIC in ROM
- and that lnteger BASIC is essentially
a subset of Applesoft.

from the disk system is 250 feet (alth~ugh Nestar has plans for extending
this range). If a remote demonstration
development, or use of part of the systerr:
is anticipated, an extra mini-disk drive
may be needed for each type of micro.
A real plus is that this system puts a
student wrectly in touch with the components of a miniature computer system.
Under timesharing, students saw only
terminals and had to trust that indeed
somewhere there was a computer. The
Cluster/One concept is a compromise
between these extremes of involvement.
Teachers will wffer about the choices
but we, at least, ih.inJc: that disk sharing
offers the right mix of security and direct
access.

SUMMING UP
A Cluster/One system may be seen at
the Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley
where it is in daily use as part of th~
Hall's prOgfam of prOviding public access
to computers. We think this system is an
important addition to the world of educa.
tional computing, and worth careful
consideration by those about to embark
on an extensive teaching program using
computers.

Finally, we would like to add that anyone
faCing a decision to purchase a system of
this magnitude will have a very difficult
task sorting out all the claims and counter.
claims. We urge you to seek help from
a local group of educational computer
users, such as the Minnesota Educational
Computer Consortium, Oregon Council
~f Computer Educators, or a new group
10 northern California, Computer Using
~ucato~. Sandy Wagner can supply
1Oformatlon about groups in other areas.
Reviewed by Dave Stone
and Sandy Wagner

Dave Stone teaches at Rolling'WOO(/ El.
ementary School in San Bruno, CA
94066, and has provided microcomputer
support to classrooms in grades one
through five since 1976. He is an active
member of CUE (Computer Using Educators).

Dr. Sandy Wagner teaches math and computer programming at Mountain View
High School, Mountain View, C4 94041.
He is president of Computer Using
Educators, a group dedicated to keeping
computer teachers in touch with each
other and with new developments in the
/ield.

Another possible drawback is that the
computers must be centrally located
since the maximum distance of any micr~

Others will think of more applications:
in business for data entry and retrieval;
in computer stores for quick demonstration and comparison of different
micros; or in public computer centers.
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The book also includes a glossary and an
Up to this point, I have only said that excellent index, making it easy fOld
SwORDQUEST
kids like to play Swordquest. I don't answers to specific questions.
Fantasy Games Software
want to leave a false impression. Adults
P.O. Box 1683
are also captured by the simulation. They If you are a computer addict and have a
Madison, WI 53701
spend as much time with the game as the son or daughter interested in computers.
$12.95 , Cassette Tape (PET)
kids, if the kids will let them near the or if you work with youngsters and
would like to introduce them to
In our library project that is part of computer.
computers, or if you younelf are a
ComputerTown, U.S.A!, we have a PET
Swordquest is currently available only for computer novice, What Is a Computer?
computer (several additional machines
the PET. It would be great to have this is worth your attention.
are on their way) and a file of cassette
game on some of the other computers.
tapes. The program most often checked
But, even if you don't own a PET, you Reviewed by Louisa Jartz
out by the kids that frequent the lib·
still may want to order this game, flOd a North Canton, Ohio
rary project is Swordquest.
friend with a PET, and both of you spend
a lot of enjoyable time in the world of Louisa Jart: is a former children's librarDuring a brief two week period, when we
iDn and secrerary of the aeve14nd Digital
had to order a second version of the fan- Swordquest.
Group, the local hobbyists' club.
tasy simulation, the kids nearly drove
Reviewed
by
Ramon
Zamora
everyone crazy asking for the game.

(The original cassette probably got
damaged by handling and sticky flOgers
touching the surface of the tape. The
tape itself is protected; you cannot make
copies with the SA VB command.)
Now we have several new copies. The
Swordquest fever is once again at its
peale Why do the kids play this game
so much?
Because it's fun, exciting, difficult·to·
win, and challenging. The fantasy simu·
lation contains hidden monsters, giant
spiders, a sacred tomb with jewels and
a magic sword, magic arrowS, a bow, a
regular sword, and conunands that help
you in your adventure through the maze
of tunnels. You can listen for movement
of the hidden creatures. You can wait to
see how the monsters are going to position themselves, once they appear. You
can brace yourself before entering a can·
flict. Bracing increases your probability
of winning a battle.

All of this action is graphically displayed
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WHAT IS A COMPUTER?
By Marion Ball
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1972
(1918 impression)

RECREATIONAL COMPUTING

PEOPLE 'S COMPUTER COMPANY

Computers and children are natural
companions in the age of electronic
marvels. It is adults who complain that
computers are too technical, not children.
Then, where are the books for young
people? Where are the books that will
zoom kids into the computer age, that
will help make computer addicts out of
them? One such book is What Is a
Computer? by Marion J. Ball.

This book is not only an excellent introduction to computers for children , it is
also good for the aspiring adult hobbyist.
It is simple without being simplistic,
informative without being wordy , and
surprisingly comprehensive.

I think the book is enjoyable.
Wait a minute. That's what all book reo
views say. This is going to be the honest·
to.goodness truth. You may kill me, but
this is the truth. Here goes.
I think the book is enjoyable.
It is quite unlike any other coloring book
I have seen. And I've seen quite a few,
since most coloring books were made in
the seventies, and that's when I was a kid.
(And I still am.)
Everyone is slightly confused about "The
Magic Machine," except Dad. He knows
all about computers and is going to get
one.
This channing (no, that's not quite right)
different and nice coloring book is
defwtely worth the S2.00 price. It
basically is 16 pages of coloring book and
six. Noah's ark crayons. I think it would
be a good coloring book for ages three to
six. It is not very informative, but it can
make a child ask. questions. Who knows?
Maybe your child will become a famous
computer person.

As I said before, it is quite unlike any
other coloring book. It is not your typical
Snow White story. And that is final!

NEWSPAPERr.;;~~ ~~.f.;;"",-<~

"The oldest personal computing periodical"
launchpad for Dr. Dobb's Journa/
o
Original publication of the walk·in Computer Cented
utrageous predecessor to the magazine you now hold in your hands I
The Newspaper was a wild idea come true, a seed still prospering.
Computers can be demystified; they can be fOr people.

MEUSSA & JOHN &
THE MAGIC MACHINE
by T. J. Cohen & J. H. Bray
Byte Publications, Inc., 70 Main Street,
Peterborough, NH 03458.
S2.00, 15 pages/crayons.

Marion J. Ball is assistant director of
on the screen. The full maze is always in Medical Computer Activity at Temple
view, and you know where the tomb is University Health Sciences Center. MIS.
located. The problem is to get there Ball has previously taught in the lexingsafely, past the many hidden beast/ ton, Kentucky, public school system and
guardians of the tomb. Once there, you at the University of Kentucky. She has
arc still not fmished with the game. The also written numerous articles and
monsters, sensing that you have entered lectured on computer applications in
the sacred tomb, begin a race to surround
you to prevent your escape. Your magic medicine.
sword, a treasure from the tomb, gives The text is easy-to· understand, although
you some leverage as you battle your way no talking down to children is done. For
out.
example: "Digital computers solve
The game is well_documented, and there problems by counting numbers. They can
is an interesting background story related add, subtract , multiply and divide ... A
to the action on the screen. The action is digital computer can also compare two
numbers to flOd out which is greater or if
fast-paced; the game easy to play in
they are equal."
temu of getting started with it.
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SPECIAL OFFER

All 12 a,ailable back issues of PEOPLE'S COMPUTER COMP A NY NEWSPAPER for only $15. Over 1/3 off regular price.

'.'
HIGHLIGHTS OF PCC NEWSPAPERS
SingJ. Illut price :
Vol. 1 1'731
#
Vol. 31'74 · 6)
#
Vol. 41 ' 75·61
#
Vol. 6 (' 76 - 71
#

U.S. $2.00, Foreign $2.50
3

1,"
3,",5.6
1,2,3 .... 5

QUlntitl .. 8rt limited . Thl. offer good until 12/JOn9 on , ,.

o Check hart for speeler orrer • or cirel. your choiOll
PI, ase print pllinly:
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE
ZIP

Vol. 1 # 3 ZINGO/"Going to Bid"/How to Buy In Ed
,
BASIC MUSIC ICHOMP
ulVltem
V?I. 3 # 1 A Flntasy of Future Forms! Low·Cost Home School
~crOProc_or IVltlnul INCHW'ORM/MAZE/ An.YIII of Tt_r/
mputer liliterecy Problem by Plter Lykoc
Vol. 3 # .. Build your own BASJC/MynerIOUl RNO/M0f'8 INCH·
WORM/ Computen & Art/BIOSIN Son of Hardware
3 NUMBERfTlny BASIC/Analog to Digital Conversion/
V?I... '#0
M inUIt n MlJor
Vol. 4 #~ Space Gemllmny BASIC/SoioworQ/DIDOLE, STTR'
More MUSIC
~~I: .. C# 5 Gemll for the Pocket Celculltor!SaUARES/Mlk.
I levi omputen/STRTRK/Huntington Computer ProJe<:t
~~p~te
Blofetdt:.::k/POUNCEI'We're Building Our Own
~_ r
rogremmer'1 Toolbox/ CCCfTV I' Tlrminal - .
lme
......
nter
.. .
O

/!,/:

~~~in ~':H~I~~ Cost

COUNTRY

My Plyment of $

It tncloeecl

NOTE : All beck iDU' ordtrs mUlt bit prB?lid. Plyments mull bit
In U.S.$ drawn on I U.S. bank.
OTHER MAGAZINES AVAILABLE
AT THE BACK ISSUE PRICES BELOW ICin:le your choices.}
PltOPfe', Compubn (formerly PCC

Vol. 5 (' 77) #6
Vol. 6 n7·B) #1,2,3,4.5
Vol. 7 ('78) # 1 ,2
Vol. 7 ('781 #3
Recteltlonal Computing
Vol. 7 ('79) #4,5,6
Vol. 8 ('791 #1

N~I

U.S. Be
Tlrrltorile
$2.5011.

Fore~n by
SurfKemlli
$3.00 ...

$3.00 II.

$3.5011.

$3.0011.

$3.5011.

SoftWIrefTiny BASIC, Tiny Trek/ Your

VTh01. 5 ~ 2 Dungeonl Be Oregon./HATS/Onl on OM/PLANETSI
• POSlt,ve of PQWlr Thinking
Vol. 5 ~ 3 STORY/SNAKE/Mont Build Your Own Com te'
IntrodUCing PILOT/FROGS
pu n
Vol. 5 :#;4 REVERSE/RGboufTiny PILOT/SpICe Be C
,
Converational Progremmlng
omputen

V.' ..
' 5 ~5 Z·80 PILOT/6502 AUlmbly Progremmingrrlny BASIC
or glnnlnl
'
PlI_ lin d In thl. fonn or f.c.lmile to· PIOPJ.·
C
C
1263 EJ CamIno Reel. Box E, Menlo PI;k CA 94~5. omputar 0.,
~;~~I th,l 1'~UllhJ lilted here IIn!I IIVlnlbll. Price Includts IIIUI
n • III s pment by second cllss or fontign surf
'1'
Within thl U.S., ple_ Illow 6·9 _ Q to process
r
cllSS. Oualdt the U.S., IUrflOl mill Clll take 2·4 monttl.
Iho.r ~~ ..:~ (U.S. only) Idd $.50 per lnul requ.md Ind we'li
'P "_.. :
UUlde tnl U.S., Idd $1.50 fMlr IlIu, .-.qu..ted for
• nnl af!'pn1lnt.

v::: :r:'

~or;d
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The
Programmer's

ToolbOJ[TM

The memtgBS printed by line. 260, 270, end 280 are appro)(l·
matelv centered on the lCre8n and double apaced to mike them
rllllclebil. The Itan end the metsaget: .tey on the screen until
lOmitone p~ the ENTER key , or mOlt Inv other key. Th in,

PT 10 : CARD SHUFFLE
It works on the TRS·SO Ind'U
be
soft TM BASIC... L.ook 8t line ,M20 P,~o....blV work on most Micro.
. "." .. Ixample,

the geme .terts ltgIIin.

~ou, of c~rse, can chan"" BPT$ to anything you want To
I ow You "OW It worle.. hire il a RUN.
.

2 90 IF IMKEYS • ,., THEN 290 ELSE RETURN

?01231t567890
01Z)4567890
If you do thil, be lure to provide the value of NPT in your meln
1) D 6

program. And, If you relocate the , ubroutine by changing the
Un, numbers, remember thllt our line 290 rift ... to iuelf.

Ahal You people who play faotasy
adventure games know about 3061

,

1ABCOEFG~IJKl

2,0 IF lHKEY$ • '"' THEN 290 ELSE RETURN

Here are lome more "tooll" for the Toolbox. Hope you can UIII
thelll new programl. If you hlMll Ideas for ulllful rou tll1l1l, wrfte
them down end send them to UI.
-AZ

123h ol7
2)07
If you relocate the routine, u.

the _

AIlUmptlonl:
el Al l :52) il the errey containing the cards
b) RND(x,v) generate. a random Integer' between , •
inclu.'va.
c) All the cards Ire to be shuffl&d.
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BY EVERYBODY
In Vol. 1, No.3 of pc. 1973. Marc LeBrun began e column that
provided routines that could be ullld al part of a "toofbox" of
cOlTfputer Ikilli. We revived that column In tha May·June 1979
lAue of Re.

routine deserve. I wider distrIbution. I fl ... t I8W it In Th~
Book of ~ASIC Styl, by John M. NIVison. It is CO~t In
sense that It generatal en erbitrlry permutation out of the
lilt of al l perm u tatlonl.

th:"

BPT$ .. " 01231t567890"

You Cln modify this open .ubroutlne to II elOled subroutine,
celled by. GOSUB. Simply ch ....gt line 290 to

~nSidering ICllTle of the Urenga clrcllhuffling routin es I've SHn

u'

tine numblr In both

~ ~.

Y~. thiliubroutine ill-I_o_w. 00 YOU

lee how It worle.l If not
Write UI a latter. If we get MWral latta ... , we will publlih an ex'
planatIon of thil or any Programma r'l Toolbox tool. If we "";
onlV one 01' two lette .... we will on lV respond to them wIth a
personal Dragon anlwer.

Although we show tn. subroutine in Ule with I number gueul""
\IIfM. it I. suitable for molt any gunsin" geme.
BY THE DRAGON

10 REM *** PROGRA/'IJ1ER'S TOOLBOX 1 10
20 REM *** CARD SHUFFLE ROUTINE
30 DIM A(5 2)
ItO FOR ' ''5 2 TO 2 STEP -I
SO
J- RNO ( I,I )
60
T_.a (l )
70
A( r)-A{ J )
80
A(J) - T
90 NEXT I

N.ote : Thi~ routine II not written for any plrtlcullr mllChine.
Un e 50 WlU ne&cI to be changed to whatever RND function call
you hava 00 your compute r.

BY THE DRAGON
BY ERYK VERSHEN
PT 7: REWARDING A SUCCESSFUL. GUESS
The limple open Un line) Iubroutine In lines 200·290 rewards I
plever who h. JUit won a gueulng game on the TRS ·SO. It fill.
the .:raen with about 100 Ita ... 1-), then tell. how many gueSle.
It took, then.1e, If the plaver wants to play again.
We show the reward usad with I modified lII ... ioo of PT4 :
PRINT . SCROLLING IRC, Jul ·Aug 1979). We hllV't added I
gu_ counter INPT) to that program.
100 REM *u PROGRA.MMER'S TOO LBOX (TI'I) NUMBER 7
110 REM *u RECREATIONAL COI1PUTING, SEP/OCT 1979
120 CLS
130 X - RNO(lOO)
13SNPT-0
lit O PRINTp832, "I'M TN INk lNG OF A NUMBER FROI1 I TO 100"
150
ISS
160
170

PRINT@960, "GUESS I'IY NUMBE R"; : INP UT G
NPT _ NPT + 1
IF G<X THEN PRINT III 896 + 32, "TRY BIGGER" : COTO ISO
IF G>X THEN PRINT III 896 + 32, "TRY SMALLER" :GOTO ISO

200
210
220
230
2ltO
250
260
270
280
290

REI1 *u PROGAA.IV1ER'S TOOLBOX (TI1) NUMBER 7
REH *** RECRE AT I ONAl COMPUT I NG, SEP - OCT 1979
CLS
FOR APT - I TO 100
PRINT@RNO(1023), " *"
NEXT APT
PRINTpIt09, "Tl1AT ' S IT !!!"
PRINTPS31, "YOU GOT IT IN" NPT "GUESSES . "
PR INT Ill657, "TO PLAY AGAI N, PRESS ' ENTER'"
IF IN KEYS - '"' 1lIEN 290 ELSE 120

PT 8 : ANOTHER STRING SQUeeZE

Thl. subroutine 01"" 900·1040) remove. ,II chertlCter1 from
APT$, I)(cept those cherK1e1'll which Ire In BPTS, defined In

PT 9: GETTING AROUNO "eXTRA IGNORED"

Un, 920.

100
110
120
1)0
litO
ISO
160
900
9 10
920
9)0
glto
950
960
970
980
990
1000
10 10
1020
10)0
10itO

Here I, I rootine that works on both the Apple and the PET
It allows you to Input a strIng of dltl that ContaIn, cCllTlm~
and Colonl. On most machInes, when a comme o r cofon i, ancountered du rfng an INPUT, the I'IIt of the InpUt line II thrown
IIWI~, aod the IT1IUIIDI " EXTRA IGNORED" II printed Thl.
routine lolves that problem. For the Apple, ch.,ge line
to:

REM *** TEST PROG~ER ' S TOOLBOX 1 8
CLS
INPUT APTS~
GOSUB 920
Can the lubroutlne.
PRINT APT$
PRINT
GOTO 120
REM u * PROGRAIV1.ER ' S TOOLBOX 1 8
REM u * RECREATIONAL COMPUTING . SEP-OCT 1979
BPTS .. "012)ItS67890"
BPT - lEN(BPT$)
APT " lEN(APTS)
I F APT .. 0 OR BPT - 0 THEN RET URN
2PT$ - ""
FOR JPT - I TO APT
UPTS - MIOS(APTS, JPT , I)
FOR KPT .. 1 TO BPT
VPT$ - MIOS(BPTS, KPT, 1)
I F UPTS .. VPT$ Tl1EN UPTS - ZPT$ + UPTS : GOTO 1030
NEXT Kl'T
NEXT JPT
APTS .. ZPT$ : ZPTS .. '"' : RETURN

9999 END

40

MooviNGf
IMPORTANT

Ple_ tdIIisoe U1 of mdren changl' 60 d.." in 8(j .
- - ~d at~h your m.gez'ne m.lling label here
Ple_ clop thIS notice rod meil or ~d
.
libra flCslmile .
, U I a reftOn-

~O GET GS

I

REH*** PROGRAKHER'S TOOLBOX 19
REI1 *** INPUT STRINGS WITH COHHAS ANO COlOHS
PRIHT "INPUT STRING' ".
GET G$: IF G$- '''' niEN '''0
PRI NT GS; : IF G$ - CHRS(13)
1lIEN 70
60 AS - A$ + GS : elf Tif 40
70 PRINT A
80 END
10
20
30
Ito
50

St...
Nota : Une 50 I. used he,.. to verlfy InpUt. If YOU melee I subroutine out of thl., delete line 50 Also
line 70.
.
, you may not waot

BY JOHN W. DAVISON

Z,p

eo.

Country

. - -:'''''.'

••..... .,.-:-f·i.

p.O. Box E, 1263 EI c..mino. .....:
~nlo Park , CA 94025
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----------------to pass through each memory cell in sequence to get to a
certain one. With RAM, you can read from a memory cell
or write to it. (RAM is also known as read/write memory.)
You can only read from a ROM memory cell.

Apple II's Three M's
\

/

(Memory, Monitor, & Machine Language)
Part I

When power is tumed off, anything previously stored in RAM
is lost. When power is turned on, you have to restore programs
in RAM. Tape players or a disk are the usual input sources
for the Apple 11. Changeable memory, like the Apple 11 RAM,
is called volatile memory. ROM on the other hand is non·
volatile. It is always there when power is turned on. There is
another characteristic of Apple II RAM. The type used is
known as dynamic memory. Many other computing systems
use static memory chips. These require a lot more operating
power. The dynamic chips use far less power but require a
technique called refreshing. Once a static memory cell is
activated it stays in a particular condition until specifically
changed or power is lost. Once a dynamic cell is activated
it has to be refreshed periodically. Otherwise, the information
in the memory cell fades away. (A similar condition occurs
on your video screen. If the dots on the video screen weren't
refreshed, the picture would fade out. It happens so fast
though, that you can't see it happening.)
Cells and Words (Bytes and Bits)
Memory cells in the Apple II can be called words because
each cell can store some kind of data or instruction. It is also
correct to call each memory cell or word a byte. Each byte
is made up of 8 bits.

Because we are using two states to represent each bit, a value
based on a power of two can be assigned to each bit. Notice
that the value of the binary number is 0 when all bits are in
the off state. This is important! The first number in the
number scale is O. The first address in Apple II memory is
located at 0000 (4 nybbles having zero value). To find the
value of a binary word, add the powers of two (called weighting) for each bit that is a '1' (on).

Binary
..!eight

21

Decimal.

•

1111101000000101
5 _______ • ____ • _______ __ ________ 2 0

Sum of each value for each 1 bit .
215. 214 . 21J . 212 . 211.29.22 . 20

I

32768+16)8/1+8192 . 4096+2046· 512+4+1

I

64005

If all the bits were 'on' the calculation would have been
2 1 6 _ 1 ., 65535. This is the address of the highest byte in
memory. Notice that the values increase from right (least
significant) to left (most significant). This notation is also
conventional and is used to determine the decimal equivalent
of bytes and nybbles too.

There are many books that explain computer mathematics.
We have covered enough for this article. A little discussion
of binary and decimal numbers will be found in the next
section.

765 4 ) 2 1 0

OooOOOO Q.- bit
byte

-----------

A bit gets it's name from the words BInary digiT. Binary
means consisting of two parts. In a computer, a bit has two
states, on and off. Conventions of definition provide a technique for describing the on and off states. A ' " is used for
the on state, and a '0' is used for the off state. The state of
each bit is used to determine the value of a binary word or
byte. From now on we will use byte to mean an 8 bit binary
word.

BY CHUCK CARPENTER
O'Iuck notes in his letter with this article that he lives in
CArrollton, TX, but is

8

member of the Apple

C~rps ~f D~IIBS.

Chuck a frequent contributor to the magazine, IS hl?hl y
knowltKigeabJe on the Apple. Now you get the benefit of
his knowledge as he leads you through an introducto~~
part series on how to use the machine language C8pa Illes

How Many Bytes 7

of your Apple.
The only questions left unanswered are:

A

Isn't Dallas a TV show?
and
W'here in the world is Carrollton?

-RZ

Built into your Apple II is a powerful assem~'Y language
r Imming capability. To get a good found8tl~n for prop ogr.
in assembly language an understanding of the
grammmg
•
I fiE
function
Apple II's fundamental operation is h~ p u. very
,
because of internal design structure, IS related. to memory.
The job of converting the things you do, to thmgs the c~m·
ter can understand, is handled by the System MOnitor.
~pPle 11 uses a 6502 Microprocessor as the central ~ontrol
unit. Communications with the rest of the compu~r IS done
with a mllChine language unique to the 6502. Let 5 look at
memory, monitor and machine language separately.

I f 65536 memory cells are possible in the Apple II.
tota ;IUgged 16k memory chips into all the available ex·
If y~u
k ts that's how much you would have. Not all
panslon soc e ,
Some are
of these memory cells are available for you to use.
already in use by built· in computer programs.

To make a number large enough for addressing all 65536
memory locations takes ,6 bits. Two bytes are needed to do
this in the Apple II. Internal to the 6502 microprocessor are
several RAM locations called registers. One of these is a 16
bit (two byte) register used to address all the memory loca·
tions. Also, it is conventional to divide each byte into two
4 bit nybbles.

Two Kinds of Memory
Your computer uses two kinds of internal memory. One ~s
RAM the other is called ROM. tExtsrnal memory IS
lied
ca
h er 5to"")
RAM stands
or .
diSk, but that '5 t
ano
' ••
called tape '
for random access memory and ROM stands f~r read only
memory. Both are actually random acceSS. Th~t IS, a memory
cell can be selected and accessed directly. It IS not necessary

Apple's System Monitor is located permanently in ROM. Your
computer would not be able to do any of its computing func·
tions without the monitor. The monitor is a collection of
programs (written in 6502 machine language) provided by the
computer designers. If you consider everything your computer
does, you can picture the tasks performed by the monitor.
Before we continue discussing the System Monitor, an understanding of another number system is needed.
Hexedecimal

8 bits

4 bit.

------------

nybble
~

0000

4 bi.ts

----

0000 DODD 000 0
nybble

(Yum-Yum)

Memory address identification and 6502 machine language
uses a numbering system called hexadecimaL Binary numbers
are part of a base 2 system. Our daily activity uses the base 10
decimal system. Hexadecimal numbers are based on 16 digits.
Thus it is a base 16 number system and is represented in
Table 1.
SEPT·OCT
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I
I
I
I

I

1

~s;jm!!l

0
1
2

•

~
0000
0001
001 0
0011
01 00
010 t
0110
0 111
1000
1001
1 010
1 0 11
11 00
11 01
111 0
1111

""
0
1
2
)

2

4

~

5

8

8

6

?

,

,
?

A

10

8

11

12

C
0

,4

E

1)

f

15

various memory ranges are used within the computer.) B;F=
you know the monitor is located between address.es
d $FFEE and that the monitor programs are 10 ROM.
an,
.
msdo
Let's see what some of the mOnitor progTa
.

Tab le 1

HE X

1111
F

Decimal -

64005

1010
A

When you turn power on and press RESET you ge.t a
"beep" and a prompting character on the screen. Momtor
programs do this.
Each time you press any combination of keys, the sequence
is analyzed by the monitor.
.
ds)
If the keystrokes have any meaning (are valid comman
the monitor responds.
The monitor responds if they are not valid too. Y~u get a
"beep" and another prompt telling you to do It over.
Monitor programs read a cassette tape program and load the

INTREPID HOBBYIST

con~enu into mem~,ry~rjting them onto tape is handled by

Letters are used to represent numbers 10 to 15. ~t first, th.is
may be a bit confusing, but only one character IS n~ded In
hexadecimal to represent numbers up to 15. For Instance,
'f
u want to determine the HEX values for the address used
I yo
'k h'
in the earlier example, it would look II e tiS:

Binar y -

NEW HAMPSHIRE'S

0000
0

So the decimal address 64005 is HEX address $~A~5. (The
$ is used in front of the number to indicate that. It I~ HEX.)
Use the values in table 1 to convert each n~b.ble. In binary t.o
its HEX equivalent. Note that it takes 4 digits In HEX, 5 In
decimal, and 16 in binary to express the same number.

What Does K Mean?
d ' 1
Apple 11 monitor programs begin at address $Fa.o0 or eClma
63487. If you subtract this value from the highest address
65535 you will get 2048. This is the number of bytes .used by
the M~nitor ROM. In HEX, 2048 is equal to $800 and IS ~lIed
K bytes of memory. (The term 'K' refers to a quantity of
2
1024 memory words or bytes.) Th 'IS use 0 f 'K' comes from
scientific notation where a quantity o.f 10.00 is known as a
'Kilo.'. Since memory is nu.mbered In blnar,:, the nearest
',,'IS 1024. Th"s
a 65535
byte memory IS called a 64K
quant!.,
...
,
(64 x 1024 = 65,535) memory.

Saving programs ""1
the monitor too.
.
k
Control of video output on the screen is a monlt~r tas ~
The monitor also generates the 16 colors used With 10
resolution graphics.

Om ConW'LfI.

freal<):

J read Dr. Dobb's and Recreational Computing, and
other than the Heath Users' Group, you are my only
contact with the real computer world. I have saved my
pennies and own a Heath H8. It has 16K of memorv
and has both serial and parallel interface cards but ;s
yet no terminal. I have spent time and money trying to
interface various cards to my system but have had little
luck.

There are many other computing tasks carried out by the ~ys·
tern monitor. But this should be enough to point out the 1m·
portance of this 2K section of memory .
nrtO uses include the Integer BASIC interpreter and
I
d in ROM
other utilitv programs. These are permanent y store
Addresses for BASIC and the utilities start at $EOOO an~
:~~. at $F700. The memory space from $~ to $CF F F IS
reserved for the 8 input/output (I/O) expansion connnect~rs.
Each connector is assigned a range of memory. When ~ou P ug
an expansion card, such as a printer board or ~Iock, mto one
of these connectors, it operates from the assigned r~nge ~f
memory for the slot it is in. (Applications are .descrlbed 10
detail in the Apple II Prototyping Manual a~d 10 the Re~r~
ence Manual.) Memory addresses for controllmg the spea e
and the game paddle connectors are in this. area to~The ~~:
from memory location $0000 to $OF77 IS reserv for
expansion.

Ot her mem .... T

Two years ago, I had never played Star Trek or even sat
at a terminal. My contact with computers seemed
limited to bank statements and visits to science museums. I was, however, an electronics technician and
realized that unless 1 got involved soon, J would be Wl·
employable as the new technology came in. Since I am
legally blind, 1 have a hard time getting work anyway.
When I fmally got into computers,l was living in Massa·
chusetts. A friend bought an swrPC 6800 and had it
running with a terminal in six months. He promptly
got into the game thing and was soon hooked on Star
Trek. When I visited him, I worked on new games or in
changing the ones he had. Another friend bought a
Radio Shack TRS·80. He didn't need it but did it to
keep up with us . I wrote my share of programs on it
before I moved.

Work space for various computing functions is assigned to
RAM in low memory. Also, the area of memory that repre.s·
enU all the possible character positions on the screen are In
RAM This uses up most of the bytes of memory fr~m $000 to
$07FF Memory used by all the computing functions name~
so far has taken more than 18K bytes. The RA~ space Ie
for you, the user, is from $0800 to $BFFF. Thl~ represenU
47000 bytes (if you have 16K memory chips plugged
over
I f
Your programs can
'nto all the memory sockeU 0 memory.
.
~se some of this memory, and we will discuss how 10 the

Recently , J have had only my H8 with no terminal or
printer or anything. I have rWl several programs using
only the front panel and have learned enough to use the
machine as is. I am currently working on a program for

inventory of a small hobby store, using just the keypad
and readouts, where an item number can be entered
and quantities read out, altered, and prices adjusted.
Another function will allow reading out the entire con·
tents for end·of·the-month inventory and ordering. It
will have the ordering status indicated also, and all data
will be stored on tape.

If it were not for the games I played on other systems,
I would not be able to learn as fast as I have. For some
of us, games do have an important purpose , just as
reading science fiction does. They make things we bear
a little easier. If zapping Klingons is a release and turns
you on, fine. If piloting a starship in imaginary space
replaces my lack of ability in driving a car, great.
As I read over what I have writlen, I again come back 10
the fact thai I don't have a terminal for the computer.
Perhaps someone has a spare terminal they could donate,
or perhaps some company wants to field test a unit? If I
could get a terminal, I might come up with some very
challenging games, since I have plenty of time to spend
on programming. Perhaps r could get a disk system next
year.

As a last note, please keep up the good work and con·
tinue to give us the best magazines. I like the changes
and enjoy every issue.
Yours truly,
Robert Howarth, Jr.

RFD #1 Box 36
Lisbon, N.H. 03585

next section.
Hope you liked this introductory section. Chuck will ~/~!
next issue with the third M, machine langu~ He WI e .
you through the megic mystery tour of mechme mnemonICs
end other marvelous machinations. See you then.

•

What's in It for Me?
the Apple does
Th is article started by saying that everything
h"
lied memory
is related to some part of memory . T IS IS ca
mapping. (Refer to pages 33 and 136 in the Apple \I Ref~~
ence Manual. Ttle memory maps on these pages show how t
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Hardware
'Of'

TRS-SO. Percom

Com~ny

i, now leliing II

Dual Drive
Dlta

dual di,k drive for the TRS-SO.
Called the TFD·l000, the unit
provides BOOK bytes of on-Hne
stOBg8; two Iy.tems (four drive.)
may be used to provic;Je 1.6M
bytes on line. The MICRODOS
optIr1Itin" ,ynem, which repl8Ce1
TRSOQS, proyide. full random
ae<:ess capability III'1d require.
less than 7K of RAM. MICRO·
OOS i, supplied on • system di,kana thet include. BASIC pro-

9f1Irn IKemple.. The TFO·' 000,
complate with cable, ope"'tin"
system, PAM card end documentation, costs $2.495. F()I'" further
information, contact Percom Olta
Com~nv.

21' N. Klrby,Gartand,

Texas 75042. (2'4) 272·342'.
Lluht Pans. The 30 Company of
Gaston, Oregon, offers tight pen,
for both the TRS-80 end the PET
2001. Since the light pen. allow
dire<:t Intaractlon with in'or-

mation on the CRT scrven, they
mike PrognIm. lIICC_ible to perIonS with no computer back·
ground. They can also be used to
create e number of unique games
end special graphics effects.
The light pen for the PET 2001
comes completalv ._mbled and
with a semple program. It 5IlIs for
$29.95 (plUI $1.60 fOf ~tag8
and handling within the U.S.;
$6 for foreign orden). The light
pen for the TRS-80 cons $34.95.
For more informl1lon on either
product, contact 3G Company,
Route 3, BOl( 28A, Gaston,
Oregon 97119. (503) 662-4492.

Software
the lower 16K of memory ere
snuffled to high memory end all
other locations are shuffled down)
Perasitic points out that this de.... Iopment makes the largllibrery
of CP/M progroms available to the
TRS-SO user.
The full-sized floppy dis k with
controller board sells for $995.
The Shuffleboard option, provided
with CP/M on an eight-Inch disk,
sells for $245. For further Information, con!.:t Paresitlc Engineering, P.O. BOl( 6314, Albany,
CA 94706. (415) 527-6133.
C.rd R.-r. ChatJWorth Data
Corporetion hes released a mark
IInse eard reader designed for
test scoring on penonal compUten. Called the MR -500, the
unit comes with a ten tr.Ofing
pr~m which does itam anal'1111, plots hlstogr.-nl of tast
score distribution, provides the
mean and standard deviation, aod
gives raw acores. Interfaces are
presently available for the TRS80, Apple II, and PET, with
othen under development. For
more information, contact Chatsworth Data Collioratlon, 20710
u..n SI., ChatJWorth, CA
91311. (213) 341-9200.
Micro PrlnUir. The new Trendcom
100 Intalli9'nt Printer features
4O-charactar-per-llcond printing
with a 96-character 5It. It offen
full line buffering and bidir&ctlonal look·ahead printing; aftar
one ilne has been printed, left to
right, the internal microprocessor

Full·siHd Floppy. An eight-inch
floppy disk drive is now aval labl a
for the TRS-80. The new product
from Parasitic Engineering II
ealled Mal(i-Dilk. Used with an
option called the Shuffleboard, it
eBn run CP/M and TRS-DOS at
the same time. (This piggy-back
board plugs into the Z-80 lOCket
and remaps memory under lOft·
~'IIIra control, allowing CP/M to
n.m In its standard location while

6B

el(amlnas the nel(t line, then
moves the print head to the last
characUir of the line 10 be prinmd
and prints ri ght to left. The 5l(7
dot matrix provides clear copy on
white paper. Intarfacet ara available fOf the TRS-SO, Apple II,
PET. and Sorcerer. The Trendcom
100 Is available In most ratall
computer storas for about $375.
For more information, contact
Trendcom, 484 Olkmead Park·
_'I, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408)
737-0747.
Stringy
Floppy. A "stringy
floppy" ltorllQB SYltem for TRS_
SO and $WTPC computars has
been Introductad by El(atron Cor·
poratlon. The TRS-BO version of
the syrtem consi.ts of I small
freestanding module enclo.lng the
dri.... unit. control electronics,
end firmware; a lIaled-unlt po_r
supply for the AC oudet; and I
ribbon connector to the TRS·BO,
The SWTPC modll consists of a
freestanding drive module, a controller board mounted in the comp!Jter motharboard , end I connecting cable. The Individual continuous-loop tape wafer,I". than
I fourth the bulk of the Itandard
aldio cauettI and holding up to
40K bytas, II Inserted in ttle slot
in the front of the drIve module.
All operetionl ara software controlled; the utility programs Ira
stored In the firmWlra, The TRS _
SO unit costs $199.50. For mont
information, contact ElO:etron,
355 Ryder Street, Santa Clara,
CA 95051 (408) 737-711',

8086 BASIC. Microsoft has just
released I new version of BASIC
for thl 8086 16·bit mircoproce..or. AccOfdlng to Microsoft,
BASIC-86 i. complete!y lin·
!/UIIQB-compatible with the CtJrranI relea51 5.0 of Itanderd Microsoft 8080 BASIC. This means
usef'S of soac BASIC can upgradl
to an B086 microprocessor without modifying elO:ilting progreml,
BASfC-86 is available in two
versons: El(tended and Standalone Disk, both for Intal SBC
86/12. Prices are $350 for
elO:tended; $600 for di.k. For
more informl1ion. contact Microsoft, 10800 NE 8th, Suite S19,
Bellevul, WA 98004. (206) 455-

8080.
Apple-SO. soao program. can
now be run on 16K or larver
Apple lis, thanks to thil 8080
simulator. Apple'SO can also be
used as a design and debugging
aid in developing 8080 software.
According to its creator, AppleSO provides slngle-ItBP, trace, and
run modes and el(ecutes all valid
8OBO op·code$. 6502 subroutines
can be called directly from 8080
program., allowing full access to
Apple monitor aod user-w.-itten
functions; conversely, BOSO rou tines can be embedded in 6502
programs,
The Apple-SO package include.
Apple-SO, a mlillual, an 8OBO
program
wnich
demonstrates
the features, and an Apple-80
reference card. Price il $20 plu.
$1.50 for shipping and hlndling.
(Califomill residents must add
6'lIIi tal(.)
Order from Dan
McCreary, BOl( 16435-0, San
DieQO, CA 92116. (714) 2815758.
Poison Control. A potentially
life-saving
Pf'ogrIm,
offering
emergency advice In the event of
accidental poisoning in the home,
i, available on North Star
Diskette. The package by RogItr
D. Linge, M.D., ;1 written in
BASIC and Ulfl word recognition

to identify household substances'
Satellitl Tracking. you can turn
mal(imum search time i,
YOur mIcro into a lataillta
lIC~ds. Home poi.on COntrol is
~"lable on North Star Disken. tracking site or space centar with
Wlt.h manual and compl"e source three new Program. available
IIltlngs for $28 Of on a CSASIC from Sat Trek Intarnational. Writtan In BASIC, these programs can
....... ion e ight -inch diskene with
manual for $32. Contact Berkeley be used on Apple lis, Sorceren,
or TRS-BOs with et least 16K of
Medical Data A#ocfates P 0
BOl( 6279, Berkeley, CA' 94705: RAM. The programs enable the
user to track IItelli1:l$ anywhere
locete them et night with th;
Abridged
Adventure. Scalednakld eye, and predict future
down venions of Adventure for
the HS Heath computer ha .... been sighting., For more Infonnatlon
contact Sat Trek Intarnational'
announced by E99Eltt Engineering.
They are availeble on cassette in clo ComPUterfand of Colol"lld~
24K end on disk In 16K. 'We Springs, 4543 Templeton Gap
took our 321( venion Ind deleled Road, Colorado Springs, CO
two of thl treasures, one of the 80909. (303) 574.4150.
maz", eliminlted the hints, and
used only the long description of
each location. The remaining
QllSme
logic and text we,
unchanged,"
reports designer
John E~rt. Both the 32K and
241< versions are available on
cassette (with inttructionsl for
$16.50 each. Non-Heath U5lrs
ean get both venionl on B-Ievel
binary paper tape, with modifica.
tion instrUCtions, for $65 each
A disk version has also been'
develoPed that will run under
HDOS on In HS with 16K of
RAM. Price on the dllk IS also
$16.50. Ord!tr from
Eggart
Engineering, 96 AdalTlJ Drive
Stow, MA 01775. IMauachuse~
residents mUff add 5" tal(.)

Appl. librery. With the Apple II
Software Library, Volume I, YOU
get an assortment of 16 progrlms
rangi~g from games to teaching
el(erclses to music and graphiQ
demOil. The programs are all writ.
tan in Integer BASIC and come
on a cassette that "US f~ $14.95.
Volume II of the Apple Softw8<'l
Ubrary hes similar variety in its
17 program., ranging from a math
test
10
compu tar ·geneflted
poetry to music by Bech. This
cassette is Iiso $14.95. Order the
tapes from the Soft-One, 315
Dominion Drive, NewpOft News
VA 23602.
'

Aircreft SimUlator, For eanh_
bound pilou, this may Offer the
Vict.o Loom, Waevers can nOON next best thIng: a program with
enginl SOund effecu, high reso.
try OOt designs qI.IicklV and
~ution
color graphics, and an
easily on a comPUtar via a new
Instrument pane! that shOws-on
Apple II progrlWTl called Video
the TV SCreen of an Apple 11_
Loom. The prOQnlm Simulates a
attitude, air IpetId, altitude, rite
loom with up to 70 harnessel
and allows the Wllller to chOOfe of climb and descent, compaq
heading, and rete of tum of the
the colon, yarn Ilzes, treaclling
aircraft,
The Inl1rumenl$ respond
order, etc. Once the loom i.
and
the
weaving ,",oothly and in real time to the
keyboard and game paddles whiCh
sequence
estabUshed,
the
COntrol the "aircraft," An ldell
computer _ _ II full-color
ltan d-alone program, it can also
picture of tha design; changes ean
be u$ecf • the basis for more
be made in the pattern before
it is completed. It can then be SOPhisticated flight simulatOl'1.
The program i, written in both
saved 0tI diskette. Video Loom
Integer BASIC and mechine lan is available on a rIVe-InCh diskette
guage and is designed to run on
for 32K Apple li s. The price is
an Apple II with at least 16K of
$49.95 plus S2 for postage and
memory. Tape and instructions
hendling. Californians Jhould add
61S" sales tax ($3.251. Contact are sa.96. Order from the SoftOne, 315 Dominion Drive, NewHoward Herewitz, $yrteml for
POrt News, VA 23602.
the Arts, 1510 Grent Street,
Berkeley, CA 94703.

"~-"

Users'
Groups

Publications

NorthWltt PETs. The North"""'t
Pet Usen Group, based in Portland, is trying to locate PET buffs
in Oregon and Washington. If
YOu'd like to meet with other
PET folks, contect John F. Jone,
of the NW Pet Users Group. 2 134
NE 45th Ave., Portland, OR
97213. (503) 281.4908.

C.leulator Book. A new 12.
~ge illustrated booklet compar_
Ing the logic ,¥Stems of advanced
handheld ealculators i, available
free from Hewlett-Packard. It
should be penicularfy helpful to
ed'ucatM
taaching ealCtJlator
usage as wen as to calculator
$hOppen avaluating equipment.
it can also help Il(perienced ute";
better understar'lCf their logic
SYStems. Advanced Olculiltor
Logic: A CDmpafltil1fl Anlllysi, is
!lVlilable by writing Inquiries
Manager, Hawiett-PilCkerd ComP8ny, 1507 Page Milt Road, Palo
Alto, CA 94304.

Honolulu Apples. HAUS (HOnolulu Apple Usen Society) meets
the first Monday of each month
11 the ComPUterland It ore in
Honolulu. The group hIS a news_
I~tter COntaining Apple program
tIps and tuchniques, IIltlngs, revle~, etc. There Ire al$O weekly
sesSionS for leamlng programming
Applesoft II Menual. A complete
and
~l(changing
informatlOtl.
Pl"ogramming refereoce manuel
HAUS IS Intarastad in exchanging
for the Applesoft II language is
news with other Apple group •.
now available from Apple ComContact Bill Mark, 9B-1451.A
PUter, Inc. The manual fully des.
Kaahumanu Str&et. Aiea, Hewali
cribes the aXtanded programming
96701. (S08) 488-2026,
capabilities offered by Apple$Oft
II
FIOIting.Point BASIC. Price of
BritiJh Hobbyiltl. The North
the manuaf Is $6.95. For more in_
London Hobby Computer Club
fOnnation, Contact Jean Richard_
IN lHCCI now has mont then
son at Apple ComPtJtar, 10260
300 membe ..., making It one of
Bandley Dri...., CUpertino CA
the largest such grouPi in EurOpe
95014.
'
!here are regular monthly meet~
Ings, one-session cou".s, III'Id
A Diff.rlnt TRS -SO Jourl'lli.
fOUr ongoing workshops. The
From Washington, D.C., comes I
New Games workshop hes prodifferant TRS·ao publicatlon_
duced sign ificant software, ICCOt"one for the OWner or user
ding to the NLHCC report. The
interested in more than BASIC."
club meets at the Department of
Called In,icifm: the TR$-80 Han;I.
Electronic and Communleations
_re Journal with MlIChine SoftEngineering in the Polytechnic of
_re, the publication offers aniNorth London, Holloway, lon_
cles o~ machine language pro.
don N7 BOB, Telephone 01.
9.rem mmg, hardwera modifice.
607. 2789. For further InfOftions, IIIld other compUtar Ian.
mation, contact the club IIICre.
~ages.
Recent anicles h8'le
tary at the above addnt".
H~'uded a discussion of the
differences in Level II ROM
Ow to get SOund effects and
music without hardwar9 modifi.
eation, new lel'lguages fOf the
TRS -80, reviews of printa... and
dll~ drillh, etc. Subscriptions to
Insl~n ara available at $7.50
for IIX. Issues throu "..
...... Co mputar
Ca~evlSion, 2617 42nd St. NW,
SUite 2N, Washington
0 C
20007.(202) 337.4691.'
..
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DidKtic
Prorgrammlna.
This
Journal
of calculator-dem~strated math inuructlon contall'ls
articles on theOIY analvsis, P!Ograms, reviews, and teaching
methodl. Subscription rate .for
the fall-winter·spring periodlCa'
is $5. A .ample issua i. avalilble
for free. Write Educational CalC\Jlator Devices, Box 974, Laguna
Beach, CA 92562. (714) 497-

3600.

... ....... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...,... ... ... ... ...,... ... ... ...,..,

magallnes. In addition to..in.
dexing the titles end orGaniZing
them into 72 cltegorill, tha
publication contains hundntds of
reviews of prognwns, tailing you
claarlv what the program doesand wn.ther or n01 you'd ~t to
try It. S"ei,' MMtftr Index t~
Computftr Progr1llTrl in BASIC If
....ailabl. from Falcon Publishing,
P. O. Box 688, Ben Lomond, CA

' ... ' ' ... '

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

~

, , '

' ' ' '
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BASIC Mester Indell. Falcon
Publishing Compjlny offers a
mISter indllx to computer proIII"8mS in BASIC that h_ appeared in all the major computer

AD\JerTIl)ll\G
I)Pace
aVailaBle

SAM76, 2nd Ed. The second
edition of the SAM76 'enguage
manual is now avallabla for $15.
it incorporates material published
in m~ines during 1978. There
is also a limited number of 64page inlllm which can be used to
upda19 the first edition of the
manual; they are $5 each. A
SAM76
bilingual
(FrenchEnglish) version of Adven.wre is
available on eight-inch dISk; an
Engli.h-only version on five-inch
disk. Price for the Advenwre
diskl i. $20 .ach P05tpaid. Send
orders to SAM76, Box 257,
RR1, Pennington, NJ 08534.
TRS-80 Software Source. The
summer edition of the TRS·BO
Softwarw Souff:e contains 3,~
listings of TRS-SO loftware avarlable from 200 vendors. Program
listings are cross· indexed and
divided into five section5: linings
alphabetized by IUpplier, by
fUbject, by BASIC and memory,
by disk, and by fUpplier's name.
Sublcriptions to the Software
SoUff:tI con $10 per vear (three
issued; $4 for a lingle issue.
Order from BOI! 1664, Lake
Havasu City, AZ 86403.

% % Full Page
, 'Inside

Front &: Back
Cove ..
PLEASE SEND
FOR RATE CAR 0

AdYertising Manager
People's Computer Company
1263 EI Camino Real, Box E
Menlo Park, CA 94025

(415)323·311 I
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Other
North . . . Computer Show.. The
lar!ill.t personal and small buSiness
computer show in New England
take place In Bast.on,
will
Sept.2B·30 at Hyr'l8s AU~II~
rium. There will be fuwrrstlc
displays and el!hibitll, including
the office of the fuWre, the
computerized kitchen, end In
executive mobile office. There
will also be a "rookery of
robou." Radio Shack, Commo·
dore, Heathkit and other micro
compu19r companies will demonstrate their 1980 systeml.
Virgin;' Fleas. The foorth annual
TIdewater Hamfe51 Computer
Show and Flea Merket will be
held in Norlolk, Virginia, Oct. 20
and 21. The exhibit wilt be in
Norfolk', Cultural and Conventioll Center; Flea Market tail·
goting space is available as ~II.
The event Is sponsored by T,dI·
water Radio Conventions, Inc.,
a coalition of sil! ham radio clubs
and one computer club, OIGIT.
A highlight of the weekend will
be a dinner cruite on the Spirit
of Norfolk. For tickets and
information, contact TRC, P. O.
Box 7101, Portsmooth, VA
23707.
Get Publlshedl If you've written
a 1/OOd, UMble, originel prognm
(no copying, please), for the TRS·
SO, send It to the Computer
Information Exch ango-and you
mav see your work immortalized
on tepa' The prognwn can be In
BASIC,
assembly
Iinguego,
mechlne coda, FORTH, PASCAL,
FORTRAN, or any other 1..,guage for tho TRS-SO. If CIE
accepts your program, you will be
sent two copi" of the release
print containing it; since there are
often 75 program. on a lingle
casset19, you will be getting a
rewrn of 160 for Or'l8. Send your
submissions to People's Software,
Computer Information Exchange,
8011 158, Sen Luis Rey, CA

92068.
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RESPONSES TO THE
NEWETT AWL CHALLENGE
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TRS-80 Newsletter. If you . .
interested in In Irticle on date
tJ.se maneger, Mnd for thl JulV
issue of the TRS-SO club nlMletter from Arlington, MassachuIIItb, and endote $1 with a .IfIIddreUfld
stamped
envelope.
Write to TRS -SO Newsletter,
96 Dothln St~l, Ariington, MA
02174.

Z""'u

~-,

Say A,.. Sw~. The fourth
annual California Computer Swap
Meet will be held on Sept&mber
15 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
Se~ Meteo County Fairgrounds,
just lOUth of Sen Francisco.
BUVers and tellers of personal
computing products will be
coming from throughout the
WHt. Admission is free (though
Fairgrounds perking is $1). Both
individulls and compani. fIrtr
invited to call Jonn Craig, Editor
of Creatfvtl Computing, at (B051
735-1023 for booth prices and
availability. Write to: RFO Box
1000_ Lompoc, CA 93436.

~

By press time we have receil'ed three reader solutions to the
Neweu Awl goat problem.

."

The early postmark goes to RObert Kif/Chill, 5316 Grand
LAke, Bellaire, TX 77401. His program is listed here.
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The two other responses came from: Robert E. Healey, Ayer
Rd., Harvard, MA 01451, and John Heidemo, Tougaloo
College, Tougaloo, MS 39J 74.
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for you. I wish there were space to also print the letters that
came wilh the solutions. 7hey were each OUl$ fOllding. If only
we had a bigger magazine. . . .
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Everyone mentioned how much they like this kind of problem. So, we will put Neweu to work on more chollenges
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SOUALE

3,000 TRS-80 PROGRAM LISTINGS

USTINGS BY BASIC AND ~IE~tORY

-;;-==:;,;.;7n,;;',:=-

LISTINGS BY CASS AND DISK
ALPHABETIZED BY SUBJECTS
ALPHABETIZED BY PROGRAMS
CROSS INDEXED

University MIcrofIlms
International
300 North Zeeb Road
Dept. P.R.
Ann Arbor, MI48106
U.S.A.
18 Bedford Row
Dept. P.A.
London, WC1 R 4EJ
England

Name
Institution
Street
City
Sla'e

200 VENDOR NAMES & ADDRESSES
PUBLISHED 3 TIMES A YEAR
SPRING, SUMMER AND FALL
SUBSCRIPTION 512.00 A YEAR
SINGLE ISSUE 55.00 EACH
FOREIGN ADD 52.00 EA/AIR MAIL

SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS INCLUDE,
IBM
AT & T
NBC·TV
IT&T

PEPSI COLA
UNION CARBIDE
DETROIT STEELE
TEXAS INSTRU~IENTS

US -"A \,Y

US AIR FORCE
PROCTER & GAMBLE
NAT BANK OF KUWAIT

no Charge to venders to list software Zip

DOCTORS

ATTORNEYS
TEACHERS
INDIVIDUALS

dealer discounts available

CHECK OR :\JONEY ORDER PLEASE

COMPUTERMAT Box J664R Lake Havasu Cit}' , AZ 86403 602-855-3357
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